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A P R E F A T O R Y R E M A R K 

The present study is an attempt at a synthesis of a number of our earlier obser
vations scattered over various periodicals (some of which may be difficult of access 
for an English or American reader). The observations, together with some new 
propositions added to them, have been brought here under a common, unifying 
perspective. It is hoped that this common perspective may allow the reader to per
ceive the unity of the trend underlying the seemingly too variegated phenomena 
discussed in the individual chapters, and at the same time justify the inclusion into 
the study, though in a thoroughly revised and enlarged form, of some materials 
with which, as such, a number of our readers may be familiar. 

I. S O M E R E M A R K S O N T H E A N A L Y T I C A L 
C H A R A C T E R O F E N G L I S H 

It has long been regarded as more or less commonplace that the grammatical 
system of Modern English [further abbreviated as ModE] is prevalently analytical, 
as opposed to the grammatical system of the Old English [OE] period which was 
still essentially synthetic. But the whole range of facts covered by this formula 
has not always been fully realized. 

Not infrequently, the opposition of analytical vs. synthetic grammatical means 
is conceived of too narrowly, i . e. as concerning only the morphological level of 
language (mainly its declension and conjugation). (1) And yet it is quite obvious 
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that the syntactic level of language is no less affected by the above-said opposition. 
As evidence of this may be recalled the well-known fact that the position of the 
word within the sentence context is grammaticalized to a much higher degree in 
analytical than in synthetic languages. 

But the matter does not end there. One can go further than this, as some scholars 
have duly pointed out: their conception of the opposition of analysis vs. synthesis 
is so wide as to include differences of lexical (more specifically, onomatological) 
order. Thus, e. g., a denomination like Lat. senex is qualified by them as synthetic, 
while the corresponding ModE denomination cm old man ranks as analytical. (2) The 
question is, naturally, whether one should accept such semantic extension of the 
opposed terms. In itself, of course, the possibility of the application to the lexical 
plane of the opposition of 'analysis vs. synthesis' can hardly be questioned. Undoubt
edly, the flourishing of the well-known analytical category of 'phrasal verbs' of the 
type give up, put off, own up, replacing the synthetic simple verbs of the type surren
der, postpone, confess (3), bears an eloquent testimony to the presence and intensity 
of analytical tendencies in English onomatology. Likewise, the abundant and multi
form possibilities of the so-called conversion of word-categories in ModE (such as 
the shepherd > to shepherd s. o.,to know how > the know-how etc.) furnish additional 
evidence to the capital importance of the English sentence context. Admittedly, 
in analytical language systems it is quite common for the sentence context to act 
as sole indicator of, e. g., the case function of a nominal word-form. In ModE, 
however, the sentence context is charged with even more numerous and 
more responsible functions, being often the sole indicator of whether a given word-
form belongs to this or that word class (whether, e. g., it is to be interpreted as a noun 
or as a verb). On the other hand, in languages whose systems are commonly labelled 
as synthetic (as, e. g., in most Slavonic languages) the sentence context hardly ever 
performs the function of a sole indicator of that kind. Obviously, such facts cannot 
but endorse the opinion of those who plead for the extension of the terms of 'ana -
lytical vs. synthetic language means' on to the lexical plane of language. 

For all that, however, it must be admitted that research into the mutual relation 
of analysis and synthesis in the lexical plane of English will have to tackle, at least 
for some time to come, no small difficulties. With the highly mixed structure of the 
ModE stock of words and with many theoretical and practical problems of lexico
logical research still to be solved, it appears advisable, at least for the time being, 
to limit the application of the said dichotomy to the grammatical level of lan
guage, i . e. to morphology and syntax. 

Even if one accepts this limited applicability of the two opposed terms, a fairly 
large number of problems calls for examination, despite the fact that in the gram
matical plane of English the drift from the synthetic to the analytical type of gram
matical structure is quite obvious. (4) Among the unsettled problems perhaps the 
best known is the vexed question of the number of declension cases in English, the 
numbers suggested ranging from one to six or seven. (5) But even if no generally 
accepted solution of this problem (and a number of others) has yet been agreed upon, 
(6) the involved facts and the general analytical tendencies underlying them are 
widely known and established beyond any doubt. On the other hand, the English 
analytical drift has some implications that are not quite evident to. an average 
observer but stand out with reasonable clearness to those linguists who regard 
language as a system of systems. As this view of language is also held by the present 
writer, it will be found useful to state here, as briefly as possible, some basic principles 
which are involved in an approach of the kind. 
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If language is defined as a system of systems, (7) this naturally, implies, first of 
all, the existence in language of a number of levels or planes, each of which is charac
terized by its own specific structure and its own specific problems (the most impor
tant planes being commonly denoted as phonic, grammatical, and lexical). But the 
systematic character of language certainly implies more than the fact that each of 
such planes constitutes a more or less (but, needless to say, never absolutely) balanced 
system. Even more characteristic of language is the circumstance that each of such 
planes is more or less closely interlinked with the other planes. As a matter of fact, 
it is only the existence of such mutual interrelations that can justify the above-
mentioned definition of language as a system of systems. Obviously, the existence 
of such interrelations entails some important consequences, one of which is especially 
worth noting. 

If all language planes are more or less interdependent, it logically follows that 
a change in one of the planes may call forth one or more changes in another plane 
(or in more planes) of the concerned language system. It is true, of course, that 
within the grammatical plane of language some interdependence of the levels of 
morphology and syntax has never been denied, and that numerous instances of this 
interdependence were displayed by many scholars. Still, consistent approach of 
language on the lines indicated here may discover more items of the kind (in our 
chapters II, III and IV an attempt is made at presenting some such interdependences 
as are often overlooked). 

Even more interesting proves to be the question of the interdependence of the 
phonic and grammatical planes. Here again, it might be objected that the idea is 
hardly a new one — that, indeed, this kind of interdependence had' been acknow
ledged long before language came to be regarded as a system of systems. Thus, e. g., 
it has long been a commonplace point of historical grammar of numerous languages 
that the reduction (and, ultimately, loss) of vowels in unstressed syllables made an 
essential contribution towards the rebuilding of the synthetic grammatical structure 
into a structure based on analytical principles. In such cases one obviously has to do 
with an impact of the changes in the phonic plane upon the structure of the gram
matical plane. We willingly grant this; what we would like to stress, however, is that 
such interrelations of language planes cannot be interpreted as acting in one direction 
only. On the contrary, from tjme to time instances pointing to the opposite direction 
of influence may be detected in languages. In such cases the structure of the phonic 
plane appears to have been affected by changes, actual or even only imminent, in the 
"higher" planes of language (lexicological and/or grammatical). 

Cases of the interdependence working this other way were decidedly unknown 
to pre-structuralist study of language, and even structurally-minded scholars may 
be said not to have, paid due regard to them. In the Chapters V—VII of the present 
treatise an attempt is made at an examination of some specimens of such inter
dependence, affecting the systems of English vowel and consonant phonemes. Prior to 
its discussion, however, it is necessary to note, as briefly as possible, some essential 
points concerning our conception of language and of the development of the latter. 

In the first place, in our opinion no conception of language (and, consequently, 
of the development of language) can be true to facts unless it takes into account the 
basic function of language, i . e. its task to act as a means of mutual understanding 
among the members of the given language community. In order to fulfil this task, 
language must possess adequate means so as to cope with all needs and wants of 
communication existing or arising within the community. As a matter of fact, one 
can say that, at least to a considerable extent, the development of language consists 
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in adapting the means of language to the ever-changing, ever-increasing tasks to be 
faced by language. For this reason, the student of language should never lose sight of 
the mutual interdependence of form and meaning in the examined language system. 

In the second place, in tracing the development of language one should not over
look the part occasionally played in it by factors of external order, such as important 
political, economic, and cultural events. (8) Admittedly, the operation of such 
external factors becomes regularly and directly reflected in the lexical plane of 
language. In some, though much less frequent situations, such extra-linguistic 
factors may indirectly affect even the grammatical and/or phonic plane of the 
concerned language system. In instances of that kind one has to do with a particular 
kind of impact^ by which the changing structure of the outside world (of the "dxtra-
linguistic reality", as it is often called) enforces a change in the structure of the lan
guage system. Such impact can be clearly observed in the development of some 
languages: a classic specimen may be found in English, whose phonic and grammat
ical structure were subjected to changes that can be attributed, at least to some 
extent, to the indirect influence exercised upon English by French in the centuries 
following the important historical event known as the Norman Conquest and its 
political, economic and cultural consequences. 

Finally, it should always be kept in mind that the primary, and the only indis
pensable, aspect of language is the spoken one, (9) that is, one should never forget 
that all forms of language become primarily implemented (or, made manifest) by 
sounds produced by the organs of speech and perceived by the organs of hearing. 
The necessary consequence of this fact is that the phonematic development of 
language must conform to the laws governing the activities of human articulatory 
mechanism and/or those of human auditory perception. In other words, no phone
matic change can occur unless it is phonetically feasible (e. g., it is extremely unlikely 
that in any language a vowel might be capable of a direct change ihtio a voiceless 
consonant). As a result of this, one has to admit that there is another important 
relation that should be taken into account by the student of language, viz. the 
one existing between the phonic plane of language on the one hand, and what 
might be called the material and technical pre-requisites of its implementation on 
the other. For this reason, we find it only too obvious that phonematics and pho
netics should co-operate, for all the basic difference in their specific objectives. 

So much for the three main principles that had to be touched upon here so that 
our approach to some major problems of language and its development might stand 
out with reasonable clearness. It should only be added that this approach is roughly 
identical with that of the Prague group, whose ideas, though necessarily modified 
in a number of points, have proved to be a reliable basis for actual research-work 
not only in the synchronistic but also in the diachronistic study of language. (10) 
It may only be added that the said approach may reveal some interesting impli
cations of the analytical drift of English which, as such, are not quite evident to an 
average observer. It will be found that exactly these less obvious implications of 
that drift will be the subject of our attention in the following chapters. 

II . T H E S T A T U S O F T H E W O E D I N M O D E R N E N G L I S H 

The implication to be discussed at first (11) is of general character. It is concerned 
with the status of the word as a linguistic unit: it appears that this status in ModE 
is appreciably different from the status of the word in Slavonic languages (and in 
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synthetic languages, including Old English, in general). It appears, too, that the 
change in the status of the English word has been effected by the wholesale rebuilding 
of the grammatical structure of English from what was essentially a synthetic system 
into one that is prevalently analytical. Throughout our analysis we will combine the 
synchronistic and the historical methods of approach; Czech, and occasionally other 
Slavonic languages, will supply materials for synchronistic comparison. 

In discussing the involved issues, it is imperative to lay down some preliminary 
remarks about the old problem of the existence of the word.. In attacking the problem, 
one should carefully keep apart what may be called its semantic aspect and its formal 
aspect. Semantically, the existence of the word has always been regarded as more 
or less obvious; much less so, however, has always seemed the existence of the word 
if considered from the formal aspect. Not infrequently voices could be heard that 
acknowledged the word as a purely semantic category, not as a formal one. 

Opinions of that kind were mostly voiced by some of the phoneticians of the last 
quarter of the nineteenth and the early part of the twentieth centuries (to give 
only one example out of many* let us recall Henry Sweet's practice, dividing 
transcribed utterances not into words but into what is called stress-groups). (12) 
After all, this kind of approach may not seem particularly startling in the writings 
of a phonetician of seven or more decades ago. Contrary to this, the present-day 
functionalist conception of language, regarding as the foremost task of language 
that of being the instrument of mutual communication, is very deeply aware of 
the close ties Unking up what is casually denoted as form and function in language 
(i. e. the phonic, make-up of the examined utterances on the one hand and the refe
rence to some extra-linguistic reality on the other; it is perhaps unnecessary to 
emphasize that this reality, prior to its expression by means of language, has been 
mediated and organized by thinking). Consequently, to a functionalistically-minded 
student of language the acknowledgement of the word as a semantic category will 
necessarily imply, more or less, also its acknowledgement as a formal category. 

It will, therefore, come as something like a surprise to find the word branded 
as a "pre-scientific term" in a paper written by a theoretician of grammar in the 
late nineteen-fifties. The author of the paper, F. Mikus of Ljubljana (13), is con
vinced that all grammatical structure of language can be reduced to syntagmatic re
lations of the type 'determinans — determinandum'. In his opinion, it is only these 
relations that matter, and the question whether the terms of any such relation are 
expressed by separate words or by parts of one and the same word is formulated 
wrongly, as it is concerned with things that are irrelevant to the essence of language. 
Mikus believes, e. g., that there is no substantial difference between the elements 
of the English verbal form / sing, French je chante on the one hand, and the elements 
of Latin cant-o, Russian poy-u, Cz. zpiv-dm,etc, on the other hand: in each of the 
two categories, so he argues, we have to do with the relation of a determinandum 
(sing, chante, cant-, poy-, zpiv-J and a determinans (I, je, -6, -u, dm).-

It is, of course, obvious that here Mikus underestimates the important difference 
marking off the instances of the two above-mentioned categories, although he is 
certainly not unaware of it. It is the difference in firmness with which the component 
elements of the discussed verbal forms cling to one another: while in the above-
quoted Latin, Russian and Czech instances the two elements cannot be separated 
by any other inserted element, capable of existing independently of them, the 
elements composing the English and French instances can easily undergo such 
separation (see, e. g., / very often sing, je le lui chante). 

There is, however, one point in which Mikus's argument has proved most helpful — 
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it has revealed what is perhaps the most abundant source of misunderstandings 
among the soholars attacking the problem of the word. It is the lack of any universal
ly accepted definition of the word, and the consequent application of this term by 
different scholars to different sections of the current of speech (la chaine parlee). 
As a result of this lack of agreement, scholars like MikuS see no essential difference 
between the sequences of cant-6 and je chante, and one can even find statements 
to the effect that French sequences like je le lui ai dil are to be regarded just as 
"synthetic" as Latin dedi or dedissem. (14) Most probably it was this lack of unanimity 
and the fact of many conflicting statements concerning the limits of words which 
acted as a major motive underlying Mikus's nihilistic approach of the problem of the 
word. Unfortunately, no problem has ever been solved by pretending that it does 
not exist, especially an urgent one. And the urgency of the problem of the word 
cannot be seriously doubted: it is obvious from the important implications the solution 
of the problem has not only for linguistic theory but even for linguistic practice — 
if for no other reason, then for the approval or disapproval of the common graphical 
device which has long acknowledged the real or supposed word limits by introducing 
the spaces between written or printed words. 

Incidentally, the fact that in most language communities the introduction of 
such spaces only took place in the course of their historical development, must have 
been motivated by the need to give some graphical expression to what was commonly 
recognized as a linguistic fact, i . e. as a fact not only of semantic, but also of formal 
order. — This argument, of course, could be opposed by insisting on the purely 
semantic function of those spaces in the written and printed contexts. Admittedly, 
we ourselves lay much stress on the ability of the written utterance "to speak quickly 
and distinctly to the eyes"; (15) one could easily show by a simple experiment how 
slow and indistinct the perception (and, consequently, the-ttnderstanding) of a 
written utterance is due to become if the spaces should be abolished. We willingly 
admit this fact; but on the other hand we think it fair to insist on the presence, 
in the corresponding spoken utterance, of some acoustic features whose task is 
again to signalize word-limits, and so to enable the spoken utterance to speak quickly 
and distinctly to the ears. (16) Even if such acoustic signals do not function so 
automatically as, and are more manifold in character than, the optical signals of 
spaces between written or printed words, their existence is not open to doubt: without 
them a spoken utterance would be as slow and as indistinct to follow as its corres
ponding written utterance with space signals abolished. It appears, then, that the 
introduction of space signals into the written utterances must have been at least 
co-motivated by the presence of the acoustic signals marking off words in spoken 
utterances, or, to put the thing differently, that even the spoken word is not merely 
a semantic but also a formal phenomenon. 

* * * 
Conformably to what has been said above, the cenlral issue to be tackled is the 

definition of the word. Quite a number of such definitions have been suggested 
by various scholars; three of the number will be commented here, however briefly. 
According to one of them the criterion of whether a section of speech current can 
or cannot be allotted the status of a word k its ability (or, respectively, inability) 
to function as a sentence. This solution of the problem of the word was proposed, 
among others, by the Anglo-American scholars L. Bloomfield and L . R. Palmer. 
(17, 18) It is, however, very doubtful whether the said criterion can really cover 
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all cases involved. Two objections may be raised against it, one of which, is of practi
cal, another of a general, theoretical character. 

First, there is the problem of the so-called synsemantic speech elements, i . e. of 
elements whose meaning is essentially formal and which can refer to the extra-
linguistic reality only in an indirect manner, i . e. if they are attached to some auto-
eemantic element (noun, verb, etc.). Do such synsemantic elements rank as indepen
dent words or not? One can certainly imagine practical instances of prepositions 
functioning as independent sentences (Palmer himself is quoting some such cases), 
but it is undoubtedly very hard to think of a sentence containing nothing but a 
conjunction (instances quoted by Bloomfield are not convincing enough), at least 
as long as one keeps within the Limits of linguistic, not metalinguistic materials. 
And yet, hardly any linguist would venture to deny the word status of conjunctions. 

It is a well-known fact that in metalinguistic materials sentences containing nothing but 
conjunctions may be easily found. Thus, e. g., And is answer to a question like Which is the com
monest copulative conjunction in English? — Still, metalinguistic materials are by no means con
clusive; one might prove by them, e. g., the word status of sufixes, phonemes etc. — see, e. g., 
answers to questions like What is the ending of the English gerund? or, What is the high front checked 
vowel of Modern English? The absurdity of'such evidence is manifest — Qui nimium probat, 
nihil probat. 

The other objection to Bloomfield's and Palmer's criterion is of more general, 
and perhaps more fundamental character. It is difficult to see why the word status 
of a" section of speech current should be dependent on the ability of that section 
to function in the capacity of a sentence. In our opinion, those who insist upon 
this ability overlook the fact that the specific functions of the word and the sentence 
are basicaUy different. As is generally admitted, the function of the word is essential
ly onomatological, i . e. the word is primarily used to name the facts of extra-v 

linguistic reality (facts in the broadest sense of the word, including the relations of 
such facts), while the raison d'etre of the sentence is to predicate, i . e. to convey some 
information about that extra-linguistic reality, to word the speaker's approach of 
that reality. This functional distinction naturally does not exclude the possibility 
of a number of instances in which a word taken by itself can predicate, i . e., can 
act as a sentence. But it should certainly warn us against the unwarranted assump
tion that any word taken by itself must possess an independent predicational 
function. As a matter of fact, sentences consisting of one single word are cases 
more or less exceptional, just as words containing one single phoneme. And exactly 
as the occasional ability of the phoneme to act as an independent word cannot 
be included in the list of conditions guaranteeing its phonematic status, so the 
occasional occurrence in the capacity of a sentence cannot be entered into the list 
of conditions guaranteeing the word status of a section of speech current. So much, 
then, about the first of the three suggested word definitions with which we are 
concerned here. 

The second of the three definitions was proposed by Vilem Mathesius almost 
half a century ago. (19) In his opinion, the word is the smallest section of the speech 
current which is not bound in any way upon other such sections. The natural con
sequence of this conception is that the words composing the sentence are, at least 
to a degree, separable from one another. In some languages they are even more or 
less able to exchange their places within the sentence (this happens, e. g., in many 
Slavonic languages and, in general, in languages of synthetic grammatical structure), 
in others they can at least be separated from one another by the insertion of another 
such section of the speech current (this can be found in analytical languages, such 
as, e. g., in English or French). 
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It will be noted that Mathesius' definition is purely formal, containing no refer
ence to semantic factors. In this point it may be regarded objectionable, in view of 
what has been said above about the close ties linking up form and meaning in lan
guage. But this defect can be easily remedied, if the term "section of the speech 
current", found in Mathesius' definition, is brought into due relation to meaning. 
This can be effected by re-defining the word as "an utterance section that refers 
to some correlate in the extra-linguistic reality and that, acting as one indivisible 
whole, can more or less freely change its position with regard to other elements of 
the utterance, or at least can (again acting as one indivisible whole) be separated 
from those elements by the insertion of some additional, more or less freely inter
changeable utterance section." 

In this improved form the given definition appears to be able to cope with the 
most essential aspects of the problems of the word. But it would be naive to suppose 
that it can remove a l l doubts and throw sufficient light on a l l aspects of the given 
problem. Conditions found in different languages are too multiform to allow of 
a straightforward application of one and the same formula to all of them. This proviso 
may already be seen to show through the very wording of the above-quoted defi
nition. The wording had to be formulated so as to cover the facts both of the syn
thetic and of the analytical types of language structures. Undoubtedly, there is 
much to commend the cautious statement made not long ago by C. E. Bazel l , 
the third of the scholars whose approach to the problem of theword shall be discussed 
here. 

In one of his more recent papers concerned with our problem (20) C. E. Bazell 
urges that "it is impossible to give general criteria of word-unity, applicable without 
modification to each separate language" (italics of C.E. Bazell). In a sense, one can 
heartily subscribe to his assertion that "each language has its own special criteria" 
of word-unity, and that "the units which pass under the title of 'word' in different 
languages are not exactly the same sort of unit, though they are similar" (1. c , 
p. 28). As a matter of fact, what has been specified above in the improved form 
of Mathesms' definition constitutes hardly more than a major criterion of word-
unity; the application of this] criterion to concrete language situations will neces
sarily be subject to a number of modifications. 

It appears, then, that Bazell's idea of the necessity to solve the problem of the 
word for each language separatejy is basically sound. It is, of course, necessary to 
follow his trend of thought further, and to try to find out the kinds of difference that 
can be ascertained in comparing individual languages, as well as to trace the motives 
underlying such difference. Undoubtedly, results of more definite shape can only 
be reached after mutual comparison of a large number of concrete languages of 
various types has been carried through. Such extensive investigation will naturally 
require collective cooperation of tens, if not hundreds, of scholars. At the present 
stage of the work hardly more can be done than attempts, however individual 
and isolated, at a comparison of those languages which the investigator feels more 
or less competent to handle. For all their limited scope, such attempts may prove 
not quite unfruitful, especially if they analyse languages of sufficiently different 
structural types. The preliminary results of such research appear to show that the 
solution of the problem of the word and the establishment of the criteria for finding 
out the limits of words in a given language is closely dependent on (if not wholly 
determined by) the structural situation existing in the system of that language. 
We believe these results to be in full agreement with Bazell's statement according 
to which "conformity to the private word-pattern of the individual language is, 
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so to speak, the final touch, presupposing that some general conditions of word status, 
common to all languages, have already been fulfilled" (1. c , p. 27). 

In the following sections of this chapter we will try to show some interesting 
results that may be gained by a mutual comparison of Modern English and two 
Slavonic languages, Czech and Russian. The data from which we shall be drawing 
our conclusions mostly go back to the studies of other Czechoslovak scholars, among 
whom especially the names of V. Mathesius, B. Havranek, B. Trnka, V. SkaliCka, 
F. Kopecny, and J . Firbas should be gratefully mentioned. Virtually all of them 
base their work on the functionalist and structuralist principles held by the so-
called Prague Linguistic Group. 

* 
Within the narrow limits of the present comment we must confine our observation 

to three or four points which appear to be particularly characteristic of the structural 
differences ascertainable between English and our two Slavonic languages. We do 
not pretend of submitting facts hitherto unnoticed; all of them are what may be 
called commonplace. Al l we can claim is the presentation of these facts in such 
connections and confrontations as are frequently overlooked. 

The first of the points concerns the relation of the word to the word-group. Ana
lyses of equivalent contexts in English and our Slavonic languages reveal that in 
the latter languages, whose grammatical systems are admittedly highly synthetic, 
the opposition of the word to the word-group is much more definite and clearcut 
than in English whose grammatical system is based on analytical principles. The 
difference is best illustrated by confronting English and our Slavonic languages in 
the matter of the so-called quotational compounds of the type never-to-be-forgotten, 
out-of-the-world, stick-in-the-mud etc. As is well known, in such compounds one is 
faced with a word-group that has been taken out of its semantic environment (in 
which it was performing some specific syntactic functions) and transferred to a different 
semantic environment in which its syntactic function has been altogether changed — 
it has come to be used there in such functions as might easily be performed by one 
single word unit. And it is certainly remarkable that exactly such single word-
units must be used in translating such quotational compounds into our Slavonic 
languages in which, as far as our evidence goes, instances of quotational compounds 
are virtually non-existent. See, e. g., English a never-to-be-forgotten event •>- Cz. ne-
zapomenutelnd uddlost, R. nezabyvaemyy sluchay; E. an out-of-the-world place — 
Cz. zapadle misto, R. zakholustnoe mesto. If in our Slavonic languages such a quo
tational compound is rendered by a word-group, the members of this word-group 
regularly preserve their grammatical independence and do not become welded into 
a compound, see E. ship-to-shore communication — Cz. spojeni lodi s pobrezim, 
svyaz' sudna s beregom; E . the ten-fifty-two train — Cz. vlah odjizdejici v deset padesdt 
dva, R. poezd otkhadyashchiy v desyaV chasov pyat'desyat' dva. 

As is well known, in some instances even a whole English sentence can be handled 
in the described manner: He is a let-me-alone-with-your-nonsense companion — Cz. 
On je nedutklivy spolecnik, R. On shchekotlivyy tovarishch; E. He is an I-won'i-lo-be-
opposed person — Cz. To je clovek, ktery nesnese odpor, R. Eto chelovek neterpyashchiy 
soprotivleniya. The lengthiest instance of the type we have come across appears in 
Jerome K. Jerome's Three Men in a Boat — it extends over too printed lines: There is 
a sort of Oh-what-a^wicked-worM-this-is-and-how-I-wish-I-could-d^ 
•it-better-and-nobler expression about Montmorency... In Czech and Russian the 
same idea can only be expressed by a dependent, non-adjectivized clause: Mont-
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morencyho vyraz jako by fikal: "Ach, jak spatny je tento svet...", Montmoransi kak 
budto govorit: "Akh, do chego zhe plokh etot mir...". 

It will have been observed that the instances so far quoted occur in the capacity 
of adjectival attributes; one can, however, also find quotational compounds function
ing as nouns, e. g. the merry-go-round — Cz. kolotoc, R. karuseV; a never-do-well — 
Cz. nicema, R. negodyay. (21) 

A closer look at English quotational compounds will reveal their structural am
biguity. From the purely phonematic point-of-view, they hardly differ from the 
word sequences to which they owe their origins. But it will be. readily admitted 
that the morphematic structure of quotational compounds is markedly opposed to 
the morphematic structural pattern of "normal" derived words or "normal" com
pounds, in both of which a regular kind of hierarchy of stems and affixes can be 
detected without much difficulty. The elements composing the morphematic patterns 
of quotational compounds, however, enter a hierarchy of a different kind, whose 
syntactic origin is still clearly felt in by far the greatest number of instances. — On 
the other hand, evidence can be given of their being no longer evaluated as word 
sequences but as word-units, however complex and extraordinary in more than one 
respect. Thus, e. g., in at least the more common quotational compounds the stress 
patterns of the original word-sequences have been re-arranged so as to suggest an 
idea of single word-units. While, e. g., in the non-compound sequences / met \Jack 
in the \box, I saw them ktick in the \mud we find each non-formal element of the word-
group provided with its own stress, in the corresponding quotational compounds 
the number of such stresses is drastically reduced: I jack-in-the-box, ktick-in-the-
mud. (22) — Another very important piece of evidence in the said direction is the 
ability of at least some substantival quotational compounds to annex the inflexional 
ending of the plural to the last, originally non-substantival element of the sequence, 
see cases like merry-go-rounds, never-do-wells. 

At this moment it may be useful to point out an important difference ascer
tainable between English and Czech. It was said here earlier that in Czech (and, 
for that matter, in other Slavonic languages as well) hardly any quotational com
pounds may be found. This statement is perfectly true; yet it should be added 
that some of the Czech compounds reveal features that make them more or less 
resemble the compounds of the English quotational type. There is, that is to say, 
a group of Czech compounds, mostly technical terms, that have clearly originated 
from syntactic groupings, and are now positively regarded as single word-units. See, 
e. g., zemetfeseni 'earthquake', dikuvzddni 'thanksgiving', zmrtvy'chvstdni' 'resurrec
tion', and a number of others. With the English quotational type never-to-be-forgot
ten, stick-in-the-mud they have in common the specific morphematic patterns remind
ing of their syntactic origins; in addition to this, they also show the re-arrangement 
of the original stress-patterns (each of the above Czech compounds has one principal 
stress only, the other of the original main stresses having been reduced to a secondary 
degree: \zeme\treseni). The compounds, nx addition to this, are also declinable (this 
is best seen in their Instrumental forms: zemetfesenim, dikuvzddnim, zmrtvychvstdnim). 

On the other hand, the examined Czech expressions differ from the English 
quotational compounds in some very important respects. First, as has already been 
observed, they usually represent technical terms; the type to which they belong 
is a traditional, non-productive one, which is in striking contrast with the English 
quotational compounds, most of which are ad hoc formations, and except for isolated 
instances like the forget-me-not, of hardly any terminological, traditional colouring. 
The most essential difference, however, is a formal one: the structural pattern of 
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the examined Czech compounds is decidedly nominal, their determined element 
being a verbal noun, while their determining element is a case form of some other 
noun or adjective. Contrary to this, the structural pattern of the English quotational 
compounds is very multiform, sometimes containing even finite verb forms the 
absence of which in the examined Czech compounds is most conspicuous. 

This, of course, by no means implies that verbal components are unknown in Czech 
compounds. Although they are not particularly frequent, a number of them can be 
registered (see, e. g., kazimir 'peace-breaker', neznaboh 'atheist', vrtichvost 'flatterer'). 
But such compounds fall short of the quotational type, because the verbal compo
nents in them are confined to bare stems (kazi-, nezna-, vrti-). On the other hand', 
there is a number of Czech compounds in which the verbal component can really 
be identified with a finite verb form, mostly with the imperative (see, e. g., tluchuba 
'braggard', drzgreSle 'miser'). Even such compounds, however, cannot be classified 
as really quotational because they are not formally identical with the word-sequences 
from which they have originated (the groups being tluc hubou 'beat about with your 
mouth', <M gresli 'hold the penny'). The reason why the latter component part of 
the compound changed its form is obvious — this was done in order to make the 
compound declinable, i . e. to make its ending conform to that of the paradigm 
to which it was to be assigned. Consequently, it appears that it is exactly the 
effort to make such compounds declinable which can be denoted as the ultimate 
cause of the virtual lack of quotational compounds in Czech (and most probably 
in other Slavonic languages as well). It is hardly a matter of mere coincidence that 
English, which has totally discarded its original richness in inflexional paradigms, 
has at the same time become so favourably disposed towards the rise of quota
tional compounds. 

Out of the very few instances of genuine quotational compounds that can be found 
in Czech we want to discuss one which presents some interesting features. It is the 
noun budizknicemu ('good-for-nothing', literally 'be-to-nothing'). The comparison of 
the Czech compound with its semantic (and partly also formal) English equivalent 
is not devoid of interest. It shows that while the English expression may take on 
the plural ending (he is one of the silliest good-for-nothings I have ever met), the Czech 
word is very often undeclinable, standing so in sharp contrast to the compounds of 
the type tluchuba, drzgresle analysed above. The frequent lack of declension in the 
Czech word budizknicemu is very symptomatic: it stigmatizes that word as belong
ing to the grammatical periphery of the language system of Czech, while the English 
quotational compounds have clearly succeeded in getting appreciably nearer the 
grammatical centre of their own language system. (23) 

To turn back to our main issue, we can draw the following conclusion from our 
above analysis. A l l facts discussed here show conclusively that the English quota
tional compounds should be classified as a transitional category: although they pos
sess some of the typical features of the word, by a number of other features they 
still remind one of a word-group. It is equally clear that in Czech (and most probably 
also in other Slavonic languages and synthetic languages in general) no such transi
tional category can be ascertained; there the border-line separating the categories of 
words and word-groups stands out with much greater clearness than the analogous 
border-line in an analytical language like English. And of course there can be no doubt 
that this difference in clearness of the two border-lines must be reflected in some 
differences in the definitions of the word formulated for the compared languages. 

* # * 
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But the difference described above is not the only one of the kind that can be 
established between English on the one hand and Czech and Russian on the other. (24) 
An analogous difference in the distinctness of border-lines-can be found between the 
word on the one hand and the sentence on the other. The nature of the difference 
can be demonstrated, among other things, by the comparison of the uses of prepo
sitions in English and our two Slavonic languages. While in the latter the preposition 
can only govern a noun (or a nominal phrase), in English, as is commonly known, 
it can govern whole clauses, especially the relative ones; see, e. g., instances like 
He will go to where I was last year. I do not object to what you say. In Britain tickets 
may be obtained from what are called the ticket-agencies. Etc. etc. In the Slavonic 
languages, as far as we are aware, a preposition can never govern a clause, at least 
not directly. Thus, e. g., the second of the above English instances would have the 
following Czech and Russian equivalents: Nemdm nic proti tomu, co Ukdte'— Ya ne 
vozrazhayu protiv togo chto vy govorite. — In the other two instances the Czech and 
Russian sentence patterns are more different from those found in English but again 
in none of them a preposition governs a clause: Pojede tarn, kde jd jsem byl loni — On 
poedet tuda gde ya byl v proshlom godu. VBritdnii he listky dostat v tzv. pfedprodejich — 
V Velikobritanii bilety mozhno poluchit v t.-naz. biletnykh agentstvakh. 

The existence in English of this use of prepositions may seem rather striking at 
first sight, because it does not seem to be in accordance with one of the leading 
tendences of that language, viz. with its trend towards nominal expression. But the 
contradiction is only an apparent one, as will be shown by the following consideration. 
The fact that the preposition, usually governing a noun, governs a clause considered 
as one whole, naturally results in establishing relatively close links between any two 
neighbouring members of that clause, links that are not quite unlike those uniting 
the elements of a quotational compound. Still, in such a clause the compactness of 
the whole is distinctly smaller than in the compound, as can he inferred from the 
absence of modifications of stress-pattern, such as have been observed above in the 
type jack-in-the-box, stick-in-the-mud. It is also worth noting that an English clause, 
even if forming a compact whole, is unable to take on the ending of the plural which, 
as was shown above, may be added to many quotational compounds without any 
difficulty. 

On the other hand, it is certainly remarkable that in some circumstances the Eng
lish clause, even if not governed by a preposition, may become so compact as to 
furnish a basis of derivation effected by means of a suffix. Specimens of the kind 
are provided by the often-quoted instances the I don't knowish expression of his face, 
and even the man I saw yesterday's hat. (25) However rare such formations may be, 
they are none the less worthy of notice: the very fact of their existence necessarily 
presupposes a specific kind of condition within the English grammatical system. 
This kind of condition may be worded in'the following manner: Like the border
line between the categories of the word and the word-group, also the border-line 
between the categories of the word and the sentence stands out less clearly in English 
than in Czech (and, for that matter, in Russian), although, as has been pointed out 
above, the degree to which this latter border-line has been obscured is appreciably 
less conspicuous than the degree ascertainable in the former border-line. 

Incidentally, it is worth mentioning that the different structural relations of the 
word and the sentence in English and our Slavonic languages appear to be correlated 
with the difference of what may be termed the amount of semantic independence 
of the word within the sentence. By the latter term we mean the ability of the word, 
taken out of its syntactic context, to convey a clear, unambiguous information of 
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the particular meaning to which it refers. If we compare, with this view in mind, 
an English sentence of medium length with its Czech or Russian equivalent it will 
be readily found that the Czech and Russian words, if taken put of their syntactic 
contexts, convey a much clearer idea of their semantic content than their English 
counterparts. This can be demonstrated on a common conversational utterance like 
Be so kind as to pass me the salt, please, compared with its Slavonic equivalents 
Budte tak laskav, prosim, a podejte mi sul — Bud'te tako lyubeznyy, pozhaluysta, i po-
dayte mne sol\ The majority of the English words, taken by themselves, are much 
more ambiguous than their Czech and Russian counterparts (cp., e. g., be — budte, 
bud'te; kind — laskav, lyubeznyy; pass — podejte, podayte). 

It has long been a commonplace of English philology that the full meaning of 
any English word can only be established with the help of the syntactic context 
in which the word is placed; the phenomena of the so-called conversion of word-
categories in English, showing the immense importance of the syntactic context in 
that language, have already been referred to above (see p. 10). In Czech and Russian, 
on the other hand, the role of the context, though also present, plays a decidedly 
lesser part, which is in conformity with the notorious fact that the importance of the 
conversion of words in the Slavonic languages is all but negligible. Last but not 
least, one should recall the relatively high degree of the ability of Czech and Russian 
words to exchange their places within the sentence without a fundamental change 
of their meaning; in the semantically equivalent English sentence an analogous 
exchange of places would be far more difficult to carry out, if possible at all. 

Al l the facts discussed here appear then to corroborate our diagnosis concerning 
the difference in clearness with which the grammatical categories of the word and 
the sentence are delimited within the respective English and Slavonic grammatical 
systems. This difference, obviously, will also have to be reckoned with in defining 
the word in these languages. 

*• 
So far we have been comparing English and our Slavonic languages with regard 

to the distinction between the word and some linguistic categories of an order higher 
than the word (word-group, sentence). It is now time to turn our attention down the 
scale, i . e. to the distinction existing in the compared languages between the word 
and a category of a lower order, i . e. morphemes, especially affixes. It will be found 
that, here again, conditions in English are strikingly different from those found in 
Czech and Russian. 

To begin with, let us once more recall the above-quoted instances of the type 
the I don't knowish expression of his face and the man I saw yesterday's hat. In the 
preceding section of the present chapter such instances were commented upon as 
evidence pointing to the relative obscurity of the border-line delimiting the catego
ries of word and sentence in English. They can, however, serve equally well as evi
dence of the relative obscurity in that language of another important border-line, 
viz. the one delimiting the categories of word and affix. Anyone familiar with Czech 
or Russian is clearly aware of the fact that no instances of the above type can be 
established in these two languages. The reason of the absence of this type in them 
is not only the clear-cut border-line found in Czech and Russian between the cate
gories of word and sentence but also an equally clear-cut border-line between the 
categories of word and affix. 

In our two Slavonic languages (and most probably in any language of synthetic 
grammatical structure) affixes are bound to function within the limits of the word 
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only; the joining of an affix to a word-group or even to a sentence is quite unthinkable 
there. In English, on the other hand, such joining is perfectly legitimate provided 
that some semantic conditions have been complied with (see the well-known speci
mens of the type the ex-Prime Minister, the Anti-Corn Law League, old maidish, 
etc., to which may be added the notorious instances of the so-called Group-Genitive 
like Jacob and Esau's quarrel, the King of England's rights and privileges,etc.; in the 
latter cases, and in all instances of the Possessive Case, 's does not function as a case 
ending but rather as a suffixal element. (27) Clearly, in English the affixes are much 
less constrained in their functioning than in Czech or Russian, and although in the 
vast majority of instances they function within the limits of one word, a number 
of cases can be found in which they become combined with higher units. In our 
opinion this fact furnishes convincing evidence for the statement that the mutual 
relation of English words and affixes is much looser than the analogous relation in 
Czech or Russian, and that, consequently, the border-line marking off the two 
English categories is again less distinct than the one marking off their Slavonic 
counterparts. * * 

# 

All that has been said here so far amounts to the ascertainment in the structural 
make-up of English of a markedly liberal approach to some traditional grammatical 
distinctions which in Czech and Russian (and probably in synthetic languages in 
general) are rather meticulously observed. To this may be added another inter3sting 
liberal feature of English which is again basically alien to our Slavonic languages. 
It concerns the amalgamation of parts of existing words (or, better, of parts of 
word-stems) for the purpose of denoting new meanings (or new shades of meaning). 
Traditional linguistic nomenclature denotes such amalgamation by the term 'blend
ing' (see, e. g., brunch < breakfast -\- lunch, smog < smoke + fog, chortle < chuck + 
+ snortle, etc.). The fact itself has, of course, been known for decades, but its linguis
tic importance does not seem to have been fully realized so far. In our opinion, 
the process of blending is most remarkable not only for its deliberate violation 
and negligence of morphematic limits existing in the source words from which the 
new, blended word arises, (28) but especially for its flat dismissal of the formal 
and semantic lexical limits marking off the two source words. 

It should be emphasized that the process of blending differs fundamentally from 
the processes giving rise to 'trunk words' (e. g., pants < pantaloons, bus < omnibus, 
'flu < influenza) and to clippings going back to the amalgamation of initial letters 
or syllables of a number of subsequent word-units (as, e. g., UNO < United Nations 
Organization, radar < radio detection aviation and ranging, taxi-cab < taximeter 
cabriolet). In the latter two processes — which, incidentally, are by no means un
known to Czech and especially to Russian —, one has to do with an activity that is 
purely mechanical. It is prompted partly by the need to effect a radical structural 
assimilation of the complex naming units (many elements of which are manifestly 
of non-native character) to the make-up of the native word-stock (29) and partly 
by the economic motive, intent on saving the speaker's and the listener's time. 
It should also be noted that the onomatological unit resulting from the clipping 
of initials refers to the same extra-linguistic reality as was referred to by the full, 
undipped word-sequence. In cases of blending, however, we are not faced with 
a mechanical process but with a deliberate, semantically motivated amalgamation 
of the source words. 

This can be seen both on the formal and on the semantic level. Formally, the 
blend does not arise by a mechanical addition of the initial elements of the source 
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words but, as a rule, by an intimate welding of the initial part of the one and the 
final part of the other. The welding is often' so intimate that it can hardly be realized 
by one who is not versed in the theory of language. Semantically, the meaning 
of the newly formed blend is not simply equal to the sum of the meanings of the two 
source words; although it combines some of the semantic features of the two, the 
resulting meaning is entirely new — as a matter of fact it was exactly the novelty of 
the experience which has led the English speakers to coin the blend. 

It is certainly symptomatic that in Czech and Russian (and most probably also 
in other languages of synthetic grammatical structure) formation of words by 
blending is virtually unknown. (30) In our opinion the reasons of this absence 
can only be accounted for by the theory that in the Slavonic languages (and, 
for that matter, in synthetic languages in general) it is not only the border
lines separating words from Other language categories that stand out with 
extraordinary lucidity, but that also formal and semantic limits marking off 
individual lexical units from one another are remarkably clearcut, certainly much 
more so than in English. 

We have come to the end of our comparison of some aspects of the status of the 
word in English, Czech and Russian. The results of our analysis, however casual 
and by no means detailed, have brought us to the conclusion that the word in Czech 
and Russian constitutes a category jwbich is definitely more clearcut and more 
strictly delimited than the word in English. In conformity with C. E . Bazell's thesis, 
this difference will have to be reflected in the respective definitions of the word in 
the examined languages. At the present stage of research it would undoubtedly be 
premature to attempt to formulate something like a definite wording of such defi
nitions. The only thing that in our opinion can be said for certain is that the definition 
of the word in the grammatical system of English will have to be worded in more 
elastic, less committing terms than the definition of the word in the grammatical 
systems of Czech and Russian. 

There is, however, an even more important conclusion that can be drawn from 
our above analysis. Our examination has also revealed that the differences ascertained 
between the status of the word in English and in our two Slavonic languages 
are ultimately reducible to the differences of types of their grammatical struc
tures — analytical in the case of English, synthetic in the- case of Czech and 
Russian. It will have been noted that this conclusion has been obtained by applying 
the method of synchronistic comparison of the three languages. But the differences 
of the status of the word are not an exclusive matter of synchronistic analysis. 
Even a casual comparison of OE and ME contexts shows very clearly that the OE 
word undoubtedly possessed a more definite status with more clearcut formal and 
semantic limits than its ModE descendant. There is no trace in OE of quotational 
compounds, of prepositions governing whole clauses, of affixes joined to word-groups 
or even to sentences, and of course cases of blending are equally unknown there. 
There can be no doubt that the absence in OE of such features testifies to a more 
definite and more strictly delimited status of the OE word than is the status of its 
ModE counterpart. And it is equally obvious that the relatively very definite status 
of the OE word is closely connected with the grammatical structure of »OE, which 
was essentially still synthetic. And finally, the conclusion appears inescapable that 
the progressive weakening of the status of the word in English must have gone 
hand in hand with the progressive re-building of the grammatical structure of English 
on analytical lines. A detailed history of this process will of course have to be worked 
out by further research. 
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I I I . T H E " P O S S E S S I V E C A S E " O F M O D E R N E N G L I S H 

In the preceding, chapter mention was made of the relatively loose connection 
existing in English between the basis of the word and the affixes. An interesting 
illustration of this loose relation is supplied by the well-known Possessive Case 
of ModE, which will be the subject of our attention in the present chapter. (31) 

As is commonly admitted, the so-called Possessive Case is the sole remnant of the 
OE sythetic inflexion of nouns that has been preserved in ModE. The "ending" 
of this case's is, of course, a direct descendant of the OE genitival ending -es, found 
in masculine and neuter a-stems. We can safely denote i t as the sole synthetic case 
form that has survived from the original OE paradigm, which was wholly synthetic; 
the ModE plural ending -(e)s (<OE -as) cannot be regarded as really synthetio 
because it refers only to number, not to a particular case. 

Al l scholars discussing the ModE Possessive Case are unanimous in regarding 
it as an integral part of the substantival paradigm. And yet, the relation of the 
Possessive Case form to that paradigm is much more complicated than one might 
suppose at the first glance. Complications may be perceived both from the formal 
and from the semantic viewpoint. 

* * * 
Seen from the formal point-of-view, the synthetic Possessive Case strikes the 

observer as a unique exception to the rules now prevailing in the ModE substantival 
paradigm which, as is commonly admitted, is otherwise built exclusively upon ana
lytical lines. It is true, there is one important formal feature in which the Possessive 
Case agrees with decidedly analytical cases of ModE, viz. its more or less fixed place 
of occurrence in the sentence: The Possessive Case, that is to say, regularly functions 
as an attribute and so usually stands before the governing noun. Besides, it may be 
pointed out as a specific feature of the Possessive Case that its "ending" can be 
joined not only to the substantival baBis but also to. a group of two co-ordinated 
substantives, under the proviso that such a group refers to a single idea (see well-
known instances of the so-called 'group genitives' like Smith and Brown's office, 
father and mother's wedding-day, etc.); sometimes one may even find it joined to 
more extensive word-groups including a dependent clause (see, e. g., the man I saw 
yesterday's son). (32) It will be readily seen that thigdoose connection of the "ending" 
with the word-basis cannot be met with in any other item of the morphological 
system of ModE (there are, e. g., no instances like *cat and dogs, *it come and goes, 
etc.). 

It was exactly on account of the instances of group genitives that B. A. I ly i sh 
(1. c. p. 100) formulated his thesis that the ModE ending of the Possessive Case 
is being revaluated into what he called "an auxiliary particle denoting possession", 
and that, further on, he even went so far as to quote this's as an illustration of the 
fact that new words can emerge in analytical languages owing to the emancipation 
of former suffixes (he admits, it is fair to state, that the phenomenon is isolated 
in English). To put the thing differently, Ilyish tries to fit the Possessive Case into 
the scheme of the ModE analytical declension by interpreting the former as a sort 
of periphrastic form. (33) To this it may be observed that the Soviet scholar was 
perfectly right in his ingenious diagnosis that a sort or revaluation has been taking 
place in the ModE Possessive Case. On the other hand, he obviously seems to have 
gone too far in regarding the final's as something like an auxiliary word: it would 
be the only postpositive auxiliary in the ModE morphological system, and the only 
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one of non-syllabic character in the standard literary language. In our opinion, 
instances of group genitives and the like call for a different interpretation. 

We believe that instances of the kind can only point to two fundamental facts. The 
one is that in ModE the opposition "word vs. word group" appears to be distinctly 
less marked than in languages characterized by synthetic grammatical structure 
(such as, e. g., Czech or Russian). It has been shown above in Chapter II that this 
fact is responsible for a number of striking structural features of ModE (among other 
things, for the presence in ModE of the so-called quotational compounds). — The 
other fundamental fact is, in our opinion, that by its relatively high degree of inde
pendence the ModE final's ranks rather with derivative affixes than with inflexional 
endings. (34) It will be recalled that, like the final's, the ModE derivative affixes are 
often joined to word-groups referring to a single idea (see, e. g., an ex-King of Iraq, 
John Bullish, dog-in-the-mangerism etc.; (35) as has been noted earlier in this chapter, 
this is a kind of liberty never enjoyed by ModE inflexional endings. 

The affixal status of ModE's is perfectly obvious in ModE word^groups of the 
types at the baker's, from my uncle's, St. Paul's and the like, in which it is no longer 
charged with a possessive function; in instances of this kind Ilyish himself admits 
the suffixal status of's (1. c. p. 100}. It may be of use to recall here a small orthograph
ical detail: in the type St. Paul's (and similarly Foyle's, Harrod's etc.) the apostrophe 
is very'frequently omitted. This is undoubtedly due to the loss of possessive associa
tions, formerly adhering to 's (for details, see R. W. Zandvoort, A Handbook 
of English Grammar2, Groningen 1946, p. 82, and especially his paper More Notes 
on the Genitive in the Amsterdam feview English Studies 26, 1944, pp. 1—6). 

All that has been said here so far points to the conclusion that from the formal 
viewpoint the ModE Possessive Case ranks more probably as a derived than as an 
inflected form. If this is so, the very term "Possessive Case" does not seem particu
larly appropriate: much nearer to the mark appears to be the term "Possessive 
Form" which, therefore, we are going to use in the following lines. 

So far we have analysed the Possessive Form from the formal viewpoint. If we 
now examine it from the semantic point-of-view, we find that the results of this 
latter examination yield results perfectly tallying with those of the former. As is 
generally known, in the course of the historical development of English both the 
scope of applicability and the semantic reference of the Possessive Form have come 
to be considerably narrowed. As regards the scope of applicability, it is clear that 
in OE the synthetic genitive in -es could be formed from any noun of the concerned 
morphological category (i. e., from masculine and neuter a-stems), while in ModE 
the formation of the Possessive Form is substantially limited — it can be met-with, 
in principle, in only one semantic category of nouns, viz. in those denoting animate 
beings. (36) As regards the semantic reference, it is commonly known that during 
the historical development of English the old synthetic genitive has lost virtually 
all its functions (37) except that of expressing possession (in the widest sense of the 
word, including, e. g., also instances of the subjective genitive, such as the mother's 
love of her children, and the like). It should be particularly stressed that no trace 
has been left in ModE of the original adverbal objective functions of the old case 
form, such as existed in OE constructions of the type fultumes biddan, 'to ask for 
help', wceteres weorpan 'to throw water' etc. It appears obvious that these facts of 
semantic order point in the same direction as the above-noted facts of formal order: 
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the semantic limitations of what has been left in ModE of the old synthetic genitive 
indicates clearly that the ModE Possessive Form has considerably loos?ned the ties 
that were originally tying it up with the substantival paradigm. If, in addition to 
this, one recalls what has been said above about the high amount of independence 
enjoyed by the final 's-element of the Possessive Form, one and only one conclusion 
appears inevitable, viz. that the ModE Possessive Form is no longer a constituent 
part of the substantival paradigm. Moreover, it appears to be gradually acquiring 
adjectival character, and has already covered a great part of the road (but certainly 
not the whole of it) leading towards full adjectivization. 

A couple of remarks are needed to clear up some of the implications of the thesis 
just formulated. It is not open to doubt that the ModE Possessive Form is closely 
allied, both in form and in meaning, to the possessive pronouns of the attributive 
series my, your, his their;ih\s alliance is evidenced by parallelisms like his coat — 
John's coat, her coat — Mary's coat. The postpositive combination of John's is again 
closely parallel to of mine (cf. this friend of mine — this friend of John's). The above 
comparison reveals that like the possessive pronouns the Possessive Form allots 
a thing (in the widest sense of the word) to a particular person or persons, and 
that, like them, it precedes the governing noun; if it follows that noun, it is joined to 
it — again like the possessive pronoun — by the prepositional of. The above 
parallelisms, incidentally, are highly instructive: they furnish an additional argument 
for the existence of the centrifugal tendency driving the Possessive Form away from 
the substantival paradigm. Admittedly, hardly anybody would venture to regard 
the possessive pronouns myjmine, your/yours... their/theirs as component parts of 
the respective pronominal paradigms / (me), you... they. And it would likewise be 
most inappropriate to treat the Possessive Form in an analogous manner — all our 
above observations show that the relation of that form to the paradigm of the 
corresponding noun has been loosened accordingly, even if th« process has not been 
fully completed yet. 

In some languages, e. g. in Czech, the semantic affinity of possessive pronouns 
and possessive forms is also underlined by additional grammatical means: both 
grammatical categories are differentiated in gender so as to exhibit grammatical 
concord with their governing nouns (cf. Czech possessive pronouns masc. muj, fern. 
ma, ntr. me, 'my' — possessive forms masc. Januv, fem. Janova, ntr. Janovo 'John's). 

Another interesting feature of the centrifugal process by which the Possessive Form 
is being driven away from the substantival paradigm, is observable in the instances 
which in traditional grammatical terminology go by the label of the 'plural Possessive 
Case'. In at least some such instances the process of adjectivization has, to all appear
ances, advanced even further. The instances in question may be seen, in 0. Jesper-
sen's words, "in such more or less set phrases, as may be considered compounds", 
such as e. g. schoolboy's clothes, girls' friendships, a lovers' quarrel. It is also worth 
noting that Jespersen stamps as artificial such distinctions in spelling as may be 
observed between the written word groups a bird's nest — birds' nests, a printer's 
error — printers' errors and the like (see Essentials, p. 216). Though Jespersen 
himself does not draw the conclusion himself, it appears obvious that in cases of 
that kind the adjectival character of the Possessive Form has become so manifest 
as to render the distinction of number virtually non-existent. (39) (Here again, it 
may be of some interest to point out that the Possessive Form of such constructions 
is best rendered in Czech by an adjective: chlapecke Saty, divci pfdfelstvi, milenecky 
spor, ptaci hnizdo — ptaci hnizda, tiskovd chyba — iiskovi chyby.) 

Speaking about cases like a bird's nest —birds' nests we should recall E. Kru i s in -
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ga's thesis denying the existence of the plural Possessive Form altogether. (40) 
In his opinion, the forms girls', brothers' and the like should be regarded as identical, 
both from the formal and from the semantic viewpoint, with the forms spelt brother's, 
girl's. In Kruisinga's own words "the attributive genitive does not distinguish 
number any more than the attributive noun stem". (41) Kruisinga, too, believes 
that the final's in forms like men's, children's should be evaluated as a sort of suffix; 
its use in such cases is explained as due to the fact that the members of the opposi
tions man — men, child — children and the like have, from the formal point of view, 
become so widely differentiated that their mutual relation must be taken for supple-
tory. 

Should Kruisinga's theory prove true, the adjectival status of the ModE Possessive 
Form would be established beyond any doubt. Still, there appear to be some indica
tions pointing to the effect that the process of adjectivization, though undoubtedly 
well advanced, cannot be regarded as completed. We shall pay some attention here 
at least to two points which seem especially worth it. 

The first is the absence in English of combinations like *the Smithson's case, 
though combinations of the types Smithson's case and the Smithson case are quite 
common. The non-existence of the type provided by the asterisk reveals that the 
Possessive Form has not yet completely severed its traditional alliance to the proper 
name denoting the "possessor" (in the widest sense of the word); as such a proper 
name regularly lacks the definite article, the Possessive Form traditionally refrains 
from using it, too. It should be observed that combination of the type *the Smithson's 
case could very well co-exist with combinations belonging to the category of the 
Smithson case, as there might be a distinct semantic difference between the two. 
The difference might consist, that is, in the presence vs. absence of the possessive 
element in the semantic content of the two adjectives. As, however, combinations 
of the former, asterisked type have not yet emerged in ModE, the adjectivization 
of the Possessive Form can hardly be taken for a fully accomplished fact. 

The other obstacle standing in the way of a full adjectivization of the Possessive 
Form is the presence of thcindefinite article before a Possessive Form followed by an 
"uncountable" noun, such as a man's blood. In such combinations, that is to say, 
the indefinite article clearly belongs to the Possessive Form, not to the uncountable 
noun. One might perhaps argue that the suffix's is added not to the bare substantival 
form man alone, but to the word-group a-man considered as a whole. Then, however, 
it would be difficult to account for the difference in status of the articles in combina
tions like a man's blood — a man's hat. It cannot be reasonably doubted, that is, 
that in the latter type of combination the article must be referred to the governing 
noun hat (which, naturally, is "countable"); to all appearances, the instanced man's 
hat is perfectly parallel to instances of the type a new hat, an expensive hat, and the 
like. With instances of this latter type in the background, and with the regular 
absence of indefinite articles (and articles in general) before uncountable nouns, 
the article in the word-group a man's blood can hardly fail to be referred to the 
Possessive Form. And as long as this state of things persists, the process of adjectiv
ization of the Possessive Form can hardly be taken for completed. 

We are thus faced in ModE with an interesting attempt at a revaluation of a gram
matical form whose old function has almost died down both formally and semanti-
cally, and whose new function is being gradually crystallized jn a process that is 
fighting its way through against obstacles of both formal and semantic character. 
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It now remains to examine the above-established process In a broader historical 
setting. We are faced thus, very naturally, with the question of the sense of the 
whole process. In other words, what were the historical causes that called it forth? 

The answer to this question is not very difficult to find. It is implicitly contained 
in B. A. I ly ish 's ascertainment that the "genitival ending V represents today, 
as he puts it, "the only remnant that has been preserved, in the analytical structure 
of the present-day language, of the old system of cases", and thus "is subjected to 
revaluation carried out in conformity with the norms of analytical language thinking" 
(op. cit. p. 100). One should, in fact, realize here that the reshaping of the English 
grammatical system, in which tfhe old synthetic inflexion was entirely discarded 
and replaced by a new inflexional system built up on an essentially analytical basis, 
meant a profound and thoroughgoing arrangement. That Ijhis was indeed so is re
vealed by the fact that alone in the productive types of the OE declension of nouns 
(i. e., in the a-, o- and w-stems) there existed some forty case forms, the majority 
of which were differentiated by a system of distinctly unequivocal inflexional endings. 
Al l this richness was gradually done away with (except for a very small number of 
adverbial or Iexicalized survivals), and its place was taken by a complex analytical 
system of means combining prepositional constructions with grammaticalized word-
order. (42) The only really important survival of the old grammatical order was 
to become the form of the synthetic genitive singular of the a-stems (as has been 
shown above, the plural ending -(e)s denotes number only, not a particular case). 

The situation that resulted in English after the breakdown of the old synthetic 
grammatical order was by no means favourable to a continued existence of one 
synthetic case, form within a declension system built up entirely on an analytical 
basis. The situation urgently needed clarifying. In principle, two solutions of the 
problem offered themselves: either a total dismissal of the old synthetic form, or its 
semantic revaluation, resulting in its removal from the nominal declension system 
and in its endowment with a different function, such as would not collide with the 
established rules of the analytical order. The solution ultimately adopted by the 
English language system consisted in a combination of both above-indicated pos
sibilities: The old synthetic case form was preserved for one of the typical genitival 
functions, and so became revaluated into what we call the Possessive Form and what 
we have found to be tending to completely sever its links with the substantival 
paradigm and to establish itself as an adjectival form. In the other semantic func
tions, originally performed bf the old synthetic genitival form, the latter came 
to be replaced by an analytical ©/-construction. (43) 

There is, however, another question that must be raised in this context, viz. why 
the old synthetic genitive in its possessive function escaped the usual replacement 
by the ©/-construction. The answer to this question may be given as follows. In the 
first place, the abandonment of the replacement may have been due to the ever-
increasing tendency (ascertainable in the development of most languages), aiming 
at a differentiation of various semantic functions that were previously covered by 
one genitival form common to all of them. But besides, and that is even more impor
tant, one should again recall the existence in English of the system of possessive 
pronouns with which the old possessive genitive had many features in common, both 
semantic and formal (especially one should recall its usual position before the 
governing noun) and which could thus exercise a particularly strong preserving 
influence on its synthetic form. 

Another remark may be useful concerning the revaluating process of the old 
synthetic genitive into the Possessive Form, characterized by strong adjectival 
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colouring. We have ascertained that the old form, contradicting the new regulations 
of the grammatical system, could only uphold its place in the language at the cost 
of altering its semantic and grammatical content, in connection with the centrifugal 
process carrying the case form away from its original paradigm. It may be worth 
while to add that cases of analogous upholding of grammatical forms in language 
at the cost of their grammatical and semantic revaluation are by no means rare 
in language development. To quote another specimen of that kind of process, it is 
well known that impersonal constructions of the OE type me is cealde have given way 
to personal constructions of the ModE type / am cold. Only two instances of such 
impersonal constructions have managed to survive, viz. OE me pyncep and EME 
ms sBmep; the ModE respective forms methinks and meseems, descended from them, 
clearly reveal that in these two instances again the survival of the constructions was 
only made possible through grammatical revaluation. The ModE (archaic) forms 
methinks and meseems, that is to say, are no longer regarded as verbal constructions 
but as adverbs, and possibly even as interjections. (44) — Similar remarks might 
be applied to other grammatical survivals, as e. g. to the archaic, lexically isolated 
ModE adverb whilom, in which the OE ending of the Dative plural -um is supposed 
to persist, disguised as an adverbial affix, etc. 

# * * 

A very interesting parallel to the ModE Possessive Form may be found in the 
Southern and Western dialects of Czech. It is the absolute possessive adjective 
ending in -ovo, -ino (e. g. Janovo 'John's', tatinkovo 'Daddy's', Mariino 'Mary's', 
mamincino 'Mummy's'). Unlike other Czech adjectives (and unlike the possessive 
adjectives of Standard Czech and of other Czech dialects), the Southern and Western 
Czech absolute dialectal possessives in -ovo and -ino show no grammatical concord 
with" governing nouns, concord which is otherwise obligatory in Czech: cf. dial. Czech 
tdtovo klobouk 'father's hat', tdtovo louka 'father's meadow', tdtovo kolo 'father's 
bike' — Std. Cz. tdtuv klobouk, tdtova louka, tdtovo kolo. Similarly in plural: dial. 
Cz. tdtovo klobouky 'father's hats', tdtovo louky 'father's meadows', tdtovo kola 'father's 
bikes'; in Std. Cz. grammatical concord is again observed, cf. tdtovy klobouky, 
tdtovy louky, tdtova kola. 

As Std. Cz. adjectives (and the adjectives of other dialectal regions of the Czech 
language) meticulously observe the grammatical concord with their governing nouns, 
it may be inferred that by abandoning this grammatical concord the Southern 
and Western diale'ctal Czech absolute possessives have lost their adjectival status. 
Being derived from nouns denoting the possessor (e. g. tdtovo from tdta 'father', 
Mariino horn. Marie 'Mary'), the absolute possesjives very naturally become revalu-
ated into a kind of genitival form of the paradigms of their basic nouns. After 
the revaluation the dial. Cz. -ovoj-ino functions as an inflexional ending, comparable 
to the ModE's. (45) 

The dialectal Czech absolute possessive and the ModE Possessive Form have 
a number of features in common. From what has been said above here is evident 
that both forms are free from grammatical concord that would link them to their 
governing nouns. Besides, both forms occupy analogous places in the sentences 
of their respective languages; they are regularly situated not behind the governing 
noun but before it, or predicatively (cp. that hat is Father's — ten klobouk je tdtovo). 
Finally, the most important analogy of the. two forms lies in the fact*that each of 
the two is opposed, in its respective grammatical system, to a genitival form in the 
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full sense of the word (in English, to an o/-construction, in Czech, to a form whose 
inflexional ending contains a single vowel, e. g. tdt-y, Mari-e). These full-sense 
gcnitival forms are also capable of performing, under some specified circumstances, 
the possessive functions usually performed by their competitor forms but, in addition 
to this, they may be used in a number of other functions from which the com
petitor forms are wholly excluded (especially in the function of an adverbal object, 
see instances like / am afraid of Father, Bojim se tdty). 

On the other hand, there are some important dffierences between the two compared 
possessive forms. First, unlike the ModE's, the Czech dialectal ending -ovoj-ino can 
only be joined to the basis of a single noun, not qualified by any other expression. 
In other words, the Southern and Western Czech dialects present no analogues 
of ModE instances like my father's house, Smith and Brown's office, the man I saw 
yesterday's son. This difference is a natural consequence of the fact discussed above 
in Chapter II, viz. that the limits of the categories of word and affix are much more 
definite and clearcut in Czech than in ModE. Clearly, this difference is ultimately 
due to the fundamental difference in grammatical structures of the two languages, 
the structure of ModE being essentially analytical, while that of Czech is prevalently 
synthetic. The thing is too obvious to necessitate further discussion. 

Another divergent feature, however, is ascertainable in our two possessive forms 
that is also reducible to the difference in grammatical structures of our two languages 
and which, at the same time, reveals a distinction of fundamental importance. 
As has already been shown here above, the ModE Possessive Form, once an integral 
component part of the nominal paradigm, is now standing outside that paradigm, 
and discloses a very strong trend towards adjectivization. It is, of course, still very 
close to that paradigm, as it is, to an appreciable degree, functionally parallel with 
the o/-construction (regarded by many scholars as a genuine component part of that 
paradigm), and also its formal resemblance to genuine component parts of the nomi
nal paradigm (cf. father's — father, fathers) is too obvious to be reasonably doubted. 
For all that, in view of its synthetic structure the ModE Progressive Form is clearly 
excluded from the ModE nominal paradigm, built on analytical principles. (46) 
Keeping this fact in mind, one arrives at the conclusion that the ModE Possessive 
Form has come to occupy its present-day position in the ModE grammatical structure 
through the operation of what may be called a centrifugal force, and the tendency 
directed towards the full adjectivization of the Possessive Form may justly be 
regarded as evidence of the centrifugal drift being still in action. 

If we now turn our attention to the Czech dialectal absolute possessives ending 
in -ovoj-ino, we find that, despite the analogy of their position in the ModCz gram
matical system to that of the ModE Possessive Form in the grammatical system 
of ModE, the dynamic potency of the Czech form is exactly opposite to that of its 
ModE counterpart. As is well known, the dialectal Czech absolute possessive of 
the type tdtovo did not originally belong to the declensional paradigm of its basic 
noun tdta. On the contrary, it originally belonged (as it still belongs in ModCz and 
in a majority of Czech dialects) to a system of its own adjectival paradigm tdtuv 
(m.) — tdtova (f.) — tdtovo (n.). In the course of its development, however, an overall 
generalization of the ending -ovof-ino took place in all forms of the adjectival para
digm. This generalization amounted to the factual abolition of that paradigm and 
in the establishment of a closer relation between the absolute possessive form in 
-ovoj-ino and the nominal paradigm of the noun denoting the possessor. The relation 
has indeed become so close that nowadays the absolute possessive appears to 
function almost as a variant of the genitive singular of that nominal paradigm 
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(with the proviso, of course, that the applicability of the new variant is subject 
to a number of limitations of both semantic and formal character). The lesson to be 
drawn from the history of the Czech dialectal absolute possessive is, then, that it 
has come to occupy its present-day position in the grammatical structure of the 
concerned dialects through the operation of a distinctly centripetal force. Again, 
some facts of the ModCz grammatical system, especially the progressive abolition 
of the so-called indefinite adjectives, (47) may be regarded as evidence of the centri
petal drift being still in action. 

It remains to be pointed out that just as the analytical structure of the ModE 
grammatical system was a mighty factor in deciding the centrifugal development 
of the ModE Possessive Form, so the synthetic structure of the Czech grammatical 
system played a no less important part in the centripetal development characteri
stic of the dialectal Czech absolute possessive. With the unquestioned domination 
of the synthetic principle and with the formal identity of the stems of the absolute 
possessive and of the noun denoting the possessor, the speakers simply had no other 
choice left but to revaluate the unchanging -ovoj-ino into an inflexional ending. And 
as the meaning of the absolute possessive covered a part of the semantic field typical 
of the genitive case, the ending -ovo\-ino became interpreted as a variant for the 
possessive function of the usual genitival ending. 

Summing up the findings of the present chapter we may safely conclude that 
the above lines may claim to have shown that also morphology, though relatively 
the most stabilized language plane (especially in cultured languages), reveals the 
presence of some problems of its own, the solution of which is an urgent structural 
task that must be tackled in spite of the high degree to which the grammatical 
systems of such languages have usually been normalized. In addition to this — and 
this appears even more important — our observations have disclosed a very important 
part played in such solutions by the general structural type of the concerned gram
matical system. Only if the general structural situation in ModE is taken into 
account, one can comprehend the seeming paradox that it is exactly the preservation 
in ModE of the synthetic "Possessive Case" that supplies a weighty piece of evidence 
in favour of the essentially analytical character of the ModE grammatical system. 
Viewed in this light, the "Possessive Form" certainly deserves to be included in the 
survey of less known aspects of the analytical trend of English. 

IV. T H E C O M P A C T N E S S O F T H E M O D E R N E N G L I S H 
S E N T E N C E 

It was already pointed out in Chapter I that the difference in the synthetic and 
analytical gramatical structure is also reflected in syntax: it is generally admitted 
that the position of the word in the sentence context is grammaticalized to a much 
higher degree in analytical than in synthetic languages. This is a natural consequence 
of the well-known fact that the order of the words in analytical languages is relatively 
much more fixed than m languages with synthetic grammatical structures. But the 
highly fixed word-order is not the only syntactical feature that reflects the analytical 
gramatical structure of ModE. It appears that another such feature may be dis
covered in the relative compactness of the ModE sentence considered as a whole; 
this compactness stands out especially if the ModE sentence is compared with the 
sentence of ModCzech, whose grammatical structure, .as has been repeatedly shown 
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here, is essentially a synthetic one. In the present chapter we want to discuss the 
difference of ModE and ModCzech sentences in this point at some length. (48) 

If we are to grasp the essence of the implied difference in all its aspects, we must 
turn our attention to one outstanding feature characterizing the ModE sentence 
as a whole. It is the familiar ModE tendency to word its predications nominally 
rather than verbally (see, e. g., G. 0. Curme (49) who points out the prefer
ence of English for saying The matter is under consideration, Atfer dinner we had 
a quiet smoke, I got a good shaking up, etc., instead of The matter is being considered, 
After dinner we smoked quietly, I was shaken up thoroughly, etc.). The nominal 
tendency is brought into particular prominence if the structure of the ModE sentence 
is confronted with that found in Modern Czech, whose outspokenly verbal trend 
was often opposed to the nominal trend of ModE by the late V. Mathesius. More 
than once he stressed the significant part played in good Czech style by the finite 
verb form, and pointed out that this style is strikingly averse to complicated nominal 
constructions, so frequently found in the good style of English. (50) Moreover, 
in his lectures (51) he duly emphasized the important role played in ModE by what 
he called complex condensation phenomena. By this term he meant the introduction 
into the sentence of a nominal element or phrase enabling that sentence to do without 
a subordinate clause the use of which would otherwise be indispensable. As a speci
men of such a process of complex condensation one may quote the well-known 
English proverb Barking dogs rarely bile. Its comparison with an equivalent Czech 
proverb Pes, ktery StSkd, nekouSe [ =A dog that barks does not bite] proves that 
the English participle acts here as a means of complex condensation, enabling the 
sentence to do without a dependent adjective-clause, actually found in the Czech 
equivalent of the proverb. 

A more detailed examination of English and Czech materials, undertaken from 
the indicated angle, may throw some light on the place and importance attaching 
to nominal (and also verbal) constructions in English and Czech. An attempt at 
an examination of that kind is given below: within the narrow limits of the present 
chapter we shall, naturally, often have to confine ourselves to pointing out the 
existing problems and to leave their definite solution to further research. (52) 

A great many instances of complex condensation cases may be found especially 
in literary contexts, rather pretentious both from the point of form and contents. 
To turn to a specialized context first, in A. L. Morton's well-known History of 
England (53) the following simple sentence can be found: 

The French plan, viewed in retrospect, might seem to have been designed with the purpose 
of ensuring a German victory (orig. p. 524). 
In the Czech version of the book, on the other hand, the idea is expressed by a 

complex sentence: 
Francouzsky plan, kdyz jej zkoumame retrospektivne, vypada, jako by byl ur6en k zaji§tenf 
vitezatvi Nemecka (transl. p. 383). 
It will be noted that two nominal constructions of the English sentence have 

been replaced in Czech by dependent clauses. 
If the above examples are submitted to closer analysis, they will be seen to give 

ample justification to Mathesms'ts term of complex condensation. If, that is to say, 
a sentence dispenses with a subordinate clause, this undoubtedly results in closer 
cohesion of its elements; such cohesion is equivalent to a greater condensity of the 
whole sentence structure. The importance of the fact exceeds the limits of theoretical 
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linguistics: it involves some consequences for the practice of reading, and listening 
to, English contexts. Obviously, in deciphering an English sentence of the above 
category the reader's (or listener's) attention can and must be concentrated so as 
to grasp the sentence as one compact whole, grouped around one single nexus of 
subject and predicate. The relations of at least some sentence elements to this 
central nexus must necessarily be of rather complex character. (54) Consequently, 
the term of complex condensation proves to be a very apt designation of the factor 
lying behind the above-mentioned complex character of the English sentence. 

• In his lectures Mathesius laid special stress on the part played in English complex 
condensation cases by three types of nominal forms derived from verbal bases, viz. 
by participles, infinitives and gerunds. (55) Their important role can be assessed, 
at least approximately, on concrete language materials by comparing ModE literary 
contexts with the equivalent Czech contexts translating them. We therefore attemp
ted a comparison of that kind by confronting Chapter X V I I of Morton's book with 
the Czech translation of the same chapter (the compared passage takes up pp. 
324— 3̂44 of the original text, and pp. 383—397 of the Czech translation). 

The results of our examination may be summarized as follows: In the English 
original were found altogether 168 cases of complex condensation employing the three 
word-types enumerated above and rendered by Czech dependent clauses in the 
translation. (The word-types will be referred to as means of condensation or, for 
short, condensers.) Out of the total number of 168 there were 66 cases using 
infinitives, 38 cases employing present participles, further there were 42 instances of 
past participles, and 22 instances of gerunds. Contrary to this, the Czech version 
presented only 75 cases of complex condensation of ModE dependent clauses of the 
original, the ascertained condensers being infinitives in 33 instances, indefinite 
present participles (the "pfitomne pfechodniky" of Czech grammars) in 8 instances, 
definite present participles ("pficesti pfitomna") in 18 instances, and definite past 
participles ("pficesti minula trpna") in 16 instances; gerunds, as is commonly known, 
do not exist in Czech. It should be added that, naturally, the chapter contained also 
other condensers than the three types emphasized by Mathesius (e. g. verbal nouns, 
adverb-phrases etc.). But even if these other types of condensers are included in our 
census, the above-established ratio of 168 : 75 will not be substantially affected: 
it will be replaced by that of 199:108, again in favour of English. — It should 
be added that the quoted figures are even more convincing in view of the fact 
that the Czech translators have often preserved the sentence structure of Morton's 
book with conscientiousness almost bordering on slavish imitation, with the result 
that their translation contains more condensers than good and clear Czech style 
can absorb. Another translator, possessed of finer feeling for the requirements of 
Czech style, would have probably resorted to Czech dependent clauses as equivalents 
to English condensers more often than our translators have ventured to do. 

So much for our specimen analysis of a specialized context; a priori one might expect 
that in narrative prose the difference concerning the use of condensers in ModE 
and ModCz will be less pronounced. It will be readily admitted, that is, that conceptual 
thinking, lying behind specialized contexts, favours the use of nominal constructions 
to a much higher degree than rough-and-ready, more emotionally coloured, and so 
necessarily less accurate thinking lying behind narrative prose. In other words, one 
would expect to find the ModE narrative prose more verbally-minded than the 
above-analysed specialized prose. It is certainly most interesting to find that this 
expectation is by no means borne out by concrete language facts. And it is certainly 
symptomatic that the said expectation is most bitterly disappointed in comparing 
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pieces of English narrative prose with such Czech translations as have been provided 
by highly skilled translators, delicately responsive to all grammatical and stylistic 
values of both English and Czech. In such translations, that is, English condensers 
are most frequently rendered by dependent clauses. 

Among the English literary works that may claim to have obtained such a high-
ranking translation we want to single out Katherine Mansfield's story At the 
Bay (the Czech version is entitled V zatoce). (56) Our analysis of the first six chapters 
of the story (pp. 7—33 of the English original, pp. 326—348 of the Czech translation 
disclosed no less than 83 instances of condensers which the translators did not 
hesitate to render by finite verb forms. Among the condensers found in the English 
text the participial constructions occupy the foremost place. It is fair to state that 
also contrary cases have been ascertained in the text, i . e. those in which an English 
finite verb form corresponds to a Czech nominal expression. Such contrary cases, 
however, are relatively scarce; altogether we ascertained no more than 18 (out of 
that number not a single instance was found to employ a Czech indefinite participle 
form; there were, of course, some .instances of definite participles — 2 present, 2 past 
active and 3 past passive). 

As already stated, the foremost place among the English condensers employed 
in K . Mansfield's text is occupied by participial constructions. In 41 cases (that 
is to say, in almost one half of the total number of the established condensation 
cases) it is the form of the present participle that acts as condenser. It deserves to be 
noted that the Czech finite verb form translating the English present participle is 
not necessarily brought into a hypothetical relation to the finite verb of the principal 
clause. As a matter of fact, the mutual relation of the two finite verb forms is not 
infrequently shaped as paratactical. At least one specimen (to which further could be 
added) of such notable difference in the structures of English and Czech wordings 
of the same content should be quoted here: 

But the old sheep-dog, not looking up, waggled past, flinging out his legs from side to side 
(orig. p. 10). 
Ale stary ovcacky pes se po ni ani neohledl, plouhal se dal a motal nohama sem tarn (transl. 
p. 328). 

Clearly, one has to do here with something more deep-reaching than a mere 
difference in syntactical forms: what is involved here are two different ways in which 
the two languages tackle the realities of the outside world. In Czech one may observe 
the tendency to dissociate the reality to be expressed into a series of actions or 
processes, which may be mutually either co-ordinated or subordinated. In English, 
on the other hand, a contrary tendency is at work, viz. one that envisages the 
same reality as a single, basic action or process, absorbing all other potential 
actions or processes as its elements or concomitant circumstances. A more detailed 
examination of the different ways in which English and Czech cope with the task 
of framing the sentence might provide a hardly insignificant contribution to the 
comparative characterology of these two languages as regards the mutual relations 
of language, thought, and reality in the two language communities. Such an 
examination, however* would extend far beyond the limits of the present chapter. 

The difference of approach to one and the same extra-linguistic reality by the two 
language systems discloses another interesting aspect which also calls for some 
comment. Even a superficial examination of the Czech version of K . Mansfield's 
story, and even a passing comparison of that version with the English original is 
bound to show convincingly that Czech predicative finite verbs have a notable pre
ponderance over their English opposite numbers not only in regard to number but 
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also in regard to significance. In his time, V. Mathesius laid stress on the important 
part played in English predication by what he called verbal phrases, i . e. by combina
tions of verbs of general meaning and nominal elements (nouns, adjectives or adverbs) 
that act as qualifiers specifying that general meaning. Such verbal phrases often 
express in English what in Czech is denoted by the form of a finite verb aloDe. (57) 
To quote only a few commonly known specimens of such verbal phrases: the English 
combination he got hold_of translates a sole Czech finite verb form zmocnil se; similar 
pairs are we are taking a rest — odpocivdme, get ready — pHprav se! etc. (the list, 
needless to say, might be extended indefinitely). The comparison of members of 
such word pairs shows unmistakably that what might be called the semantic centre 
of gravity within the Czech predication lies in the verbal form; in the English pre
dication, however, the centre is shifted on to the nominal element. 

The established difference makes one thing clear, viz. that the Czech finite verb 
form is endowed with very strong dynamism. It should be realized that the Czech 
finite verb fulfils two important tasks at a time. Apart from containing the semantic 
centre of gravity it also serves as an unmatched instrument of predication. Contrary 
to this, the English finite verb form appears to be much less dynamic in character. 
This is partly due to the above-mentioned frequent shift of the semantic centre 
of gravity from the finite verb on to the nominal element of predication, and partly 
to the fact that the English finite verb form frequently ceases to be the unmatched 
instrument of predication, being often reduced to something that very closely resem
bles a copula. (58) For this basic difference, too, there is some evidence in our mate
rial drawn from K . Mansfield's story. Let us quote at least one of the most typical 
cases (for the benefit of the English reader the Czech finite verb forms with no 
adequate English verbal conterparts have been italicized): 

And she gave her strange neighing laugh and grimaced at the other women (orig. p. 27). 
Zafehlala se jako kuft a usklibla se po ostatnich ienach (transl. p. 342). 

The reduced dynamism of the ModE finite verb is doubtlessly responsible also 
for those cases in which an English sentence dispenses with the finite verb form 
altogether, however vague its meaning might be. The Czech translators again felt 
it necessary to provide the sentence with a finite verb: 

Black hair, dark blue eyes, red lips, a slow sleepy smile, a fine tennis player, a perfect dancer, 
and with it all a mystery (orig. p. 26). 
Mil 6erne vlasy, tmavomodre oci, rude rty, usmival se vlaSne a ospale, hrdl dobfe tenis, 
skvele taniil a pfi torn vsem vypadal zahadne (transl. p. 340 — 341). 

The nominal tenor of the English sentence, diametrically opposed to the verbal 
sentence tenor typical of Czech, also glimmers through the English sentences using 
a mere copula (the Czech equivalents employ finite verbs of full meaning). Such is the 
case of the framing clause in the following complex sentence: 

Her lack of variity, her slang, the way she treated men as though she was one of them, and 
the fact that she didn't care twopence about her house and called her servant Gladys "Glad-
eyes", was disgraceful (orig. p. 25). 
Nic na sebe nedbala, mlumla nevybirave, k muzum se chovala, jako by k nim patfila, na do-
macnosti ji ani zbla nezalezelo, sve sluzce Elisce fikala Pampeliska — hanba mluvit (transl. 
p. 340). 

One interesting point attaches to the comparison of the above sentence and its 
Czech equivalent. The basic tenor of the English sentence is undoubtedly nominal, 
despite the fact that the sentence includes no less than four dependent clauses with 
their finite verb forms. Similarly, the basic tenor of the Czech equivalent sentence 
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remains verbal, although the sentence is concluded by a verbless nominal predication 
(hanba mluvit). It should be added that also the extra-linguistic reality to be expressed 
is again worded pafatactically in the Czech sentence, being dissociated into a number 
of parallel-actions or processes; in the English text, on the other hand, the same 
extra-linguistic reality is worded so as to be framed within one principal clause, 
modified of course by a number of dependent clauses incorporated into it. Here 
again the translators wisely conformed to the well-known tendency of Czech, ob
served in simple narrative style, to favour paratactical sentence structure. But the 
problems involved in following paratactical and hypotactical tendencies found in 
Czech and English narrative styles would claim a separate treatise and cannot be 
developed in the present chapter. 

Our tentative conclusion gained from a passing review of Czech materials obtained 
by translating English prose pieces, specialized as well as narrative, amounts to 
an ascertainment of totally opposed attitudes to means of complex condensation, 
and of equally opposed degrees of dynamism of the finite verb forms in the two 
languages. The validity of this conclusion can be tested on materials gained from 
the opposite source, viz. from English translations of Czech original prose. To take 
up narrative prose first, we undertook a cursory examination of the English version 
of K . Capek's Letters from England. (59) 

Although the translator made every "possible effort — justifiable in this case — 
to preserve the sentence structure of the original text, so typical for the Czech author's 
individual style, even he could not altogether ignore the nominal tenor of the English 
sentence, and not infrequently he had to yield to it. Let us observe, e. g., the con
densation effected by gerund in the following specimen: 

Je ti nekdy lizko, jak se citis osamely ve stfedu techto vlidnych a ochotnych lidi (orig. p. 123). 
Sometimes you have a sense of uneasiness at feeling so lonely in the midst of these kind and 
courteous people (transl. p. 174). 
The absence of the copula, too, can be attested: 

• Jejich zamlklost je takova, ze ani nenadavaji vefejne na vladu, na vlak nebo na dane; je to 
celkem nevesely, uzavfeny lid (orig. p. 122). 
Their taciturnity is such that they do not even publicly abuse the Government, the trains 
or the taxes; on the whole, a joyless and reticent people (transl. p. 173). 
As an example of a specialized Czech context translated into English one may 

quote here an essay by Dr. Zdenek W i r t h , a prominent Czech historian of fine 
arts; it analyses the vedute of Prague dating from the period that extends from the 
late 15th century down to the present day. (60) As it happens, Dr. Wirth's Czech 
style has a strongly nominal turn, in conformity with the very special nature of 
the theme discussed, and with the elaborate manner in which the author's arguments 
are presented. Despite this, however, not a few instances can be found showing 
that the style of the English version of the essay is still more nominal. Here is at 
least one of them: 

Vysledek, k nSmuz tehdy dospel vyvoj renaissanfini krajiny od stfedovekych tuhych bocnfch 
kulis a vysokeho nadhledu, od neumele perspektivy a jednotneho koloritu, da se shrnout 
asi takto: . . . (orig. p. 33). 
The results attained by the Renaissance development of landscape from stiff laterals and 
high view from above, from inartistic perspective and uniformity of colouring, may be sum
marised thus: . . . (transl. p. 37). 
The absence of the copula is also evidenced (see the parenthesized passage): 
Je-li pfepis puvodni technikou, zvolenou portretistou mfista jako vlastnim interpretem 
kresby — je to v nejdokonalejsi forme u Hollara, pak u Pucherny, Prouta a u modernich 
nasich graflku — muzeme jej povaiovati za rovnocenny projev umelcuv (orig. p. 19). 
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If there is an original copy in the technique chosen ,by the portraitist of the town as an 
accurate interpretation of the drawing — as in the most complete form with Hollar, Pucherna, 
Prout and with our modern graphics — we must consider it of equal value with the work 
of the artist (transl. p. 20). (61) 

Al l our materials, taken from both Czech and English sources, thus obviously 
point to the conclusion that the very moderate amount of predilection enjoyed by 
nominal constructions in Czech is clearly due to the strong amount of dynamism 
present in the Czech finite verb, and, vice versa, that the obviously nominal tenor of 
English sentences is causally linked with the greatly reduced dynamism of finite 
verb forms in English. (62) The conclusion holds good not only for narrative prose, 
the style of which is justly regarded as unmarked, i . e. not burdened by specialized 
functions. Even in specialized contexts, whose style — definitely of marked char
acter—necessarily tends to be more nominal, the above ascertained tendency 
favouring nominal expression appears more outspoken in English than in Czech. 

* # 
* 

If this is so, then we find ourselves faced with a problem of historical perspective: 
do the different degrees of dynamism, established in ModE and ModCz finite verb 
forms, represent a state of things inherited from the earlier stages of the two lan
guages or have we to do here with a result of some previous processes ascert
ainable in the course of their respective developments? 

A fully satisfactory answer to this question cannot be given, naturally, without 
thoroughly investigating the historical evidence to be collected from various stages 
of development of the two languages. Needless to say, such investigation is altogether 
outside the scope of the present lines. At present hardly more can be done than a ten
tative ascertainment of some of the' main points of the development in the two 
languages, and of the general trend the development has so far followed in them. 
Our main concern here is naturally the development of English, and therefore its 
problems should be discussed first. 

Again, even a cursory examination of OE prose texts (the texts of OE poetry, 
involving some special problems, cannot be considered here) appears to reveal that 
in the OE period verbal constructions used to play a more important part than they 
do in ModE. Dependent clauses, especially the relative ones, were obviously plen
tiful. Further, the number of condensers in OE was fairly limited: no less than six 
condensers known from ModE were non-existent in the old period. There was no 
gerund (present or past, active or passive), no past infinitive," and no pre-present 
participle (equivalent to-ModE having seen). True, there was the dative absolute 
construction but its character was manifestly bookish: it usually translated the Latin 
ablative absolute. (63) Thus the only OE condensing element unknown to ModE 
was the inflected infinitive (sometimes referred to as the gerundive) which, later 
on, became merged with the common infinitive category. — Clearly, the limited 
number of condensers in OE seems to endorse the view of tthe predominantly verbal 
tenor of the OE sentence. 

One would expect this verbal tenor to stand out with particular clearness in the 
comparison of OE texts with their ModE translations. If this expectation is disap
pointed in most cases, this should be attributed to the scrupulous approach to OE 
language materials, which .seems to be typical of many modern translators. The 
result of that approach is a particular aesthetic effect which might be denoted as 
primitive monumentality. 
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Still, our method of comparing the original text and the translation can assert 
itself here, too: it will reveal the predominantly verbal character of OE if it is applied 
in proper setting. We have in mind here the achievements of those OE translators 
from Latin who were led not by the ambition to keep to the Latin original as closely 
as possible, but by an earnest desire to transmit to the reader the subject matter 
of the original in the most accessible and most intelligible manner. The wording 
of such a good OE translation is often consistently verbal, while the Latin original 
abounds in nominal constructions. As a specimen of such independent translational 
procedure we are quoting here a sentence from the Alfredian translation of the 
well-known story of Cadmon, together with the corresponding sentence from Bede's 
Ecclesiastical History, its Latin prototype (both quotations are taken from Mosse, 
I.e., p. 241f.): 

Bede: At ille suscepto negotio abiit et mane rediens, optimo carmine, quod iubebatur, con-
positum (sic!) reddidit. 
Alfred: pa he b& hsefde pa wisan onfongne, pa eode he ham to his huse, ond cw6m eft on mor-
genne, ond py betstan leope geglenged him asong and ageaf pset him beboden was. 

It will be noticed that two Latin nominal constructions were replaced in OE by 
dependent clauses characterized by their own finite verbs. Moreover,.it is well worth 
pointing out that the finite verb forms were resorted to in spite of the presence in 
the OE grammatical system of the dative absolute and the present participle; the 
two forms obviously stood in a very close relation to the two nominal constructions 
of the Latin original, and yet the translator did not avail himself of them. This can 
hardly be due to a mere chance. 

It was only in the course of the future development of English that due pre-requi-
sites came to be established for strengthening the nominal tendencies within the 
domain of the English sentence. The most essential of the pre-requisites was undoub
tedly the rise of new condensers, so typical of Modern English. Thus gerund came to 
crystallize as a distinct category by the end of the 14th century, but its differentia
tion according to tense and voice was deferred until the close of the 16th cen
tury. (64) Similarly, the rise of the pre-present participle and of the past infinitive 
presupposes the establishment of the pre-present tense as a paradigmatic entity 
within the verbal system of English. The same must apply, naturally, to the rise 
of the passive pre-present participle. 

The facts so far considered seem to suggest a plausible hypothesis: the increasing 
importance of the part played by condensers in English went most probably hand 
in hand with the decreasing dynamism of the English finite verb form (65) (it will 
be agreed that our above remarks concerning the state of things in OE have made 
the conclusion of the comparatively high dynamism of the OE finite verb form 
fairly probable). Further studies will have to test our hypothesis by detailed in
vestigation into the state of things typical of the EME, ME, and EModE periods (66) 
and — which should not be overlooked — to assess the degree of influence exercised 
by French and Latin in the process of nominalization of the unmarked English 
style in the course of centuries. Some amount of such influence appears to be un
doubted, (67) but probably it only strengthened and accelerated the operation of 
tendencies that had been proper to the language even before it became submitted 
to such external influence. (68) It is commonly known, e. g., that the birth of the 
pre-present tense, denoted above as a necessary prerequisite for the rise of some of 
the condensers, was being prepared by a number of non-paradigmatic ad hoc con
structions, fairly common in OE. (69) 
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Turning now to Czech, we are asking how the dynamism of its finite verb form 
appears when viewed from historical perspective. 

The answer to the question is suggested by a number of clues. One of them is 
provided by what we.know about the history of Czech definite participles ("pfechod-
niky"). Living elements of OCz, in the course of later development they have been 
relegated to the sphere of bookish style, (70) and thus have more or less become 
signals of the marked stylistic sphere of ModCz. Another clue can be derived from the 
fact that Czech has added no item to its inventory of condensers throughout the 
course of its history (English, as has been shown above, has greatly enriched its 
corresponding inventory); on the contrary, it has lost one item that originally be
longed to it, viz. the present passive participle. (71) Thus the nominal tendencies in 
the Czech sentence, seen in historical perspective, clearly follow a decreasing line. 
Obviously, the pre-requisites for a successful operation of such tendencies have by 
no means been improved (rather, they have deteriorated) in the course of centuries. 
One may suppose, accordingly, that the verbal tendencies in the Czech sentence have 
kept their positions intact (or rather, that they have even strengthened them) in 
the course of development. In other words, the dynamism of the ModCz finite verb 
form is probably just as strong as it was in OCz (and possibly even stronger). 

However plausible the above suggestion may appear, it needs verifying because 
some facts seem to contradict it. It might be argued, that is, that by the loss of 
four of its tenses (aorist, imperfect, pluperfect, and "second" future) Czech has 
greatly reduced the dynamism of its finite verb forms. Indeed, it cannot be doubted 
that the remaining three tenses preserved in ModCz (present, preterite, and future) 
make up a poorer scale for the classification of verbal actions, as far as their setting 
in time is concerned, than did the OCz scale comprising seven tense categories. 

Still, the objection must be denoted as unfounded. It should be recalled, first 
of all, that two of the lost tenses, pluperfect and second future, had periphrastic 
forms. From this it follows that in these two tenses the semantic centre of gravity 
did not rest in the finite verb form, which acted more or less as a copula, but in the 
other element of the periphrasis, which in OCz continued to be regarded as a nominal 
form (byl jsem videl 'I had seen', budes videl 'you will have seen'). The cancellation 
of these two tenses thus did not result in weakening the position of simple finite 
verb forms, to which strong dynamism undoubtedly attached. On the contrary, the 
cancellation contributed efficiently to a further restriction of the strongholds held 
by nominal constructions and by the dynamically weak finite verb forms included 
in them. — As for the loss of the other two tenses, aorist and imperfect, one cannot 
deny that it really did affect the system of simple finite verb forms. But the semantic 
difference between the- two tenses may be said to have concerned rather aspect 
phenomena than the setting in time of the action or process predicated, so that 
the function of the Czech verb to express that setting in time was in no way affected 
by the disappearance of the two tenses from the Czech grammatical system. Needless 
to say, the semantic difference formerly covered by the two tenses could be easily 
expressed in Czech, from that time on, in terms of differences of verbal aspect. 

One should realize here that by the dynamism of the finite verb form is meant 
the ability of the finite verb form to express the predicated action or process in its 
totality. This totality is not limited to the setting in time of that action or process; 
it also includes the quantitative features, i . e. the so-called phenomena of verbal 
aspect (implying, among other things, whether the concerned action or process takes 
place once or repeatedly, further its perfective or imperfective character, etc.). And 
it is exaetly the richness of simple finite verb forms, standing at the disposal of Czech 
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for the purpose of expressing aspect differences, that yields an additional proof of 
the high degree of dynamism characteristic of the Czech finite verb. 

In English the situation is, of course, altogether different. In the absence of any 
system of simple finite verb forms for the expression of aspect differences, the English 
grammatical system either takes recourse to periphrases employing various lexi
cal means (such as used to, came to, would, and the like) or simply charges the 
context. of the sentence with the task of bringing about the intended shade of 
aspect (72) — thus, e. g., the form / saw may have, in various contexts, either the 
perfective or the imperfective meaning. Obviously the task of expressing aspect dif
ferences is shifted here from the finite verb form on to the contextual, i . e.' syntag-
matic, factors — a fact testifying again to the reduced degree of dynamism in the 
ModE finite verb form, which by itself is unable to express differences of verbal 
aspect. — Incidentally, it is sometimes asserted that the OE finite verb was still 
able to express such differences, though to a limited extent: it is said to have often 
used the prefix ^e- to denote perfectivity. (73) If this theory is valid, it might yield 
additional support to our theory that the OE finite verb form possessed a higher 
amount of dynamism than its ModE counterpart. 

Our thesis concerning the strong dynamism of the Czech finite verb form might 
be liable to another objection. Drawing all consequences from what has been said 
above of the loss of pluperfect and second future in Czech, one might justly point 
out that out of the three tense forms left in ModCz only one, the present tense, has 
a simple form (e. g. vidim 'I s^e'). In the other two tenses, the preterite videl jsem 
'I saw' and the future budu videt 'I shall see', the semantic centre of gravity again 
appears to have been shifted on to the nominal element (on to the infinitive vidit 
or the past active participle videl, respectively). 

One is certainly justified to ask whether the verbal dynamism, if typical of only 
one of ModCz tense forms, could be given much prominence in characterizing Czech 
finite verb forms. Nevertheless, our formula may be safely upheld. Apart from the 
fact that the present tense, being the unmarked, basic element of the tense system, 
counts for its most important member, there are some other facts to be considered. 

First, as regards the form of the future, it should be recalled that by the side of 
the periphrasis budu videt, the meaning of which is imperfective, there also exists 
a simple perfective form uvidim, equally applicable to a future action. Further it 
is worth recalling that the form budu videt prevailed, in the course of development, 
over the OCz form budu vida (vida being the form of the indefinite present participle) 
whose nominal character was still more conspicuous than that of budu videt, as the 
nominal element vida was bound to agree with the subject of the sentence in gender 
and number. Needless to say, the infinitive form vidit was not subject to concord 
regulations and its nominal character was thus less apparent. (74) 

The other case, that of the preterite videl jsem, is even more interesting. In the 
3rd person — which, as is generally admitted, presents the case of pure unmarked 
predication — the copula has disappeared (sg. on videl, pi. oni videli); not infrequently 
the copula is also omitted in the 1st person (jd videl, my videli). Obviously the form 
of the active past participle vidU, nominal by descent, has been revaluated in ModCz 
into a finite verb form. This theory is borne out by one interesting fact. The negative 
element we-, which in Czech verbs is regularly prefixed to the finite verb form, in 
the preterite tense is not joined with the copula, as might be expected and as was 
still the case in OCz nejsem videl, but exactly with the form of the (so-called) par
ticiple: nevidil jsem. The differentiation of this Z-form — now a finite verb form — 
according to gender (cf. the forms masc. videl,, fern, vidila, ntr. videlo, concording 
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with their subjects) is admittedly an isolated phenomenon in the verbal system 
of Czech; it is supported by the equally differentiated pronouns ten — ta — to 'the', 
on — ona — ono 'he/she/it' which often stand in close syntactical relations with the 
Z-forms. The formal abolishing of gender differences in the plurals of the two pro
nouns, effected in popular dialects, was matched there by a parallel abolishing of 
the differences in the endings of the Z-forms. (75) 

To turn to English again, it is worth noting that from what has been said above 
about the loss of four tense forms in the history of Czech a lesson may be drawn 
for the proper understanding of the development that has occured in English and, 
generally, of the situation now prevailing in that language. The development of 
the tense system in English, if evaluated from the indicated angle, shows convincingly 
how fallacious would necessarily be any conclusion establishing a sort of direct 
proportion between the increase or decrease in verbal dynamism in a language and 
the rise or loss, respectively, of a certain number of paradigmatic tenses that may 
be observed in that language. The increase in the number of tenses from two in OE 
to six (and possibly twelve, if continuous tenses should be included in the number) 
in ModE certainly cannot be taken for a sign of the increased dynamism of English 
finite verb forms. As a matter of fact, the newly arisen tenses added nothing what
ever to that dynamism, because all of them were expressed by periphrastic forms, 
and it has been shown earlier in this chapter that in any such form the semantic 
centre of gravity rests in the nominal element. Further, it is well known that the 
finite auxiliaries found in such tense forms are often omitted, especially in colloquial 
and popular speech: Have you got it? > Got it?, I am travelling in wool > Travel
ling in wool (especially in introducing oneself, in telegraphic style and the like). 
The new tense forms may even be said to have considerably diminished the dyna
mism of English finite verb forms: it will be easily seen that with the rise of the new 
tenses the old simple forms, present and preterite, found themselves reduced to a,mi
nority in the system which used to be wholly dominated by them. 

* * * 
What has been said here so far does not imply, naturally, that English should 

be incapable of expressing, if need be, the dynamic character of the predicated 
action or process, or, vice versa, that Czech should be unable to word exact concep
tual thinking in specialized contexts whose preference for nominal constructions 
has often been noted. The aim of the above arguments only was to document the 
existence of the two opposed syntactical tendencies, the one being typical of English, 
the other characterizing Czech, and to point out some interesting connections as
certainable between the two tendencies and some other features of the two lan
guage systems involved. 

It will be of interest to find out what means each of the two language systems 
employs if faced with the task of expressing extra-linguistic reality in the style that, 
so to speak, runs counter to the tendency typical of the respective language system. 
To take up Czech first, the ability of that language to avail itself of rich nominal 
inventory in specialized contexts (i. e., in the marked style) has often been pointed 
out. (76) Not to mention other categories (such as verbal nouns, some special sorts 
of substantives and adjectives), the condensers discussed in the opening paragraphs 
of the present paper can be amply made use of. No doubt, the amount of their use 
in Czech may lag behind the corresponding amount ascertainable in English; this, 
however, detracts nothing from the ability of Czech to express the conceptual content 
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in a satisfactory manner, no matter how high the level of abstraction may be. One 
point deserves emphasizing here: the Czech condensers are genuine nouns, in no 
way fundamentally different, either in form or in function, from other Czech nouns 
belonging to the concerned morphological category (thus, a participle behaves as 
any other adjective, a- verbal noun as any other noun of the concerned paradigm, 
etc.). (77) 

English, when placed in an analogous situation, has to face a different task, viz. 
how to give due prominence to the dynamic character of the action or process to 
be depicted in words. With the more or less formal character of its finite verb, 
English must look for some other device enabling it to transmit to the listener or 
reader some idea of the dynamism and intensity of the predicated action or process 
that has to be depicted as vividly as possible. Strange to say, it finds such device 
exactly in its own means of condensation which, unlike Czech condensers, are able 
(at least to a degree) to express the setting in time of the actions or processes implied 
by the condensers used. The differentiation according to time of the English infinitive 
and gerund forms, as opposed to the non-differentiated character of the Czech 
infinitive and verbal noun forms, can hardly be due to a mere chance. (78) The 
effective part played by English condensers in imparting to the English sentence 
some amount of dynamism is greatly facilitated by the fact that, thanks to the 
reduced importance of the finite verb in English, the attention of the listener or 
reader is attracted rather by the condensers than by the more or less formal pred
icative verb. It should also be noted that after having acquired grammatical features 
originally typical only of verbal forms (such as tense and voice) the English conden
sers, so to speak, necessarily overstep the limits originally imposed on them by their 
nominal character (it has been shown above that in Czech such overstepping is 
absolutely unthinkable). — It is, of course, true that English condensers provide 
only for one part of the tasks performed in Czech by the dynamically potent finite 
verb; they inform only of the setting in time of the predicated action or process, 
but do not give any primary indication as to its quantitative side, i . e. of the phenom-. 
ena falling, under the heading of verbal aspect. But for all that, even the setting 
in time alone is able to impart to the English sentence something of that lively and 
vivid character which, by general consent, the Czech sentence acquires from the 
presence of its finite verb form. 

The conclusion arrived at in the preceding paragraph is singularly confirmed by 
another piece of evidence, gained from the analysis of the materials discussed in the 
present chapter. In the Czech original we sometimes find a nominal construction not 
containing any noun derived from a verbal basis; still, its English translation is 
often worded so as to include a nominal element of that category (such as are usually 
found to act as condensers). Two specimens of such translational approach are given 
below (both are again drawn from P. Server's translation of the Letters from 
England): 

Jaka Skoda toho krasneho hnoje! (orig. p. 52). 
What a pity to waste such splendid manure! (transl. p. 80). 
Kdyz se jednou pfednormanskym Britum pd̂ edlo postavit naramne chramove lodi s drevenym 
stropem, zustali na torn i v gotice, patrne z praveke konservativnosti (orig. p. 71). 
When the ancient Britons had once contrived to build enormous church naves with a wooden 
ceiling, they kept to it in Gothic as well, evidently prompted by a primitive conservatism 
(transl. p. 95). 

In the above two quotations no cases of condensation are involved — as a matter 
of fact, no Czech finite verb corresponds in them to the supposed condenser in English 
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(the infinitive form to waste in the first instance, in the second, the past participle 
prompted). The only reason that can justify the emergence of the ascertained nominal 
forms in the English translations is obviously an effort to impart a more vivid and 
lively character to the English context. — Sometimes such a nominal form can even 
occur in a sentence containing a predicative finite verb, especially when the meaning 
of the latter is so vague and general as to demand a complement concretizing its 
meaning. The increase of concreteness in the finite verb must clearly result in the 
increase'of its dynamism. Thus, a Czech sentence like Pfedseda pokracoval is often 
translated into English as The chairman went on to say (the final infinitive form 
being a specimen of the concretizing element just referred to). 

Thus the analysed examples appear to endorse our theory that, to some extent 
at least, the setting in time observable in ModE condensers is capable of making 
up for the distinctly reduced dynamism of ModE finite verb forms. 

By way of concluding the above arguments, let us add two final remarks which 
may be of some importance. 

In the first, we should like, once again, to touch the problem of interdependences 
between the analytical structure of language and the reduced dynamism of the finite 
verb form (together with the preference for nominal constructions) and, vice versa, 
between the synthetic language structure and the strong dynamism of the finite 
verb form (together with the lack of preference for nominal constructions). From what 
has been so far presented in this chapter it seems manifest that such interdependences 
do exist. Undoubtedly they do, (79) the connection between the compactness of 
the Modern English sentence and the analytical character of the grammatical 
structure of ModE is only too obvious. One should be warned, however, against 
accepting such interdependences with uncritical and oversimplifying naivety. 
English and Czech seem to represent exceptionally clearcut antipodal types of such 
interdependences. In some languages, however, the interdependence is likely to 
present a more complicated aspect. In general it may be expected that the style of 
specialized contexts will always be characterized by a comparatively high amount 
of nominal constructions even in those languages whose finite verb forms display 
an imposing degree of dynamism. Russian and Latin seem to be specimens of 
languages presenting such a more complicated state of things: the comparatively 
strong amount of dynamism of the finite verb appears to be accompanied there by 
a surprising predilection for using nominal elements in building up sentences. When 
studying concrete languages, one should thus beware of aprioristic conclusions re
garding the interdependence: a careful examination of the particular language struc
ture, along with all its complexities, can alone yield a satisfying solution of the 
problem. — For the above reasons we refrain from deriving far-reaching typo
logical conclusions from the results of our analysis, relatively limited in scope, 
although we are fully aware of the importance of typological research work done 
in this field (see, e. g., V. S k a l i C k a , Problem druheho slovesa [The Problem of the 
Additional Verb], Cesky casopis filologicky 1, Prague 1943, pp. 9—14). 

The other remark wants to register a number of important contributions devoted 
to the problems of the English infinitive and gerund. The author of the papers, 
Prof. I. Poldauf, (80) tries to find out the onomatological differences between the 
infinitive and the gerund, as well as between these forms on the one hand, and the 
dependent clauses on the other. Poldauf's arguments are full of highly interesting 
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observations, and his onomatological evaluation of the infinitival and gerundial 
functions, as well as his assessment of the place occupied by the infinitive and the 
gerund in the structure of English and in those of some other languages, are undoub
tedly sound. Unfortunately, Poldauf does not always pay sufficient attention to the 
problems of the sentence (taken as a whole) of which the infinitive (or the gerund) 
forms a part, i . e. he sometimes fails to evaluate the condensing function of the 
infinitive and the gerund. In our opinion, full justice can only be done to the problem 
of the English infinitive and gerund if also their syntactic functions, viz. their ability 
to serve as a means of complex condensation, is fully taken into account. 

V. T H E O P P O S I T I O N S O F Q U A N T I T Y A N D Q U A L I T Y 
I N M O D E R N E N G L I S H V O W E L S 

In the preceding chapters we hope to have shown how thoroughgoing and manifold 
are the consequences of the English analytical drift for the 'higher' levels of language, 
morphological, syntactical and lexical. Already in Chapter I, however, we called 
O U T readers' attention to the less obvious fact that also the structure of the phonic 
level of language may reflect the influence of the analytical drift because the needs 
and wants of the grammatical system affected by that drift may call forth the 
necessity of bringing about some kind of phonic change (or, in other situations, of 
preventing a change that appears imminent). Instances of such influence will be 
discussed here in Chapters V, VI , and VII. 

First of all, we want to treat of a highly interesting structural change permeating 
the whole system of English vowels. (81) On the face of it, the issue appears to be 
strictly phonematic: it is the problem of the functional hierarchy of quantitative and 
qualitative oppositions found in ModE vowels, and therefore it will have to be 
tackled by phonematic methods. It will be found, however, that the solution of what 
seems to be a purely phonematic problem has again been strongly co-determined by 
the needs and wants of the grammatical plane of language. 

The peculiar character of quantitative differences of English vowels has always 
attracted the attention of linguists and phoneticians alike. Ever since the times of 
Henry Sweet and E. A. Meyer it has been commonly admitted that differences in 
vowel-length play a much less important part in English (82) than in languages 
like Czech, Finnish, Latin or Old Greek. In these languages vowel-length alone is 
regarded as essentially responsible for differences like i — i:, u — u:, e — e:, etc., 
and as solely relevant from the phonematic, functional viewpoint (see inst. like 
Czech mile 'kindly' — mile 'a mile'; hole 'sticks' — hole 'bare [ntr.]' etc.). If, in ad
dition to this, the members of such pairs differ also in quality (if, e. g., thsy par
ticipate in the difference lax vs. tense), such difference is regarded as concomitant, 
secondary, less stable, and therefore phonematically irrelevant. In ModE, on the 
other hand, it is exactly the quantitative differences which appear very unstable, 
being usually conditioned by the phonematic surroundings of the concerned vowels. 
Much more stable are the qualitative differences invariably accompanying them; 
for this reason it has become almost generally accepted that from the functional 
viewpoint the quantitative differences are not really relevant in ModE .What pho
nematically matters in it, is (in the opinion of virtually all linguists) the manner 
in which the following consonant becomes joined to the preceding vowel; in other 
words, there appears to be a correlation of close vs. open contact (83) (Sievers's 
"stark- vs. schwachgeschnittener Akzent"). Some English phoneticians speak here 
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of an opposition of free vs. checked vowels; the free members of the opposition, 
such as i:, u: (or, more exactly, li, vu), are regarded as unmarked members of the 
correlation, while the checked members, such as i, u (or rather, j , u) constitute 
their marked counterparts. Similar conditions can be found, e. g., in Mod. German 
and Mod. Dutch. (84X 

The ascertained MtidE state of things is particularly interesting if confronted 
with the conditions found in Old English. (85) Admittedly, at that early stage the 
English vocalic system was characterized by the presence of a genuinely quantitative 
correlation, not unlike that of Czech or Finnish. Any OE long vowel phoneme had 
its short counterpart in the system of language, and vice versa. Although some of 
the details have not yet been sufficiently cleared, (86) the existence of a quantitative 
correlation in OE vowels may be regarded as proved by word-pairs like man 'man' — 
man 'crime', dal 'dale' — doll 'part', is 'is' — is 'ice', col 'coal' — col 'cool', etc. (87) 
The fact that the correlative opposition was really one of quantity, and not one 
of contact, is also evidenced by the OE syllabic division of the type e-je, claw-u 
and the like; in a language characterized by contact oppositions these words would 
have been syllabically structured as *e%-e, *claw-u etc. (88) 

The comparison of OE and ModE "long" and "short" vowels from the phonematic 
viewpoint reveals that at some moment of the development of English the old, 
purely quantitative opposition of vowel phonemes must have become revaluated into 
that of contact, typical of ModE. We will attempt to trace here, though in very 
rough outlines, the main stages of the phonematic development of our opposition 
and, if possible, to establish the point at which the above-said important revaluation 
took place. 

* * * 
In examining the oppositions of vowel-length from the functional standpoint 

one cannot overlook the close link existing between long vowels and diphthongs. 
Both share the function of a syllable-bearer and under certain circumstances both 
may provide the basis for the so-called "polytony", i . e. forthe occurrence of function
al oppositions consisting in differences of pitch (such as are, or respectively were, 
found in ancient Greek, Serbo-Croatian, Lithuanian etc.). Twenty years ago it was 
pointed out by phonematicists (89) that the existence in a given language of polytonic 
oppositions is dependent on the presence of bimoric long vowsl-phonemes in that 
same language. It has also been shown (90) that the existence of such bimoric vowel-
phonemes is also a necessary pre-requisite for the existence of bimoric, biphonematic 
diphtohgs. In those languages where the "long" vowels lack bimoric character, the 
diphthongs cannot, strictly speaking, be evaluated as bimoric, and their monopho-
nematic interpretation becomes very probable. 

The latter kind of situation can be met with in ModE whose i- and w-diphthongs 
share with ModE "long" vowels their "free" character, and thus also call for an ana
logous phonematic interpretation: neither i:, u:, a:, a:, o: nor ei, ai, au, ou can be 
evaluated as bimoric entities, and from the functional viewpoint it is most feasible 
to regard all of them as monophonemes. (91). The biphonematic interpretations of 
the said ModE long vowels and diphthongs, such as have been proposed especially 
by American scholars, are at variance both with obvious phonetic facts and with 
what is known about the phonematic development of English. (92) 

To turn now to OE, the bimoric character of its' long vowels and diphthongs is 
evidenced by a number of facts. The most interesting of them are the contractions 
after the loss of intervocalic -h- (such as *te#an > teohan > teon,*s\a%an > slealian> 
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> slean, *sikip > Angl. sip, WS. siehp etc.), (93) and of course the results of the 
operation of the so-called West Gmc rhythmical law, demonstrated by word-pairs 
like Nom. sg. %iefu — dr, Nom. Acc. pi. falu — hus, pret. nerede — demde etc. 
Such facts prove the quantitative equivalence in OE of a long vowel to two short 
vowels. — If in addition to this, we examine the OE "long diphthongs" ea, eo, io 
we find that in earliest OE they must have been evaluated as biphonematic and 
bimoric groups, consisting of ce + a, e + o, i + o respectively. This is shown by the 
fact that the phonic structures of these diphthongs can be deduced from their PGmc 
sources *au, *eu, *iu by applying to the latter those sound-laws which regularly 
govern the, development of the independent short vowels composing such diphthongs 
(e. g., *o- in *au changes into w- in a way perfectly parallel to the development of 
*a in other positions; *-« behaves in the same way as unstressed -u outside the 
diphthongal groups, etc.). (94) For earliest OE, then, the bimoric character of OE 
long vowels appears fairly certain, and it must have remained so throughout the OE 
period, despite some phonological changes that were due to obliterate it to some 
extent. 

One such change was the early revaluation of the OE biphonematic diphthongs 
ea, eo, io (and, of course, of the newly-arisen ie) into monophonemes. As was rightly 
realized by A. I. Smirn i t sk iy (1. c. 83), this change was heralded by the failure 
of OE ea [= wa] to conform to the sound-law according to which as was to be 
velarized into a under the influence of a following velar vowel (of. OE alternations 
of the type Gen-sg. dce^es 'of the day' — NAcc. p_l. da^as 'days'). This sound-
law was often violated in Late OE (and this ultimately resulted in the phonem-
atic split of the Early OE phoneme ce/a), but in the Early OE period the 
alternation wja was still living, so that its neglect in the diphthong ea must have 
become reflected in the phonematic relations of OE vowels. Naturally, the phonem-
atic revaluation of OE ea into a monophoneme must have been reflected also 
physiologically and acoustically: the revaluation was most probably manifested by 
the prevalence of the glide originally joining the two component parts of the diph
thong over the component parts themselves: from then on, the diphthongs were 
mainly identified by the zonal extent and the direction of the glide, not by any 
exact phonematic identification of their initial and final points. (95) It is alone this 
new principle of identification that can account for the use of the digraphs ea, eo, 
io, eo (and ie) also in those cases where the scribes wanted to put down the "short 
diphthongs", due to "breaking" and some other processes. Whatever phonematic 
value these "short diphthongs" had, the gliding character of their articulation is 
hardly open to doubt. (96) Besides, the assumption of an essentially gliding articu
lation of the diphthong io is fairly compatible with its change into eo in West Saxon 
and also the ultimate monophthongization of all OE diphthongs on the eve of the 
ME period goes much better with the assumption of their gliding, monophonematic 
character than with the idea of bimoric and biphonematic diphthongal groups. 

The other change that somewhat blured the bimoric character of OE long 
vowel phonemes was the well-known lengthening of short OE vowels before the 
"lengthening groups of consonants" (e. g. in findan > findan, did > did) at the 
close of the 8th or at the beginning of the 9th century (see Luick, HG § 268). The re
sults of the change are of considerable importance for the establishment of mutual 
relations binding OE short and long vowel phonemes: they show that each short OE 
vowel phoneme had its long, qualitatively identical counterpart in the system. On 
the other hand, the change undoubtedly contributed to the undermining of the cor
relation of vocalic quantity in English by diminishing the number of word-positions 
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in which the correlation could be utilized (or, in phonematic terms, by reducing the 
functional load of that correlation). Even if in some instances the results of the change 
were restored by analogy (so that in L M E word-pairs can be found in which the op
position of quantity is relevant also before the lengthening groups, cp. wind sb. — 
wind vb.), the extent of the reduction cannot be underrated, the more so that from 
the beginning of the 11th century a complementary process was taking place, viz. 
the shortening of long vowels before non-lengthening groups of consonants — see, 
e. g., fedde > fedde, twenti% > twenti%, dust > dust, etc. (cp. Luick, HG § 352). 

It will have been noted that, but for the occasional interference of analogy, the 
two processes would have resulted in entirely eliminating quantitative oppositions 
in those English vowels which were followed by any group of consonants closing 
the syllable. For all such interference, however, enough margin was left throughout 
the OE period for the assertion of the quantitative correlation of vowels — opposi
tions like man — man, dasl — dwl, is — is, col — col, quoted above, persisted virtu
ally unaffected. And it may be safely stated that this quantitative opposition contin
ued to be based on the bimoric conception of the long vowel, because all through 
the OE period no conclusive evidence can be given of its replacement by some other 
conception. 

* * * 
A glance at the Early ME vocalic system of East Midlands (by about 1200) reveals 

that no basic change can be registered in the quantitative opposition of English 
vowels. The quantitative correlation still persisted and again no conclusive evidence 
can be given for the change of its bimoric conception. A large number of important 
shifts had undoubtedly occurred. In East Midlands of 1200 the correlative partners 
were no longer the descendants of the OE vowels ce — at, o — 6, e — e, i — i, u — u, 
but the EME vowels a — a, e •— g, and possibly also i — 5, and u — 3, (97) while 
the vowels o, i, u had no correlative counterparts. The correlation, however, persisted 
despite the narrowing of its scope. Soon after 1200 the vitality of the correlation 
was demonstrated by the change of a > g which, though abolishing the correlative 
pair a — a, provided another, that of o — g, symmetrical with e — g, and therefore 
structurally very significant. 

In the first half of the 13th century the scope of the correlation was still more 
narrowed in view of the lengthening of short a, e, o in open stressed syllables (see, 
e. g., maken > mdken, speken > spoken, hopen > hgpen). This change amounted to 
virtual neutralization of quantitative oppositions in open stressed syllables. Never
theless, it never did away with the correlation of quantity altogether, as there 
was still left a number of word-positions in which the correlation could assert itself 
(see word pairs like on — gn, el — $1 etc., red — rqd, beste — bgste, bot — bqt etc.). 
The number of such word-pairs was to increase considerably after the ultimate loss 
of the final unstressed -e [=a] in the 14th century. This change called forth pairs 
like met — m$t, pop — pgp, or — gr etc., which meant a marked reinforcement of 
our correlation in the latter half of ME. — Incidentally, at that time the scope of 
our correlation was widened through the acquiring by the long a-vowel of phone
matic status; this led to the emergence of word-pairs like hat — hat, mad — mad 
etc. — up to then the a-vowel, due to the lengthening of a in stressed open 
syllables, had been a mere allophone of the short a-phoneme. 

The point that needs particular stressing in this connection is that there never was 
a period in OE or EME in which the correlation of quantity might have been non
existent, as was mistakenly supposed by A. Martinet. (98) In his opinion, 12th 
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century English achieved what he calls isochrony, i . e. the state of things resulting 
from the elimination of vocalic quantity as a phonematic feature. In Martinet's 
opinion the only exception to the rule of isochrony was the preservation in ME of 
the pairs i — i and u — u. He believes that exactly the isolated position of i and u in 
an otherwise entirely isochronic system of vowel phonemes was to give an impetus 
to the diphthongization of the vowels, and so to the well-known "Great Vowel 
Shift" (op. cit., p. 253). Our above analysis, however, reveals that the two vocalic 
pairs were by no means the only exceptions to isochrony in English. As a matter 
or fact, there had always been a number of pairs of phonemes which could function, 
at least in some positions, by virtue of their quantitative oppositions alone. 

It is true, the existence of a tendency drifting towards isochrony since the OE 
.period cannot be denied, but it never achieved its aim: the forces propping the 
correlation were strong enough to preserve it, though on a narrowed scale. Besides, 
it should be pointed out that the very pairs of vowels quoted by Martinet as the 
sole bearers of the quantitative correlation left in ME had in fact ceased to be really 
correlative in the territory of Midlands, while other pairs of vowels, overlooked by 
Martinet (such as e — g, a — a, later replaced by o — Q), did preserve their correlative 
partnership all over the territory. 

The existence of the quantitative correlation of vowels in EME can thus be taken 
for proved. Was the opposition involved in it really one of bimoric vs. monomoric 
character? It appears that this question can be answ.yv\l in the affirmative. Evidence 
for this assertion can be drawn from the so-callei L I C W ME i- and M-diphthongs, 
going back to OE tautosyllabic groups "vowel -f- 5, w or 5 (later > w)". As is well 
known, shortenings took place in the first diphthongal elements of those new di
phthongs which had arisen from OE groups "long vowel + 5 or iv" (e. g. CCBT, > kei, 
snow < snqu and the like, cp. Luick, HG § 373). These shortenings can best be 
accounted for on the assumption that EME diphthongs were bimoric groups in which 
each of the two component parts counted for one mora (and one only, because tri-
moric diphthongs never existed in English). As one of the moras had to be allotted 
to the second component, going back to the OE consonantal 5 or w, only one mora 
was left for the first diphthongal component. If the latter was originally a long, i . e. 
bimoric vowel, it had to "give up" one of its moras, in other words, to become short
ened. It should be stressed that this kind of shortening occured in all EME diphthon
gal combinations, irrespective of the quality of the long vowel (see, e. g., twe^en > 
> twei-en, growan > grgw-en etc.). The universality of the process testifies to the 
universal validity of the bimoric nature of ME diphthongs. Besides, it should be 
recalled that such bimoric diphthongs co-existed in the language with long vowel 
phonemes with which they shared not only the function of syllable bearers but also 
someprosodic and rhythmical functions. This co-existence can be taken as a further 
proof of the bimoric character of EME long vowel phonemes, to which the short 
vowel phonemes were then obviously opposed as monomoric. 

Moreover, in the new EME diphthongs clear tendency stands out to identify 
their component parts with independent short vowels coexisting with them in the 
language. This tendency sometimes leads to results worthy of notice. In the diph
thongs ei, eu, ou there were difficulties with the identification of the first component 
parts as no independent short vowels e, 0 existed in the ME system of vocalic pho
nemes. It was undoubtedly for this reason that the three diphthongs were soon (in the 
latter half of the 13th century) to be replaced by i, iu and u, respectively. Obviously, 
in all these cases the components e nd 0 were superseded by those items of the 
short (monomoric) vocalic inventory which were qualitatively closest to them, i. e. 
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by i and u respectively. In other words, the monophthongization of ei > i and 
gu> u should be interpreted, respectively, as ei > ii > l and gu > uu > u. Our 
thesis concerning the bimoric character of E M E vowels is thus obtaining fresh 
support. 

In deciding beween the monophonematic and biphonematic evaluation of a diph
thong the above-noted identification (or lack of identification) of diphthongal 
component parts with short, independent phonemes of the language plays a major 
part. (99) This holds good for the study not only of present-day languages but also 
of their historical development. Therefore, the criterion of identification could not 
Be ignored by scholars inquiring into the phonematic nature of diphthongs in Early 
English. It led, e. g., A. I. Smirn i t sk iy (1. c, p. 84f.) to the conclusion that our 
EME diphthongs must be interpreted as monophonemes. He argued that E M E 
a in daies, lawe, although placed in an open syllable, was not lengthened into a; from 
this he deduced the monophonematic character of E M E ai, au, and analogously of 
all other EME dipt^^^s of the involved category. 

This conclusion, however, is not convincing, because — apart from some chrono
logical difficulties — the position of a in daies, lawe cannot be identified with that 
of a in, say, lady, maken. The difference lies in the nature of the phoneme intervening 
between the a-vowel of the stressed syllable and the unstressed vowel of the syllable 
that follows. In daies, lawe the intervening phoneme was a monomoric vowel, united 
with the preceding stressed vowel into a bimoric (and biphonematic) diphthong, and 
only after this diphthong was placed the limit of the syllable. As the bimoric diph
thongs ai, au acted as syllable bearers, equivalent to long vowel phonemes, no 
lengthening could occur, because no additional mora can be added to a bimoric 
group. Opposed to this, in lady, maken the syllable limit still lay between a and the 
following simple consonant. (100) Here the monomoric syllable bearer could be, and 
actually was, lengthened, because the adding of another mora was there technically 
feasible. Still, even though the a- in bimoric ai, au could not be lengthened, its mora 
safely guaranted the preservation of its independent phonematic status within 
such diphthongs (and the same must have applied to other diphthongs of the ME 
period). 

Obviously, the criterion of parallel development is only of value if applied to 
comparable contexts. For the same reason, one cannot endorse Smirnitskiy's argu
ment deducing the monophonematic value of ME diphthongs from the merger of a 
number of such diphthongs (such were the mergers of ei and qi, of eu and iu, etc.). As 
was shown above, however, such mergers were due to the very opposite cause, viz. 
to the bimoric and biphonematic character of the diphthongs concerned. There is, 
in fact, only one change which apparently does not fit into the scheme outlined here, 
viz. the relatively early change of ei > ai (as in wei > way, rein < rain etc., see 
Luick, HG § 408). We will discuss this change later on; here we only want to point 
out that, apart from this single change, (101) the application of the-criterion of 
parallel development also confirms our evaluation of EME diphthongs as bimoric and 
biphonematic. 

Instances of parallel development of first diphthongal component parts and of 
independent short vowels corresponding to them can occasionally be detected in 
later history of English. Karl L u i c k registers the changes of the diphthongs qi and 
ui, known to have taken place between the 16th and 18th centuries, as the latest 
instances of the kind (HG § 544). He shows, e. g., that until the middle of the 18th 
century u- in ui was developing along the same lines as the short, independent ME 
u, so that by the indicated time-limit ui duly became di. It was only after that date 
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that the ModE spelling pronunciation oi prevailed (see, e. g. ME juint > 18th cent. 
jsint > ModE joint; cp. Luick, HG § 544). (102) On the other hand, the EModE 
development of ME diphthongs ai, au, ou, iu reveals that from about 1500 they lack 
such parallelism. According to Luick's theory — a fairly probable one — the first 
three diphthongs extended the duration of their first components at the expense 
of the second, which were ultimately bound to disappear (in the latter half of the 
17th century). Luick also points out that the development of the lengthened first 
components of ai, qu followed the same lines as that of the original ME long vowels 
a, q (while the development of au followed a more complicated pattern, see Luick's 
HG § 514ff). (103) If. Luick's theory is valid we must conclude that on the eve of the 
EModE period our three diphthongs ceased to be evaluated as biphonematic groups 
and, in view of their later monophthongization, must have been regarded as moao^ 
phonematic entities. Until their monophthongization, they probably constituted 
gliding diphthongs. 

Our arguments of the preceding paragraphs reveal that the full revaluation of M E 
i- and w-diphthongs into monophonemes cannot have been completed so early as 
is sometimes supposed. But it is equally certain that the first steps towards such 
revaluation must have been taken relatively early, at the time when EME ei passed 
into ai (i. e., at about the close of the 13th century), and that instances pointing to 
the abandonment of the above-discussed parallel development were to become more 
numerous by about 1500. Since, however, instances of such parallelism had not 
entirely died down by that time, and were even to emerge or persist by the middle 
of the 18th century, one conclusion seems inescapable. Throughout the indicated 
period there appears to have gone on a fight between two opposed phonematic con
ceptions of diphthongs, the old one, biphonematic and bimoric, which manifested 
itself in cases of parallel development, and the new one, monophonematic and in
creasingly "amoric" (i. e., no longer classifying vowels and diphthongs according to 
the number of-moras contained by them), evidenced by lack of such development. 
In the long run, the fight (which most propably took the form of differences in 
dialects of the older and the younger generations) became decided in favour of the 
monophonematic conception. 

* * 
One of the factors that contributed to the victory of the monophonematic and 

amoric conception shall have our closer attention. It was the inability of the M E 
diphthongs to become dissociated, in the spoken context, into their component parts. 
The OE relations of the type dan, — dw-^es were replaced by the ME relations of the 
type dai — dai-ds, and finally, dai — dai-z. The shift of the syllabic limit, responsible 
for this change, was placed by K . Luick far back into the EME period. If his inference 
is correct, this shift may have been the earliest step taken in the new direction. — 
With the ultimate dropping of the unstressed final -e in the middle of the 14th cen
tury the old biphonematic and bimoric conception of English diphthongs suffered 
a severe blow. Nevertheless, it persisted by tradition as long as there existed indepen
dent short vowels with which the diphthongal component parts could be identified. 
Behind the scene, however, conditions were being prepared for a definite shift of 
balance in favour of the monophonematic, amoric conception. Perhaps the most 
important part was played here by the re-arrangement of mutual relations of English 
short and long vowel phonemes. 

It will be recalled that in OE each short vowel phoneme had its corresponding 
long counterpart. In the EME period, however, some sound changes were to disturb 
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this correspondence. Among other things, there was the early 13th century lowering 
of short e and o, which qualitatively differentiated them from e. and S, their former 
counterparts (see Luick, HG § 378). Somewhat later occurred a corresponding 
lowering of i and u; according to Luick (HG § 380) it took place in the 14th century 
south of the Humber, while in Northumbrian it must have been accomplished by 
the end of the 13th century, because Nth. i and u participated in the process of 
lengthening of short vowels in open syllables (i > B, u > 5). Some scholars, such as 
H . C. W y l d (104) and B. Trnka (105), believe that south of the Humber the ar
ticulation of i and u of open syllables were also lengthened into B and <J respectively. 
The scarcity of ModE evidence for this change is explained away by Wyld as due 
to analogical levelling. To this should be added B. Trnka's observation that, among 
other things, the ME short stem vowels in forms like sick, must, going back to EME 
s?k, mOste, are best explained by the early shortening of their stem vowels B, 5 into 
what were their relatively closest short counterparts. 

Whatever may have been the date on which the short vowels i, u were lowered 
sufficiently to become correlative partners of B or, respectively, (5, one thing may 
be taken for granted: as early as in the 12th century the articulations of e and o 
must already have been lowered too much to be acceptable as outcomes of the 
shortening of EME B or, respectively, p. This is also shown by the 13th century 
lengthenings of e > f, o > Q, which clearly prove the establishment of a correlative 
relation between the members of these pairs. As a result of these correlative regrou
pings, B and 0 must have tended to enter new correlative partnerships, preferably 
with i and, respectively, u, which were qualitatively best fitted to become the short 
counterparts of the former long vowel phonemes, the more so that the quality of 
the latter pair, i and u, cannot have remained unaffected by the earlier lowering of 
e and o, their closest neighbours in the system of short vowels. As a result of these 
changes, by the early part of the 13th century the Midland and Southern long vowel 
phonemes i and u had become excluded from the correlation of quantity. This fact 
was duly stressed by B. Trnka (1. c , p. 164) who also acutely realized that this 
exclusion of i, u, leading to their diphthongization, was in fact the ultimate motive 
of the well-known "Great Vowel Shift". To this we want to add that the isolation 
of i and u had its say also in the above-established fight of the two conceptions of 
diphthongs in ME. v 

There can be no doubt that the new L M E diphthongs ii and uu, going back to i 
and, respectively, u, must have constituted glide vowels, functionally evaluated as 
monophonematic wholes. The validity of this assumption is proved by the subsequent 
development of these diphthongs (into ei > gi> ai or, respectively, ou > &u> au) 
which was anything but parallel to the development of the independent phonemes 
that might have been considered as potential candidates for the phonernatic identi
fication with the supposed components of the new diphthongs. It can be safely 
assumed that the new diphthongs substantially contributed to the shifting of 
balance in favour of the monophonematic conception of English i- and w-diphthongs. 
Indeed, it appears that in EModE the only two remaining diphthongs of the old, 
biphonematic type were the descendants ofMEwi and qi, both, confined to words of 
foreign provenance (such as puint, jqy, toy) or of emotional colouring (boy, ahoy). 
The replacement of ui by qi, alluded to above, left of as the sole surviving specimen 
of the old diphthongal type among the English i- and w-diphthongs. Its survival may 
be satisfactorily explained by the signal-like character of qi in foreign and emotionally 
coloured words, referred to above. (106) 

The gliding i- and w-diphthongs were to experience a noteworthy expansion in the 
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further history of English, as will be realized from the fact that they have replaced 
all ME long vowels — the only really long monophthongal vowels of the Southern 
British standard, a:, a:, o:, were to arise from other sources during the former half 
of ModE. — It remains to be noted that the EModE abundance of gliding, mono-
phonematic i- and w-diphthongs, coupled with virtual absence of the former type 
of biphonematic, bimoric i- and w-diphthongs, and with the scarcity of long mono
phthongal vowel phonemes, could not but lead to the amoric evaluation of "long" 
vowel phonemes of ModEf. As a result of this, the two distinctly present groups of 
English vowel phonemes, the short and the long (including the diphthongs), had 
to be evaluated on a basis of some other correlating principle. The best means that 
could be employed was the opposition of contact referred to above. (107) 

* * 
* 

Here a question naturally emerges, when and how the new .correlating principle 
became introduced into English. The time of the introduction can be estimated 
quite unambiguously: the opposition of contact must have co-existed with the 
opposition of monomoric vs. bimoric quantity, the former being a concomitant 
phonic feature of the latter. It took some time before the opposition of contact 
acquired the status of the mark of correlation. This important change must have 
taken place simultaneously with the victory of the amoric and monophonematic 
conception of English diphthongs, i . e. soon after the beginning of the EModE 
period. Less easy to answer is the question of how and when contact differences 
emerged in English ks purely phonetic facts, prior to their becoming functionally 
relevant. 

One thing is clear: the acquiring by English short vowels of close contact with the 
following consonants implies the shifting of syllable limits, such as gla-des > glad-es, 
li-fap > liv-e(h,ste-de > sted-e etc. This shift appears to have been analogous to the 
above-mentioned shift of da-ies > dai-as, which, according to Luick, took place in the 
former half of the 12th century. On the other hand, the shift in instances like gla-des 
cannot have taken place before the lengthening of short vowels in open syllables had 
been accomplished, because close contact is incompatible with an open vowel. This 
means that the terminus a quo for the establishment of contact opposition as a 
phonetic phenomenon must have been the middle of the 13th century, at least south 
of the Humber. (108) The date of the terminus ad quern, in its turn, is supplied by 
the ultimate loss of the final unstressed -e after the consonant entering the contact, 
i . e., for Southeast Midlands, roughly the middle of the 14th century (cf. Luick, 
HG § 473, Horn-Lehnert, L L § 305). Although, for a time, the contact opposition 
was merely a concomitant feature of the still existing correlation of quantity 
(a monomoric vs. a bimoric vowel), there can be no doubt that the presence of the 
contact opposition, though only concomitant, had its share in the ultimate abolish
ment of the quantitative correlation of vowels in English: In other words, the existence 
of the contact opposition meant for the language system a new possibility of poten
tial development,-a possibility held in reserve to be made use of in case of emergency. 
As has been shown above, such a case was really to occur at the beginning of the 
EModE period. 

# * 
* 

The last question to be considered in this connection is that of the motive respons
ible for the shift of syllable limits in the EME period. That motive, we believe, is not 
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very far to seek: it was again closely connected with the distinct drift of the English 
language system from the synthetic type of grammatical structure, still characte
ristic of OE, to that of the analytical structure, to be fully acquired by English 
in its EMod period. It will be noted, that is, that in a considerable part of the English 
vocabulary the shifting of syllable limits amounted to a phonetic underlining of 
grammatical limits separating the stem from the suffixes or endings (see instance 
like dai-as, drink-est, drink-9pj-9s, giv-ing, giv-sn etc.). In other words, the shifting 
cf syllable limits has contributed to what A. Martinet aptly calls "la concentration 
de l'energie sur les parties lexicales du mot"; (109) this concentration is typical of 
Modern West European languages with admittedly analytical structures of grammat
ical systems. The underlining of morphematic limits is the more remarkable that 
it concerns mainly short words of domestic origin, belonging to the most representa
tive stratum of the English vocabulary, to its innermost core, common to all speakers 
of the language. 

In this connection, a question might be raised why the phonetic underlining of grammatical 
limits was not effected in all words that used to be characterized in ME by a vacillation 
of short and long stem vowels. It is well known, that is, that in a fairly large number of words 
it was the long, not the short vowel, that came to be generalized (see, e. g., dale, tame, yoke etc.). 
Although it is hardly possible to give a definite answer to this question, one fact emerges with 
sufficient clearness: A wholesale generalization of short stem vowels would have resulted in 
a complete dismissal from such words of the correlation of contact. This would have meant 
a serious impoverishment of the phonematic inventory of English, because this correlation 
was found most useful in building up word and sentence contexts. It appears thus that the 
interests of the grammatical plane found themselves to be contradictory to those of the phonic 
plane, and that the matter could only be settled by a sort of compromise. 

Another point appears to be worthy of notice. The number of instances in which the long 
stem vowel became shortened is not confined to words like black, glad, lock, and the like, 
in which the long and short vowels originally used to vacillate. Undoubtedly, words like book, 
dead, head, red etc. should also be considered in this connection. As is well known, the shortening 
of long stem vowels in these and similar words has never been satisfactorily explained. It does 
not seem improbable that the shortening of their stem vowels may, too, reveal a tendency to 
phonetically underline the grammatical limits existing between the stem and the suffix (see, 
e. g., book-ing, dead-en, head-ing, redd-en and the like). It is certainly remarkable that most 
of such shortenings did not take place until the 16th and 16th centuries — at that time, as has 
been shown above, the opposition of contact had come to be firmly rooted in the phonic plane 
of English, if not as a phonematic, then certainly as a phonetic fact. 

Our analysis of the development of the quantitative correlation of English vowels 
appears to have disclosed, once again, a highly interesting specimen of the inter
dependence of the planes composing the system of language, and particularly of the 
influence exercised on the structure of the phonic plane by the structural needs of 
the grammatical plane. Obviously, the existence of the correlation of contact in 
ModE vowels is one of the most remarkable less familiar aspects of the analytical 
trend of English. 

V I . T H E O P P O S I T I O N S O F V O I C E A N D T E N S I O N 
I N M O D E R N E N G L I S H P A I R E D C O N S O N A N T S 

In our last two chapters we want to comment on two interesting instances of the 
traces the analytical drift has left in the system of ModE consonants. (110) The 
operation of the drift to be discussed in the present chapter shows positive inter
ference of the analytical drift in that system. The interference-is reflected in what 
is traditionally denoted as the opposition of voice in paired consonants of the type 
d — b, t — d, s —z, and the like. A comparison of the said opposition in English 
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with an analogous opposition found in some Slavonic languages (especially Czech, 
Slovak, and Russian) will reveal some interesting differences which appear to be 
due to the differences ascertainable in the "higher" levels of the concerned languages. 

First of all, some comment is necessary on the phonematic status of the above-
noted opposition in the examined languages. While there has always been full agree
ment that in the Slavonic languages one has to do with the genuine functional 
oppositions of "voiceless vs. voiced" character (or, to use the terms of the Prague 
group, with "the correlation of voice") (111), students of the phonematic structure 
of English have recently (112) arrived at the conclusion that oppositions of English 
consonantal pairs like p — b, t — d, k — g, f — v, s — z, and the like, must be 
functionally evaluated as "tense vs. lax" (or, in Prague terms, as cases of the 
correlation of tension; in historical grammars, this opposition is usually referred 
to by the terms "fortis vs. lenis"). This qualification is borne out by the well-
known fact that the opposition of the tension is much more stable in the arti-
culatory and acoustic make-up of concrete English contexts than the oppostion of 
voice. As was shown in detail by D. Jones and other phoneticians, (113) the latter 
opposition often becomes more or less neutralized in word-final, and sometimes even 
in word-initial, positions, while the opposition of tension regularly persists unimpaired. 
Differences of voiceless vs. voiced character in-the examined English consonantal 
pairs are evaluated only as concomitant (or, redundant) features that certainly help 
to identify the concerned phonemes but' are not essential for their phonematic 
classification. 

What has so far been said about the state of things in ModE becomes even more 
interesting if confronted with the situation prevailing in OE. The reconstruction of 
the OE phonematic situation in the concerned points is comparatively easy, in view 
of the relative consistency of the OE spelling, based mostly on regular correspond
ence of phonemes and graphemes. (114) As is well known, already in Early OE 
words like plb~7„ burj,, containing an etymological -5, were often spelled as ploh, burh. 
Such spellings clearly indicate a devoicing of the originally .voiced fricatives; the 
same kind of devoicing is evidenced by spellings like lif, hldf, with -/ going back to 
an earlier voiced fricative -h. It should be noted that the devoicing had occurred in 
those word-positions in which the energy of articulation must have been perceptibly 
weakened. And it is exactly the occurrence of the changes of 5 > h, b > / in such 
word-positions that may be regarded as evidence for the thesis that the relations 
of 5 — h, t> — f and the like must have been evaluated as oppositions of voice, not 
as those of tension. Where the actual opposition of tension is involved, the difference 
of the opposed sounds in word-final positions is usually preserved (i. e. no neutrali
sation occurs), and if any change does take place in such word-positions characterized 
by the weakening of articulatory energy, it is the change of a tense fricative into 
its lax counterpart, such as / > v, s > z, etc. Recently, this has been convincingly 
shown by W. Horn and M. Lehnert in their treatment of English phonological 
development in unstressed words and final syllables ("druckschwache Worter und 
Endsilben") since the Early ME period. (115) 

Analogous evidence of the presence of voice correlation in OE consonants is 
furnished by occasional Early OE spellings like lamp, heafut, kyninc, standing for 
regular lamb, heafod, cyning. (116) The change of the voiced explosive into its 
voiceless counterpart occurred mainly in unstressed syllables and in those stressed 
syllables in which the final consonant was separated from the stressed vowel by 
an intervening I or nasal. Clearly, the change again occurred in word-positions 
characterized by markedly weakened articulatory energy. — The fact that in 
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other OE monosyllables final -b, -d, -g are not recorded as -p, -t, -k, respectively, 
is attributed by Luick to their supposed phonetic qualities -b, -d, -g which in his 
opinion continued to be phonematically identified with the respective voiced sounds 
b, d, g, found in other positions. This theory, however, does not sound particularly 
convincing, especially in view of the undoubted changes of -5 > -h, and -b > -/. It 
appears more probable that the OE writings in rb, -d, -g are due to morphematic 
analogy, so well known from the written systems of modern Slavonic languages 
(such as Czech, Slovak, Russian, etc.). This explanation might be supported by the 
notorious tendency of the OE spelling not to change the graphical make-up of the 
morpheme even though its phonetic (and sometimes also phonematic) structure 
might be altered, cp. hldf — hldfas, ris — rlsan, we% — weyts etc. 

So much for the state of things in OE. Since, as has been shown above, the func
tional opposition of ModE consonants like p — b,f — v etc. is one of tension, one is 
faced with the problem of how and why the revaluation of the opposition of voice 
into that of tension can have taken place. K . Luick , too, though he did not realize 
the problem in its full complexity, was struck by the contradiction existing between 
the ModE forms like field, wind on the one hand, and the corresponding occasional 
OE (and regional ME) forms ending in -t on the other. In other words, Luick did 
not overlook the fact that in a great majority of instances (and especially in the 
East Midlands whose dialects were to become the basis of the Southern British norm 
of ModE) the word-final voiceless lenis, whose existence in OE he took for granted, 
not only failed to be replaced by a voiceless fortis, occasionally evidenced by some 
OE writings, but that this supposed voiceless lenis sound was evidently to give way 
to a voiced (pr at least partially voiced) lenis! Luick tried to account for this surpris
ing fact by a number of partial explanations, the most important of which was his 
suggestion of levelling due to analogy, especially operating in such sandhi situations 
in which the supposed lenes had preserved their voiced character (,,die stimmlose 
Lenis war durch Ausgleich wieder beseitigt worden," HG § 713). 

Luick's explanation is obviously too mechanical; in our opinion, the real motives 
of the process undoubtedly lay deeper. They can only be detected by taking into 
consideration the conditions prevailing in the entire system of English during the 
critical period. It is only by keeping to this principle that one can hope to establish 
a theory covering all involved facts. 

In his well-known compendium of diachronistic phonematics, (117) A. Martinet 
rightly insists on the presence in any language of two opposed forces the co-opera
tion of which can more or less account for the development of language. One of these 
two forces is the necessity to satisfy all communicative and expressive needs and 
wants of the given language community, while the other one may be denoted as 
inertia, i . e. an effort to reduce to the lowest possible limit any bodily or mental 
activity connected with speaking. It appears that the co-operation of these two 
tendencies may suggest an adequate solution of our problem. There can be no doubt 
that the devoicing of paired consonants in word-final positions (such as seems to 
have been typical of OE) is one of the ways in which the factor of inertia asserts 
itself in many languages: by its assimilative character it certainly contributes to 
what is commonly called "economy of articulation". But the factor of inertia in 
Martinet's conception can only assert itself if its operation does not endanger the 
basic function of language. And since this basic function of language can be defined 
as that of acting as a means of communication and expression, the operation of the 
factor of inertia is necessarily controlled by the communicative and expressive 
function of language. 

Such control is especially essential in those cases in which the impending sound 
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change may considerably restrict the functional load of some particular phonematic 
opposition. And this is exactly what is due to happen in the event of the devoicing 
of paired consonants in word-final positions. This change is bound to lead to the 
neutralization of the opposition of voice in such positions, and so to increase the 
number of homonyms in the lexical plane of the concerned language, and possibly, 
somehow to affect its grammatical plane as well. In the concrete pase of English, 
the devoicing of its voiced paired consonant phonemes threatened not only to make 
homonymous the members of word pairs like back — bag, let — led, cap — cab, etc., 
but also to wipe away the phonematic signals of the categorical distinction of nouns 
like? use, house, belief on the one hand and verbs like use, house, believe on the other. 
If, in addition to this, one realizes that in English contexts the majority of words 
are monosyllables among which the percentage of homonyms (118) is always the 
highest, it will become apparent that the increase of homonyms called forth by the 
devoicing of word-final paired consonants might indeed render the main task of the 
English language, i . e. mutual communication and expression, markedly more dif
ficult than before the devoicing. 

To this it might be objected that the difficulties caused by the numerical increase 
of homonyms should not be overestimated; it has been generally admitted by lin
guists that sentence context may, and generally does, make up for the ambiguousness 
of meaning in homonymous words. In principle this is undoubtedly true, but it should 
be kept in mind that the ModE sentence context is burdened by a relatively high 
number not only of stylistic, but mainly of grammatical functions. It is utilized 
for the signalling of morphological and syntactical categories in words which, except 
for their positions in the sentence context, are entirely homonymous. Thus, it is 
commonly known that a word like while can function either as a substantive or as 
a verb, or even.as a conjunction, according as it is placed in this or other position 
within the sentence. Or, a word-group like this day may be morphologically evaluated 
as a nominative case in some sentence situations, but as an accusative case in others; 
syntactically, only its position in the sentence may decide whether it stands for 
a subject, an object, an attribute or an adverbial. Obviously, the English sentence 
context has already been burdened by a considerable number of tasks, and therefore 
one can easily understand that any further addition to this number may have been 
found unfeasible. In other words, it appears probable that the devoicing of word-
final paired consonants was not found particularly compatible with the communic
ative and expressive function of the English language seen as a structural whole, 
i . e. as a system of systems. 

* * * 

Here it must be recalled that in some languages the devoicing of word-final paired 
consonants is tolerated, although it also increases the number of homonyms. Such 
is the case of Slavonic languages like Czech, Slovak or Russian, in which the opposi
tion of voice in the paired consonants has been phonematically neutralized in word-
final (and in some other) positions, as is shown by word pairs like Czech (and also 
Slovak and Russian) plod 'fruit' — plot 'fence', Cz. vez 'take by carriage (imp.)' — 
ves 'village', Slk. vied 'of sciences (gen. pi.)' — viet 'of sentences', Russ. bog 'god' — 
bok 'side' etc. — Members of each of these pairs end in one and the same phoneme, 
i . e., respectively, in -t, -s, -t and -k. (119) If it is asked why the devoicing of such 
final consonants was tolerated in these languages, one is naturally led to suppose 
that, unlike in English, the process of devoicing in Czech, Slovak and Russian must 
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have been fairly compatible with the laws obtaining in the grammatical and lexical 
planes of these languages. 

A closer examination of the conditions typical of Czech, Slovak, and Russian 
reveals that such an assumption may be regarded as fully justified. It will be readily 
admitted that in these three languages the sentence context is much less burdened 
than in English. As a rule, it is not charged with the function of distinguishing 
word-categories (which in Slavonic languages are regularly characterized by special 
suffixes and/or sets of inflexional endings); in most cases, it does not distinguish 
declension cases either, these being again mostly differentiated by inflexional end
ings. Last but not least, since the positions of sentence elements within the sentences 
of Slavonic languages are demonstrably much less fixed than in English, the Slavonic 
word-orders may also be regarded as relatively free from acting as main signals 
of syntactic values. A l l these facts considered, the wor,d-orders of Czech, Slovak, 
and Russian appear to have been fairly well capable of taking on an additional 
function, that of distinguishing a certain number of new homonymous word pairs, 
due to the devoicing of word-final paired consonants. 

It should be added that the Slavonic word-orders had no special difficulty in 
performing this new task, inasmuch as the numbers of homonyms added to the 
concerned languages through the discussed process of devoicing had been relatively 
low, certainly much lower than the analogous number that might have been added 
to English. This may be safely inferred from the well-known circumstance that the 
contexts of the Slavonic languages contain a considerably lower percentage of mono
syllables than the English contexts (see above Note 118). As the number of homo
nyms is regularly the largest among monosyllables, it will be found obvious that 
Slavonic languagesaremuch less exposed to homonymy than English, and therefore 
can easily afford a certain rise in its percentage. 

Let us now turn again to the phonematic development of English, faced with 
the above-described situation. As it did not appear feasible to increase the number 
of homonyms in English, and so to overburden the English context beyond its 
functional capacity, it was necessary for the functional oppositions of the type p — b, 
t — d, f — v, and the like, to remain preserved. Such preservation, however, could 
not be effected by maintaining (or, perhaps, by restoring) the voiced pronunciation 
of b, d, v etc. The English articulatory habits, noted for slackness and general lack 
of muscular exertion, were averse to such integral restoration of the differences of 
voice in word-final positions, in which the force of inertia had been making itself 
felt very strongly since the OE period (one should recall the OE and EME devoicings 
referred to above). Under such circumstances the best, and perhaps the only possible 
manner in which the concerned type of opposition could be maintained consisted in 
its revaluation: the correlation of voice came to be revaluated into that of tension. 

The process involved in the revaluation can be specified as follows: differences 
of voice, which by themselves were no longer functionally dependable (at least in 
some important word-positions), were relegated to the status of concomitant (or, 
redundant) features, while differences of tension, much less susceptible to being sup
pressed by the influence of phonic environment, were promoted to the rank of phonem-
atically essential features, i . e. — to use the terminology of classical phonology — 
to function as a new mark of correlation. This new hierarchy of the two features, 
tension and voice, is convincingly proved by some observations made by phone-
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ticians of English. Here belongs the (at least partial) devoicing of ModE paired 
consonants in word-initial positions. It is true that the process of devoicing in such 
positions may have been, too, indicated by the operation of the factor of inertia. 
But one should not overlook the remarkable fact that the functional importance of 
opositions like p-jb-, t-jd-, k-jg-, etc. is preserved even in those cases where the op
position of voice has been fully replaced by that of tension (see, e. g., Torsuev, I. a). 
This fact furnishes clear and convincing evidence of the new hierarchy. 

To sum up, the real motives of the functional revaluation of the opposition of 
voice into that of tension was the incompatibility of the above-discussed process of 
devoicing with the structural situation of English envisaged as a system of systems. 
As regards the analogical levelling, considered by Luick to have been the main 
source of the voiced character of the ModE final consonants in words like wind, 
field, one can admit the operation of such levelling, but certainly not as a motive 
of the revaluating change, bnt merely as an instrument that helped to carry it 
through. (120) 

The last question to be answered in this connection is at what time the discussed 
revaluation may have taken place. Al l that has been said here so far seems to indicate 
that the critical period must have been about the close of the 14th century. At that 
time the dialect of Southeast Midlands (on which the Southern British standard was 
to become principally based) (121) had lost its vowels of unstressed syllables. This 
change not only raised the problem of the devoicing of paired consonants which 
had become word-final through that loss, but at the same time also introduced 
a high percentage of new monosyllables into actual English contexts. At that time, 
too, the suffixes and endings originally distinguishing nouns and verbs had become 
lost with the result that, from then on, these two grammatical categories (and others 
as well) could be identified with the help of the sentence context alone; analogous 
comment could be made on the distinction of declension cases. Finally, at that time 
foundations were laid for the fixation of Word-order, so typical of ModE. (122) 

# * # 

Our survey of the circumstances connected with the revaluation of the English correlation 
of voice may also throw some interesting light on the development of the three Slavonic languages 
under our consideration (and probably of some of the others as well). There can hardly be any 
doubt that the above-described English historical situation that raised the problem of the de-
voicing of final paired consonants had an interesting parallel in an historical situation ascertainable 
in the development of our three (or more) Slavonic languages. Just as in English the need of de-
voicing arose after the loss of vowels in unstressed syllables, so in Czech, Slovak, and Russian 
analogous need could only emerge after the loss of unstressed semivowels t, b (the "weak yers", 
as they are conventionally called in Slavonic linguistics), see e. g., PrimSlav. *plod-b > CzSlkRuss 
plod 'fruit'. 

It is worth pointing out that in Slavonic languages the "weak yers" disappeared also in some 
other, non-final positions, with the result that the paired consonants, originally separated by 
them, became assimilated (see, e. g., PrimSlav. *sbde > Russ. zde(s'). (123) The interesting point 
is that in OldCz. manuscripts words of this type are often recorded in writing as if no assimila
tion had taken place.: sde 'here', dchof (> d^chorb) 'polecat', etc. On the basis of such writings 
it is usually taken for granted thai, the concerned groups of consonants really remained unassimil-
ated for some time, possibly up to the end of the 13th century. (124) On purely physiological 
grounds, however, the existence of unassimilated consonant groups, though not impossible, does 
not seem particularly probable. (125) If the assumption of an immediate assimilation of voice 
after the loss of "weak yers" is correct, then the OCz writings of the type sde, dchof may reflect 
not the differences of voice but those of tension. In other words, in sde the letter s may refer to 
a voiced, but fortis consonant, while the letter d in dchof may represent a voiceless lenis. If this 
was so, the spellings may be interpreted as reflecting the following historical situation: After 
the loss of "weak yers", Czech (and most probably also Slovak, Russian, and perhaps other 
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Slavonic languages as well) was faced with the possibility of preserving the differences of phone-
matic pairs like p — b, t — d, f — v in neutralizing positions at the cost of the functional 
revaluation of the voice correlation in consonants into that of tension. The subsequent history 
of Czech, Slovak,-and Russian reveals that this possibility, so amply utilized in the phonematio 
development of English, was never resorted to. The cause of the different directions taken by the 
development in English and in the discussed Slavonic languages was suggested above — it 
appears to have been grounded in structural differences of the examined languages, envisaged 
as systems of systems. ' 

The two above-discussed kinds of solution, the English and the Slavonic, must 
not be regarded as the only methods applicable to the situation described. It is 
true, of course, that what has been presented here as the Slavonic type of solution 
will necessarily have its parallels in many Slavonic idioms (i. e., languages and dia
lects), while the English type will more or less appeal to at least some of the Germanic 
idioms. The Slavonic parallels will be easily accounted for by close structural re
lationship of most of the Slavonic idioms; similarly, the various Germanic idioms 
reveal some important analogies to the English structural pattern, though the re
lationship is definitely less striking than in the Slavonic case. There are, however, other 
methods that can "be applied in the situation of the discussed type. Let us point 
out here at least the French solution, which prevented the increase of homonyms 
by propping up the opposition of voice by way of emphasizing the voiced articulation 
of word-final paired consonants. (126) This solution was made feasible by some spe
cific features of French, especially by the rising pattern of the French word and 
sentence rhythm as well as of the French articulatory effort in actual utterances. 
It is this rising pattern that enables French speakers to apply the energy of arti
culation indispensable for the genuinely voiced articulation of a word-final paired 
consonant. Here the French pattern of articulation strikingly differs from the cor
responding patterns of both English and Czech (and most of the other Slavonic 
languages), in which the word-final consonant is particularly subject to the operation 
of the tendency of inertia referred to above. 

Another remark may not be wholly devoid of interest. A remote parallel to the 
French solution can also be met with among the varieties of Czech. It is, among 
other things, the case of a dialect in Northeastern Bohemia, noted by a number of 
Czech scholars. (127) In this dialect words containing a final voiced paired consonant, 
such as dub 'oak', vid 'see!' are pronounced with genuine voiced -b, -d, to which is 
added a voiced off-glide, so that the pronunciation of such words is described as 
"almost dissyllabic", viz. dubz, vida (see Frinta, 1. c). 

There is one point in which the dialectal solution of the given problem is particu
larly noteworthy. It shows how oppositions of voice can be preserved in word-final 
positions even in such idioms as lack the rising pattern of word and sentence rhythm 
(and of the articulatory effort) which has been singled out here as typical of French. 
The method applied in such idioms consists in the addition of another syllable (or, 
quasi-syllable), which will bring the concerned words in harmony with the falling 
pattern of word and sentence rhythm (and of articulatory energy), so typical of Czech. 
It should be noted that the off-glide -a, in spite of its "almost syllabic" character, 
obviously lacks phonematic status. It is, of course, an item of syntactic phone-
matics, i . e., it acts as a signal of word-limits within the sentence. (This functional 
evalution of -a is corroborated by the fact that, following the rule of the association 
of contrasts, such -a is also added to words ending in a voiceless paired consonant — 
Frinta, 1. c, registers a pronunciation or the type suka!) Undoubtedly, more detailed 
examination of these and analogous dialectal facts might bring new interesting ma
terials throwing still more light on our problem. (128) 
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The above very sketchy outline could do no more than point out very briefly 
another case of interdependence ascertainable between the phonic and the "higher" 
language planes. The present writer's intention was to make a special point of showing 
in this chapter that even the features of consonant phonemes should not be simply 
dismissed as purely acoustico-physiological phenomena of an entirely mechanical 
order. In reality, they, too, are intimately connected with the higher planes of lan
guage. 

Besides, the above lines may be hoped to have revealed another thing with suf
ficient clearness: the fact that the different treatment of the oppositions of voice 
and tension in English and Czech paired consonants is closely linked with, and 
obviously due to, differences in the structural make-up of the two language systems, 
one of them essentially analytical, the other prevalently synthetic. In other words, 
the phonematic fact that the mark of correlation of ModE paired consonants is 
tension, not voice, must also be entered into the list of less familiar aspects of the 
analytical trend of English. 

V I I . T H E E C L I P S E O F T H E M O D E R N E N G L I S H N E U T R A L 
C O N S O N A N T 

The present chapter, the last in the series, will discuss yet another instance of in
fluence exercised upon the English consonantal system by the analytical drift of 
English. Unlike the instance discussed in the preceding chapter, the instance to 
be analysed here will reveal a case of what may be called negative interference in 
the phonic plane by the needs and wants of the "higher" planes of language. It 
will be seen, that is to say, that the situation in the grammatical structure of English 
at a given moment was such as not to demand a certain change in the phonic plane, 
while in an analogous Czech (and also Slovak, Ukrainian and Upper Sorabian) 
situation the change was effected because the situation of the grammatical structures 
of these languages was such as to necessitate that change. 

The changes are concerned with the neutral consonant phoneme (129) of ModE 
and with its analogues in Czech, Slovak, Ukrainian, and Upper Sorabian, i . e. with 
the phoneme h. The ModE A-sound implementing it differs from its Slavonic opposite 
numbers by its voicelessness (the Czech, Slovak, Ukrainian and Upper Sorabian 
A-sounds being voiced), but the origin of all these laryngal consonants may be denoted 
as parallel: they all go back to velar fricatives — voiceless % or voiced y, as the case 
may be—, from which they primarily arose through assimilation to the neighbouring 
vowel or vowels. The assimilatory process was undoubtedly called forth by the fact 
that in regard to articulation a laryngal fricative resembles a neighbouring vowel 
more closely than does a velar fricative: as a matter of fact, the English (and, for 
that matter, the German) voiceless initial A- has often been described by phoneticians 
as a voiceless beginning of the following vocalic articulation (so that, e. g., ModE 
[ha : t] might also be transcribed as [aa: t]. (130) 

This close articulatory kinship of the English h and the neighbouring vowel re
sulted in the well-known early contractions of the type Prehist. OE *fohan > OE fori 
and, later on, in the ever-increasing tendency to discard the A/^-phoneme of English 
altogether. (131) Compared to this, the Slavonic A-phonemes show no sign of any 
tendency aimed at their abolishment. The fact is the more striking, since a voiced 
A-sound might be regarded as particularly susceptible to assimilation by, and con
sequently to absorption into, the neighbouring vowel. A closer inquiry into the 
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causes of this stability reveals an interesting result: during Ijhe articulation of the 
Czech A-sound the shape of the glottis becomes particularly adjusted — it is characte
rized by a specific position of both the vocal chords and the cartilages. (132) Obvi
ously, it is exactly this particular shaping of the glottis which safeguards the Czech 
(and most probably also the Slovak, Ukrainian, and Upper Sorabian) A-sound against 
mechanical assimilation by, arid consequently absorption into, its vocalic neighbour
hood, while the absence of such particular shaping must have essentially contribu
ted to the above-mentioned contractions, amounting to the ultimate loss of the inter
vocalic A-sound in English (and in some other Germanic languages). 

# # # 

The above-ascertained facts raise another question, viz. that of the motivation 
of the specific shaping of the glottis in the articulation of the A-phoneme in Czech 
(and most probably in the other enumerated Slavonic languages). In our opinion, 
this problem can be satisfactorily tackled by taking into consideration the above-
noted fact of mutual interrelation and interdependence of the planes of language. 
If the problem of, e. g., the Czech phoneme h is viewed from this angle, it cannot 
be overlooked how deeply rooted that phoneme has become in the morphological 
system of Czech. This will be realized from the fact that Czech morphological opposi
tions of the types Nom. max 'murderer' — Gen. vraha, Nom. nehet 'finger-nail' — 
Gen. ne%tu, Nom. stuka 'ribbon' — Gen. pi. stu%, are perfectly equivalent to the 
oppositions of the respective types Nom. krap 'crab' — Gen. kraba, Nom. drobet 
'morcel' — Gen. droptu, Nom. huba 'mouth' (vulg.) — Gen. pi. hup. If, owing to 
assimilation and consequent absorption, the intervocalic -h- should have become 
dropped, the resulting forms *vraa > *vrd, *neet < net, *stua < *stva (?) would have 
stood out as most inorganic exceptions within their morphological paradigms, the 
more so that the grammatical system of Czech is still very firmly based on synthetical 
lines, which have been preserved in it virtually intact for a long series of centu
ries. (133) 

It appears, thus, that the rise of the peculiar articulation of the Czech ^-sound 
may have been motivated by the underlying tendency to preserve a clear phonematic 
make-up of the words containing intervocalic h's, so that any danger of obscuring 
the paradigmatic classification of such words might be forestalled. It remains to 
be noted that what has been said here about the Czech morphological situation is 
also applicable to that of the other Slavonic languages enumerated above, as their 
grammatical systems, too, have preserved their synthetical structures up to the present 
period. Consequently, a theory appears justified that the preservation of the inter
vocalic -h- in those languages was prompted by the same motive as in Czech. 

The validity of the above-outlined theory is borne out by the situation in Old 
English, where, as already stated, the intervocalic, voiceless A-sound became fully 
assimilated by, and finally absorbed into, its vocalic neighboruhood. Obviously, in 
OE the phoneme h (more exactly, h/x) had not taken such a firm root as its opposite 
number had in Czech; this might explain the realization of contractions like *seohan > 
seon, *eohes > eos, *scdhes > scos, and the like. Still, one should account for the 
fact that forms like wear pan, dw%es, stdnes etc., paradigmatically closely alied to 
*seohan, *eohes, *scohes, etc., apparently did not intervene to preserve the phonematic 
make-up of the forms containing the intervocalic -h-. 

The explanation of that fact, in our opinion, is not very difficult to find. Although 
the OE grammatical system was still essentially synthetic (its thorough reshapement 
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on analytical lines was to be effected only in the Middle English period), its synthetic 
character had already been perceptibly weakened in a number of points. Historians 
of English (134) have pointed o'ut that as early as in OE, the soil was being prepared 
for the ensuing victory of the analytical principle. Already in' OE, grammatical 
relations were being increasingly expressed by means of auxiliary words; the syn
cretism of the OE declension types resulted in underlining the importance of the 
stem at the expense of the inflexional endings, which again had to cede many of 
their functions to less vulnerable auxiliary expressions. Under such circumstances 
the impoverishment of this or that paradigm by one or two items not only could 
not be prevented by the pressure of the old morphological system, but was rather in 
full agreement with the disintegrating forces already at work in it. It was clearly 
for this reason that no tendency towards any articulatory differentiation from its 
vocalic vicinity can be discovered in the development of h in English. 

# * * 

It appears, therefore, that both in English and in Czech (and, for that matter, 
in a number of other Slavonic languages) a highly interesting interdependence can 
be ascertained between the development of the phoneme h (or, A/#),and the develop
ment of the corresponding morphological system. This fact in itself is most signi
ficant: it endorses our thesis proposed above in Chapter I (p. 11) asserting the exist
ence of instances in which the morphological plane of language can affect the struc
ture of the phonic plane of that same language. But our evidence goes even further 
than this. If, that is to say, the above-established interdependences prove true, 
then the impact of the morphological system of language is reflected not only in 
the phonematic structure of the phonic plane, but even in the phonetic implemen
tation of that structure. In other words, the needs of the morphological system 
can obviously decide how some of the sounds implementing the crucial phonemes 
should be articulated. Although in English this impact is effected only negatively 
(while in the Slavonic languages we find its decidedly positive operation), there can 
be no doubt that we are faced here with one of the most striking of the unfamihar 
aspects of the analytical trend of English: the very weak structural position of the 
ModE A-phoneme is, at least to a considerable degree, ultimately due to the thorough
going reshaping of the English morphological system on analytical lines. 

By way of concluding our examination pursued in the above seven chapters, we 
believe to have given some evidence not only of the mutual interdependence linking 
various planes of language, but also of the necessity of regarding the analytical 
trend of English not as a purely morphological affair but rather as a principle which, 
though manifested mainly on the grammatical level, affects all planes of language 
and whose operation, from time to time, may even become felt in the phonic plane. 
The validity of our conclusions appears to be corroborated by our ascertainment of 
parallel (but, of course, opposite) interdependence usually found in Czech, a language 
of prevalently synthetic grammatical structure. There is little doubt that research 
in other languages, if undertaken from a viewpoint analogous to that of ours, might 
yield results not devoid of interest. 
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N O T E S 
(1) See, e. g., the explanation of the term analytical presented by the Concise Oxford Diction

ary of Current English1 (Oxford 1951): "using separate words instead of inflexions". Similarly 
synthesis is defined there as "preference of composition & inflection to use of prepositions etc. ' 

(2) Cf., e. g., A. I. Smirnitskiy, Drevne-angliyskiy yazyk [The Old English Language], 
Moscow 1955, p. 212. 

(3) The fact of replacement (typical especially of American English) was duly pointed out 
and penetratingly commented upon by G. Kirchner, Die zehn Hauptverben des Englischen im 
Britischen und Amerikanischen (Halle 1952; reviewed by J. Vachek in Deutsche Literatur-
zeitung 76, 1955, col. 432ff). ' 

(4) This does not mean, of course, that synthetic language means do not exist in ModE along
side of analytical ones; it only means that the former are no longer productive in ModE. On the 
mutual relation of the two kinds of means in ModE see B. Trnka's valuable paper Analysis and 
Synthesis in English, English Studies (Amsterdam), 10, 1927, pp. 138—144. — Some comment 
on the process leading from synthesis to analysis in English may be found in P. Sgall's paper 
K vtfvoji deklinace substantiv v angliitini [On the Development of the Declension of Nouns in English], 
Studio a prace linguisticke 1 (Prague 1954), pp. 162—170, and in his monograph Vyvoj flexe 
v indoevropsky'ch jazycich, zejmina v CeHini a v angliitini [The Development of Inflexion in 
Indo-European Languages, especially in Czech and English], Prague 1958. Sgall's approach to 
the problem- is one of historical typologist's; viewing the process in its broad outlines, he neces
sarily loses sight of interdependence of facts belonging to various language planes (it will be 
seen that exactly thiB interdependence is our main concern in the present treatise). 

(6) Cf. I. Poldauf's Mluvnice souiasne angliitiny II [Grammar of Present-Day English], 
Prague 1958, p. 137; B. Trnka, Eozbor nynljH spisovni angliitiny [An Analysis of Present Day 
Standard English], Prague 1954, pp. 25f. For a detailed discussion of the problem (and of the 
analytical structure of English grammar in general) see G. Weber, Der Bau der englischen Sprache 
(Palaestra 192, Leipzig 1934), critical rejoinder by O. Jespersen in Literaturblatt f. germ. U . 
rom. Phil. 56, 1935, pp. 161-163. 

(6) One of the problems of the ModE system of declension cases, that of the so-called Pos
sessive Case, will be discussed further below (Chapter III). 

(7) The term was used by V. V. Vinogradov in one of his lectures held in Prague in 1957 
(the lecture was reviewed by K. Horalek in Slovo a slovesnost 18, 1957, p. 98). 

(8) This faot was duly emphasized in the Soviet linguistic discussion of 1950 (see Soviet Li
terature 1950, No. 9, p. 14). 

(9) This detracts nothing from the importance of the "written language" which, though 
a secondary, derived norm of language, performs important cultural functions and tends towards 
a relatively high degree of autonomy (see J. Vachek, Some Remarks on Writing and Phonetic 
Transcription, Acta Linguistica 5, 1945—1949, pp. 86—93, and especially the same author's 
Two Chapters on Written English, Brno Studies in English 1 (Prague 1959), pp. 7—38). 

(10) Some of the ideas of the Prague group were aptly summarized by B. Trnka et al. in the 
paper Prague Structural Linguistics, Philologica Pragensia 1, 1958, pp. 33—40 (for the Russian 
version of the paper, K diskussii po voprosam slrukturalizma, see Voprosy yazykoznaniya 6, 1957, 
No. 3, pp. 44—52). — See also J. Vachek's Dictionnaire de linguistique de I'lUcole de Prague 
(Utrecht-Anvers 1960). 

(11) The present chapter is an enlarged version of our lecture delivered at the Cambridge 
University on 26 February 1959. 

(12) H. Sweet, Elementarbuch des gesprochenen Englisch (Oxford 1885). 
(13) F. Mikus, En marge du Sixieme Ccngres International des Linguistes, Miscelanea homenaje 

a Andre Martinet, vol. I (Tenerife 1957), pp. 159—221. 
(14) L. Tesni ere, Synthitisme et analytisme, Charisteria Guilelmo Mathesio quinquagenario... 

oblata (Prague 1932), pp. 62—64. 
(15) See J. Vachek's papers referred to above. Note 9. 
(16) The existence of such signals was duly pointed out in the discussion of a number of lin

guists and phoneticians (L. Bloomfield, D. Jones, V. Mathesius, P. Passy and others) concerned 
with the phonetic independence of the word; see Le Maitre Phonetique 1931 — 1932. 

(17) See L. Bloomfield, Language (New York 1933), esp. p. 178ff. 
(18) L. R. Palmer, An Introduction to Modern Linguistics (London 1936), esp. p. 78f. 
(19) See V. Mathesius's Czech paper 0 potencidlnosti jevu jazykovy'ch [On the potential char

acter of language phenomena], Vestnfk Kralovske 6eske spoleCnosti nauk 1911. 
(20) C. E. Bazell, Historical Sources of Structural Units, Miscelanea homenaje a A. Martinet, 

pp. 19-29. 
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(21) As we are concerned here with quotational compounds as a living, productive type of 
English' word-formation, we leave aside a small number of instances of teonnical terms charac
terized by archaic syntagmatic flavour, such as the forget-me-not (Cz. pomninka. Buss, nezabudka). 

(22) Cf. D. Jones, Everyman's English Pronouncing Dictionary11, London 1956, pp. 261, 447. 
(23) It is fair to point out that a small number of genuine quotational compounds can be 

found in Czech surnames, originally nicknames, such as SAodft>pote('Spring-in-the-field'), Osolsobi 
('Sprinkle-with-salt-for-you') etc. Such surnames are regularly inflected (see, e. g., the datives 
Skoddopolovi, Osolsobovi) and take on the feminine endings commonly used in Czech for denoting 
women (pani Skoidopolovd, pani Osolsobovd 'Mrs. S., Mrs. O.'). This peculiar faot can be accoun
ted for by the well-known specific character of proper names, which, being used for the purpose 
of identifying certain individuals, become exempted from the common semantic and formal 
links tying up the corresponding appelatives to some objects of extra-linguistic reality (cf., 
among others, Allan H. Gardiner. Theory of Proper Names, Oxford 1954; P. Trost, Zur Theorie 
des Eigennamens, Omagiu lui I. Iordan, Bucaresti 1958, pp. 867—869; V. Blanar, Pozndmky 
k morfematickej Urukture slova [Notes on the morphematic structure of the word'], Recueil Linguistique 
de Bratislava 1, 1948, pp. 179—189, with a detailed summary in French; cf. also F. Tra vnicek, 
Vlastni substantiva [Proper Nouns], Sbornik praci filos. fakulty Brnenske university A6 
(Brno 1958), pp. 6—9, with summaries in Russian and French). This being so, the-language 
user does not apply to the proper names the strict formal grammatical rules valid for the 
appelative word-stock of the language. 

(24) More comment on some aspects of the problem of Czech quotational compounds may 
be found in our paper K otdzce tzv. citdtovy'ch sloienin v ceStini [On the Problem of the so-called 
Quotational Compounds in Czech], Slovo a slovesnost (Prague) 21, 1960, pp. 110—117. 

(25) See, e. g., 0. Jespersen, A Modern English Grammar on Historical Principles 6, London 
1946, pp. 282ff.; B. A. Ilyish, Sovremennyy angliyskiy yazyk*, Moscow 1948, pp. 99 f. 

(26) In his paper quoted above, Note 4, B. Trnka duly stresses what he calls the 'sentence 
feeling' of the English speaker. The term implies that the English speaker is accustomed to 
concentrate his attention upon sentences taken as wholes, not upon separate words composing 
those sentences (as happens commonly in Czech and presumably in other synthetic languages). 

(27) On this point, see here below (Chapter III). 
(28) The troubles entailed by the attempts to dissociate Mendings into traditional "mor

phemes" have recently been admitted by Fred W. Householder, Jr, On Linguistic Primes, 
Word 15, 1959, pp. 231—239 (see esp. pp. 237—238). 

(29) On the difference between native and non-native elements of the word-stock, examined 
from the synchronistic point-of-view, see V. Mathesius, Zur synchronischen Analyse fremden 
Sprachguts, Englische Studien 70, 1935, pp. 21—35. 

(30) The instances bezvolky 'unintentionally' (< bezdelcy + nevolky) and hruzlivy 'awe-inspi
ring' (< hruzny + straslivy"), quoted by V. Smilauer, Tvofeni slov [Word Formation], Hovory 
o ceskem jazyce (Praha 1940), p. 112, do not disprove our above statement. First, both these 
words are literary expressions which have never entered the common language; second, in each 
of the two instances the resulting blend does not show any essential semantic difference from 
its two source words (which, in their turn, are again virtually synonymous). Under these cir
cumstances the isolated instances of Czech blends are rather a stylistic than a semantic affair. 

(31) This chapter is an enlarged and thoroughly revised version of our paper Notes on the 
English Possessive Case, Casopis pro moderni filologii — supplement Philologica 7, 1955, pp. 
11-15. 

(32) See B. A. Ilyish, Sovremennyy angliyskiy yazyk2, pp. 99f.; W. S. Allen, Living English 
Structure (London 1947), pp. 17f. 

(33) It will be of some interest to note that a similar conclusion was arrived at by H. E. Pal
mer, Grammar of Spoken English (Cambridge 1924), p. 36, where, however, the problem was 
not envisaged (as it was by Ilyish) in the due historical perspective. 

(34) The high degree of independence characteristic of the ModE possessive final's (as opposed 
to the dependent status of the ModE inflexional ending -s found in the plural of nouns) is also 
clearly revealed by the opposition of the forms wife's — wives, in which the alternation -f/v-
has replaced the earlier phonomatic uniformity, presenting -v- in both forms. (Cf. I. Poldauf, 
Srovndvdni s mateHtinou pfi v&deckim studiu jazyku [A Comparison with the Mother Tongue in 
the Scientific Study of Languages], Sbornik Vysoke skoly pedagogicke v Olomouci 1 (Praha 1954), 
p. 54. 

(35) See O. Jespersen, A Modern English Grammar 6, pp. 325, 336, 489. — It will have been 
observed that, should Ilyish's evaluation of ModE's become acoepted, one would have no 
other choice but to evaluate'the suffixes -ish, -ism, etc., in analogous manner. This, of course, 
would be contrary to obvious facts. 
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(36) Instances of the 's-form found in expressions denoting time, measure, weight, and value 
(such as one minute's walk, half a mile's distance, one shilling's worth of stamps) do not contradict 
the above statement; in them, the 's-form is clearly no longer a matter of grammar but rather 
a purely phraseological and idiomatic affair. 

(37) With the exception, of course, of those surviving in the idiomatic turns referred to above 
(see Note 36). 

(38) O. Jespersen, Essentials of English Grammar' (London 1946), p. 139. — Jespersen's 
qualification of such "set phrases" as coumpounds is, however, clearly unjustified, in view of 
the possibility in English of word groups like schoolboys' Sunday clothes, girls' intimate friendship, 
etc., in which parts of the supposed compounds are separated by an inserted word element. 
Only in the third instance, a lovers' quarrel, the elements hold together more tightly in the sin
gular but again they can be separated from one another in the plural -.lovers' passionate quarrels. 
It will be certainly admitted that no English compounds exhibit such formal difference between 
the singular and the plural. — On the problem of compounds see V. Mathesius, Obsahovj 
rozbor sou&asni angliitiny na zdkladS obecni jazykozpytnem [A Functional Analysis of Contem
porary English on a general linguistic basis], Prague 1961. 

(39) In this connection it may be of use to quote an interesting remark by G. O. Cur me 
(A Grammar of the English Language III, Boston 1931, p. 83): "We often feel the classifying ge
nitive that precedes its governing noun as an adjective, as one can see by the fact that the 
preceding adjective modifies the governing noun, not the genitive: obvious printer's (or printers') 
errors.' Curme, however, failed to derive further consequences from his clever observation. 

(40) E. Kruisinga, A Handbook of Present Day English6, 11/2 (Groningen 1932), pp. 5 note, 
8, 39, 60, and especially 87ff. 

(41) There can be no doubt that the absence of number in the above cases might explain the 
interesting fact pointed out by Jespersen (Essentials, p. 138f.), viz. that "the genitive plural 
of those words in which it is not distinct from the genitive singular is used very seldom indeed", 
so that phrases like the husbands of my aunts, the jewels of our friends, etc. are preferred to 
wordings like my aunts' husbands, our friends' jewels, etc. 

(42) For detailed discussion of the general character of these changes seeG. Weber's book 
referred to above in Note 5. 

(43) It is commonly taken for granted that "the o/-combination has so far prevailed that 
there are very few cases where a genitive [i. e., Possessive Form, J. V.] cannot be replaced by 
it" (0. Jespersen, Essentials, p. 43). For all that, there exists a fine semantic difference between 
the '«-form and the o/-construction; it was ably formulated by E. G. Rappoport, Poslelog's 
i predlog of kak oformiteli attributivnykh otnosheniy v dngliyskom yazyke [The Postposition's 
and the Preposition of as Bearers of Attributive Relations in English] (Inostrannye yazyki v shkole 
1950, No. 1, pp. 32ff): the '«-form expresses indissoluble unity of the governed and governing 
nouns, whereas the periphrastic form is regularly devoid of such meaning. — A useful survey of 
the situations in which each of the two forms is particularly preferred may be found in R. W. 
Zandvoort, op. c, p. 92. 

(44) The preterite forms methought and meseemed can hardly be used as arguments invalidating 
the above interpretation: both of them are even more archaic than the present tense forms 
methinks and meseems, and therefore can be regarded as virtually non-existent in ModE lin
guistic consciousness. 

(45) For more details about that revaluation and about some other features of the absolute 
possessives see J. Vachek, K problematice desktfch posesivnich adjektiv [On the Problems of Czech 
Possessive Adjectives], Studie a prace linguisticke 1 (= B. Havranek volume, Prague 1954), 
pp. 171-189. 

(46,) It is worth pointing out that B. A. Ilyish, despite his clever observations, stopped 
short of the conclusion that the ModE Possessive Form no longer belongs to the nominal paradigm. 
His treatment of the problem clearly shows that in his opinion the forms ending in 's still enjoy 
the status of a case — as a matter of fact, it is exactly this supposition that enables Ilyish to 
regard 's as equivalent to the prepositional of, and consequently to evaluate the final 's as 
a formally independent auxiliary word (see above, p. 24). 

(47) More details of this progressive abolition can be found in our paper referred to above, 
Note 45. 

(48) The present chapter is «thoroughly revised version of our earlier paper entitled Some 
Thoughts on the so-called Complex Condensation in Modern English, Sbornik praci filosoficke 
fakulty Brnenske university A 3, 1955, pp. 63 — 77. 

(49) G. O. Curme, A Grammar of the English Language III (Boston 1931), p. 22. ^ 
(50) See, e. g., his treatise Bed a sloh [Speech and Style] in the volume Cteni o jazyce a poeaii 

1 (Prague 1942), pp. llff., and his paper O nomindlnich tendencich v slovesne" predikaci novo-
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anglicki [On Nominal Tendencies in ModE Verbal Predication], Sbornfk filologicky 4 (Prague 
1913), pp. 325ff. 

(51) Their main ideas were summarized in V. Mathesius's posthumously published book 
Obsahovtf rozbor (see above, Note 38). 

(52) Some of the involved problems are tackled in the papers of J. Firbas and J. Hladky, 
included in the present volume. 

(53) A. L. Morton, A People's History of England (London 1948). Translated into Czech 
under the title DSjiny Anglie (Prague 1950) by Sarka Novakova and Dr Radovan Tesaf. 

(54) And thus, they may not always be easy to grasp; yet the involved difficulty is outweighed 
by the fact that the reader's (or listener's) attention need not be scattered on a greater number 
of nexuses of potential dependent clauses. 

(55) Cf. his Obsahovtf rozbor (see above Note 38). On the problem of condensers found in 
Modern Czech see his treatise Ret a sloh (cp. above Note 50), pp. 87 — 91. 

(56) Katherine Mansfield, The Garden Party and other stories (Leipzig-Albatross 1941). 
Translated into Czech under the title Zahradni slavnost (Prague 1952) by H. Skoumalova and 
Aloys Skoumal. 

(57) See V. Mathesius, Nebojte se angliUiny! [Don't be afraid of English], Prague 1936, p. 70 f. 
(58) This idea is further developed in J. Firbas' paper included in the present volume and 

in his other papers quoted therein. 
(59) Karel Capek, Anglicki listy (23rd ed., Prague 1947). Translated into English under the 

title Letters from England (London 1947) by P. Selver. 
(60) Zdenek Wirth, Praha v obrazech p&ti stoleti (Prague 1932). Translated into English under 

the title Prague in Pictures of Five Centuries (Prague 1933) by F. P. Marchant. 
(61) Slight inaccuracies of the translations are not noted here if they do not interfere with 

the issues discussed in this chapter. 
(62) In another of his papers entitled Obecntf zdpor v angliitini a v (estinS [Universal Negation 

in English and Czech] (provided with a detailed English summary), Prague 1947, the present 
writer pointed out that also the problem of the so-called double negation in Czech negative sen
tences expressing universal statements (opposed to single negation in English sentences of ana
logous kind) can be successfully tackled if all consequences are derived from the unequal amount 
of dynamism characterizing the finite verb form in the two languages. The small amount of 
dynamism, typical of ModE finite verb forms, is also amply evidenced by the materials collected 
in G. Kirchner's book Die zehn Hduplverben (see above, Note 3). — It should perhaps be 
added that the reduced amount of dynamism of ModE finite verbs is compensated for by 
the increased amount of dynamism of ModE nouns (and especially adjectives, cp. V. Mathesius, 
Obsahovtf rozbor, Note 38). — The fact that we are stressing the dynamism of ModE finite 
verb forms makes clear that in our analysis we are primarily concerned with the verb as an 
instrument of predication, not with the verb as a lexical unit. 

(63) See, e. g., F. Mosse, Manuel de Vanglais de moyen age I (Paris 1945), p. 141. 
(64) Cf. B. Trnka, On the Syntax of th/e English Verb from Caxton to Dryden (Prague 1830), 

pp. 82f. 
(65) The degree to which the dynamism of the finite verb has sunk in ModE is strikingly 

revealed by G. O. Curme (1. c, p. 22) who believes that the preference for nominal predications 
in ModE should be attributed to "a tendency to more concrete forms of expression". In his 
opinion, "a noun seems nearer to popular feeling than the more abstract verb". If Curme is 
right, then the ModE finite verb form has completely lost all dynamism, and the relation of noun 
and verb has been altogether revaluated; the former opposition of entities of static vs. dynamic 
order (such as is still manifest in Czech) is believed to have been replaced by the opposition of 
entities of concrete vs. abstract charaoter. It seems rather doubtful, however, whether the process 
may have reached the advanced stage Curme seems to take for granted. 

(66) The first tentative analysis of the kind was undertaken by a young Brno Anglicist 
O. Ticha in her thesis in which she compared the instances of complex condensation found in 
the synoptical gospels of the Authorized Version and in the modernized texts of the same gospels 
contained in the ModE translation provided by Dr. Moffat. The results of her examination, 
mentioned in J. Hladky's paper, confirm our above hypothesis. 

(67) See B. Trnka's remarks on the influence of Old French on the rise of the English gerundial 
form (I.e., p. 92), as well as on the rise of the absolute participial construction which.in his opinion, 
was modelled on analogous Old French and Latin phrases (1. c, p. 88). 

(68) Cf. the theses of V. N. Yartseva (in her paper O mutrennikh zakonakh razvitiya yazyka 
v svete trudov I. V. Stalina po yazykoznaniyu [On Inner Laws*- of Language Development in the 
Light of J. V. Stalin's Linguistic Papers], Izv. AN SSSE, otd. lit i yaz., 11, Moscow 1952, pp. 
193ff) to the effect that only such structural features or elements are taken over from a foreign 
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languge "as do not contradict the structure of the language taking them over, or — more exactly — 
as become easily incorporated into the grammatical system of that language" (see p. 195). 

(69) See F. Mosse, 1. c, p. 150. 
(70) See J. V. Beika, O pfechodniku v soutasne bdetrii [On the. Indefinite Participle in Con

temporary Czech Fiction], Nase re6 25 (Prague 1941), pp. 1291F. 
(71) The extant remnants of the category, like vidomtf 'conscious', vidomtf 'seen', have been 

revaluated into isolated adjectives. 
(72) It is hardly necessary to explain why we do not mention the categories of Continuous 

and Simple Tenses in this connection: the difference of the actual vs. non-actual processes or 
actions which is denoted by them does not fall under the heading of aspect in ModE. 

(73) Cf. F. Mosse, 1. e., p. 148. — Some scholars, however, are opposed to this view (see, 
e. g., H. Pilch, Das ae. Prafix ;e-, Anglia 71, Tubingen 1953, pp. 129ff.). 

(74) Incidentally, there may be some connection beween the less apparent nominal character 
of the Czech infinitive and the fact that of all Czech condensers the infinitive appears to be most 
popular. — The historical development of the syntactical function of the Czech infinitive was 
commented upon by F. Travnicek, K pfedm&tnimu infinitivu [On Objectival Infinitive], NaSe 
rec 38 (Prague 1954), pp. 71 ff. 

(75) For these and some other reasons, F. Kopecny goes so far as to assert the synthetic 
character of the Czech preterite tense form (see his paper Povaha leskiho preterita [The Nature 
of the Czech Preterite], Nase fee 34 (Prague 1950), pp. 85-89. 

(76) See especially B. Havranek's paper tjkoly spisovniho jazyka a jeho kultura [The Func
tions of thz Standard Language and its Culture], contained in the volume Prazsky linguisticky 
krouzek, Spisovna cestina a kultura jazyka [Prague Linguistic Circle, Standard Czech and the 
Culture of Language], Prague 1932, pp. 32ff. (see esp. p. 49); also V. Mathesius, jftaj a sloh 
(esp. p. 55). 

(77) Cf. V. Mathesius, Nebojte se anglidtiny, p. 74f. 
(78) The only Czech condenser showing differentiation in time, the participle, is gradually 

acquiring a bookish tint in ModCz (see above, Note 70); its eclipse is also documented by the 
loss of the present passive participle, also commented above (see Note 71). 

(79) The nominal tendencies of French were discussed by H. Mannhart in Zeitschrift fur 
neuere Sprachen 1944, pp. 103ff. (see brief notice by V. Smilauer in Cesky casopis filologicky 3 
(Prague 1945), p. 171. 

(80) I. Poldauf, Infinitiv v angliitini [The Infinitive in English] (with a detailed summary 
in English), Casopis pro moderni filologii 36 (Prague 1954), pp. 9—23; Same, O konkurenci 
infinitivu a gerundu v angliitini [On the Rivalry between the Infinitive and the Gerund in English] 
(again with an English summary), CMF 37, 1955, pp. 203—223; Same, Dij v infinitivu [Action 
in the Infinitive, Slovo a slovesnost 20, 1959, pp. 183—202. — Another important treatise on 
problems of complex condensation was written by J. Nosek, NSkolik pozndmek k polovi'tny'm 
vazbdm v angliitinS XVII. stoleti [Some Remarks concerning Semi-Sentence Constructions in 
17th Century English] (with a detailed summary in English), Acta universitatis Carolinae, 
Prague 1954, vol. 7, pp. 23 — 26. Dr. Nosek gives an acute analysis of (especially) infinitival and 
participial constructions of EModE, without, however, confronting them with any non-English 
equivalents, and thus does not face the problems pointed out in the present chapter. 

(81) The main ideas of the present chapter were outlined in our paper Notes on the Quantitative 
Correlation of Vowels in the Phonematic Development of English, Melanges F. Mosse (Paris 1959), 
pp. 437—449, of which the present wording is a thoroughly revised and enlarged version. 

(82) If not otherwise stated, this term refers to the Southern British standard. 
(83) These very apt terms are used in Janua Linguarum 1 ('s-Gravengahe 1956), p. 24; N. S. 

Trubetzkoy, Crundzuge der Phonologie (Prague 1939) speaks of "Silbenschnittgegensatze". 
Oddly enough, in Preliminaries to Speech Analysis (Cambridge, Mass., 1952), Jakobson-Fant-
Halle interpret the English long vowels as geminates (ii, uu, aa) or as groups od a vowel + a 
(aa, o3), see p. 43f. This evaluation is obviously inadequate, overlooking the opposition of 
contact. — A different opinion of the ModE vocalic opposition was voiced, most" recently, by 
M. Rensky, Funkce slabiky v jazykovem systimu [The Function of the Syllable in the System of 
Language] Slovo a slovesnost 21, 1960, pp. 86—95. He is rather inclined to a different 
phonematic evaluation of ModE vocalic oppositions, suggesting the possibility of interpret
ing them as implementations of a correlation of vocalic tension (lax vs. tense). It seems, how
ever, that from the purely phonetic viewpoint the opposition of tension is less stable and, as a 
consequence, less functionally relevant, than the opposition of contact. 

(84) Cp. N. S. Trubetzkoy, Die phonologischen Orundlagen der sogenannten "Quantitat" 
in den verschiedenen Sprachen, in Scritti in-onore di A. Trombetti (Milano 1936), pp. 156—176, 
esp. 165f.; see also his Grudziige, p. 176. 
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(85) By this we mean the West Saxon standard, described by H. Sweet, F. M O S B B and others. 
(86) Such as the phonematic status of OE ajoe, of the "short diphthongs" ea, eo, to, ie etc. 

Cp., e. g., A. I. Smirnitskiy, Voprosy fonologii v istorii angliyskogo yazyka [Phonematic Pro
blems in the History of English], in Vestnik Moskovskogo universiteta 1946, pp. 81—90, esp. 
81ff. 

(87) For more instances see B. Trnka, Some Remarks on the Phonological Structure of English, 
Xenia Pragensia (Prague 1929), pp. 357—364, esp. p. 360. 

(88) See K. Luick, Historische Orammatik der englischen Sprache, Leipzig 1914—40, § 372. 
(89) Travaux du Cercle Linguistique de Prague 4, 1931, pp. 164—182. 
(90) See Melanges J. v. Ginneken (Paris 1937), pp. 25—33; although this view is opposed 

by Trubetzkoy (see Orundzuge, p. 137), it appears fully endorsed by concrete facts. 
(91) See J. Vachek, Uber die phonologische Interpretation der Diphthonge mit besonderer Be-

rucksichtigung des Englischen, Facultas philosophica univ. Carolinae Pragensis 33 (Prague 1933), 
pp. 87-170. 

(92) See, among others, G. L. Trager — B. Bloch, The Syllabic Phonemes in English, Lan
guage 17, 1941, pp. 223 —246; G. L. Trager — H. L. Smith, Jr, An Outline of English Structure 
(Norman, Okla. 1951); the authors of Janua Linguarum 1, see above, Note 83; most recently 
M. Adamus inGermanica Wratislaviensia Il.Wroc/aw 1959. —To this cf. J. Vachek's analysis 
quoted above in Note 91 and his paper Yaleskd skola a strukturalistickd fonologie [The Yale Group 
'and the Structuralist Phonematics], Slovo a slovesnost 11, 1949, pp. 36—42. — The findings of 
P. Menzerath, Der Diphthong (Bonn-Berlin 1941), summarized in his statement "dafl ein 
Diphthong aus nur zwei Vokalen und aus sonst nichts besteht" (p. 9) cannot invalidate our 
thesis either. Menzerath's main argument is based on microtomy of sound traces in talking 
films. Thurf, e. g., by gradually eliminating the beginning and end of the sound trace of Modern 
German [ai] he tries to prove the non-existence of the glide joining the two component parts 
of the diphthong. He indeed finds that even the most radically reduced sound trace, if turned 
into sound, is still identified by the listener as a diphthong, not as a glide. But the argument is 
not convincing: any member of a given community approaches the phonic facts to which he is 
listening with a pre-established system of phonic values, known to him from his own language. Any 
phonic fact that deviates from this pre-established system is adapted to this system by overlooking 
the differences that may exist between that phonic fact and the norm. Menzerath himself admits 
this when he gives an account of his experiment in which the synthetic diphthong [ea] was inter
preted by the listeners as [ja]. Seen in this light, the first of the two above-mentioned Menzerath's 
experiments may even serve as argument for the existence of monophonematic gliding diph
thongs in German (and, analogously, in English). If, that is to say, a relatively very short medium 
section of the sound trace of that diphthong, left after the elimination of the initial and final 
components of the latter, proved sufficient for the identification of the diphtong, this fact may 
centainly be regarded as evidence to the effect that what matters most in such diphthongs is 
not the quality of their component parts but rather the extent of the difference ascertainable 
between the component parts (or, in traditional terms, the direction and the zonal extent of 
the monophonematically evaluated 'gliding diphthong'). For it is exactly in this medium 
section of the concerned sound trace that this most essential quality of the monophonematic 
diphthong must obtain the most obvious prominence. 

(93) Cp. K. Luick, HQ §§ 242ff., 304. — For a phonematic analysis of the English contrac
tion of vowels after the loss of -h- see J. Vachek, On the Interplay of Quantitative and Qualitative 
Aspects of Phonemic Development, Zeitschrift f. Angl. u. Amer. (Berlin) 5, 1957, pp. 5—28 
(esp. pp. 25f.) 

(94) See K. Luick, HO § 119, and especially A. I. Smirnitskiy (see above Note 86). — The 
change of PrimGmc *ai > OE a, contradictory to the above scheme, had its specific phonematic 
motivation, of. Y. Krupatkin, On the Development of Germanic ai in Anglo-Frisian, Philo-
logica (supplement to the Casopis pro modern! filologii, Prague) 9, 1957, pp. 49—50. The back
ground, however, of oppositions like i — I, u — v., e — e etc. makes the bimoric character of 
OE a abundantly clear. 

(95) In other words, the OE "long diphthongs" became gliding diphthongs ("Bewegungs-
diphthonge", to use the term coined in our paper of 1933, quoted above, Note 91). 

(96) An able survey of opinions and problems involved is presented by R. Quirk — S. M. 
Kuhn, Some Recent Interpretations of Old English Digraph Spellings, Language 29, 1953, pp. 
143 — 156. (See also Language 31, 1955, pp. 390—401.) — It should also be noted that an 
assumption of a non-gliding character of OE short diphthongs would necessarily imply the highly 
improbable assumption of semi-moric vowel phonemes (the assumption would be necessitated 
by the unquestionably monomoric character of the "short diphthongs" of OE). 

(97) Although in Southeast Midlands i and u were not lengthened into 8 and 5 respectively, 
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they were subject to such lengthening in Northeast Midlands (see H. Kurath's paper quoted 
below, Note 121). — Besides, the correlative partnership of i — e, and u — p looks probable 
in the light of some shortening processes (to be discussed here below). 

(98) A. Martinet, Economic des changements phonetiques (Berne 1955), pp. 248ff. 
(99) The importance of this criterion for the study of phonematic development was em

phasized by J. Vachek (see his treatise quoted above, Note 91, esp. pp. 153ff.) and J. Kuzicka, 
Zum Problem der Diphthonge, Linguistica Slovaca 4—6, 1946—1948, pp. 23 — 38. 

(100) See K. Luick, HG § 372. 
(101) And apart from the territorially restricted dialectal change of cu > au, the importance 

of which upon the development of McdE was relatively Blight. 
(102) See also W. Horn — M. Lehnert, Laut und Leben [further quoted as LL], Berlin 1954, 

§ 185. — It should be asked, however, why the influence of spelling managed to assert itself. 
In our opinion, this happened because the diphthong oi was felt as synchronically foreign, and 
therefore eminently fitted to serve as a signal emphasizing the foreign character of the words 
originally containing ui (cp. V. Mathesius, Zur synchronischtn Analyse fremden Sprachguts, 
quoted above, Note 29, and R. <E. Zachrisson, Notes on the Pronunciation of Greek v and French 
oi in Loan-Words, Neusprachliche Studien, Marburg a. d. Lahn 1925, pp. 141 — 150). 

(103) The development of ME iu was lees complicated: originally a falling diphthong, it pas
sed over into a rising one (iu > iu), which, in its turn, changed into ju: by the first half of the 
18th century. 

(104) H. C. Wyld, A Short History of English3 (London 1937), p. 128. 
(105) B. Trnka, Fonologickd pozndmka k posunutl dlouhijch samohldsek v pozdni stfedni an-

gli&tini [A Phonematic Remark on the Great Vowel Shift of Late ME], Casopis pro mcderni filo-
logii 29, 1946, pp. 162 — 165.; for the English version of the paper see Melanges F. Moss6, 
(Paris 1959), pp. 433-436. 

(106) For a more detailed comment on this and other issues see J. Vachek's treatise quoted 
above, Note 91. It should be added that some phoneticians regard oi as a gliding diphthong 
(e. g., D. Jones, An Outline of English Phonetics', Cambridge 1956, §437f.). — It appears, however, 
that in view of the considerable qualitative difference of its begining and end, the ModE oi can 
hardly claim the status of a gliding diphthong. And even if oi possessed this status, one could-
hardly deduce from this any conclusion, concerning its phonematic value. Clearly, a mono-
phonematic evaluation of oi seems highly improbable not only on account of the qualitative gap 
existing between its initial and final stages, but also on account of its structural isolation among 
the ModE i- and w-diphthongs which do not include any opposite number to oi (a kind of *eu). 
All this appears to speak rather for a biphonematic evaluation of ModE oi. 

(107) The existence in the Southern British standard of biphonematic "centring" diphthongs 
is, £3, uo, (and, possibly, oo) does not contradict our above argument. Their -a was originally 
a mere transitory sound linking the preceding long vowel to the following consonant -r, so that 
phonematically a was included in the vowel phoneme which it linked to this -r. After the loss 
of -r in the 17th century the sound a actually obtained phonematic status, and so the centring 
diphthongs became biphonematic. But they could not be evaluated as bimoric because by that 
time the evaluation in terms of moras had ceased to exist in English. (See also J. Vachek, Pho
nemic Remarks on the 'Short Mixed VoweV of Modern English, Sbornik praci filosofick6 fakulty 
brn£nsk6 university A 4, 1956, pp. 81—92, on the tendency directed at the elimination of 
centring diphthongs from ModE). 

(108) The earlier date of the syllable shift in cases Jike dai-es, as opposed to the later date of 
the shift in cases like glad-es, is easily explained by a close phonetic relationship of a vowel and 
the following j (or y). Thus groups like ai, au tend to become amalgamated into closer wholes 
more readily than groups" consisting of a vowel + consonant. Moreover, the latter type of group 
lacks bimoric character and so lends itself less easily to amalgamation.. 

(109) A. Martinet, ficonomie, p. 170. 
(110) The two chapters constitute revised and enlarged versions of parts of our paper entitled 

Notes on the Development of Language Seen as a System of Systems (Sbornik praci filosoficke fa
kulty brnensk6 university A 6, 1958, pp. 94—106); a brief account of Chapter VI was read at 
the Eighth International Congress of Linguists (see its Proceedings, Oslo 1958, p. 418—419), 
and at the Lomonosov University in Moscow (in May 1958). 

(111) See, e. g., N. S. Trubetzkoy, Grandzuge, p. 139ff. 
(112) See, e. g., Preliminaries to Speech Analysis, Cambridge (Mass.) 1952, pp. 36ff. 
(113) Cf., e. g., D. Jones, An Outline of English Phonetics" (Cambridge 1956), §§ 373, 789 et 

pass.; also G. P. Torsuev, Obuchenie angliyskomu proiznosheniyu' (Moscow 1956), esp. p. llOf. 
(114) Problems of the OE spelling are discussed in the second part of J. Vachek's paper 

Two Chapters... (see above, Note 9). 
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(115) W. Horn — M. Lehnert, LL §441. — Incidentally, it should be recalled that also 
the Prim. Gmc voicings of the type / >6, s > z eto. (popularly known as changes covered by 
Verner's Law) seem to suggest that the correlation characterizing the PrimGmc consonants was 
one of tension, not voice. Recently, I. D. Andreev voiced the opinion that already in Late IE 
the opposition of stop consonants must have been one of tension, not voice (see his paper Period-
izaciya ialorii indoevropeyskogo prayazyka [The Establishing of Periods of Primitive Indo-Europe
an], Voprosy yazykoznaniya 1957, No 2, pp. 3 — 18). But his theory, although ingeniously worked 
out, is hardly compatible with the situation in PrimGmc (and, to a lesser degree, in Armenian). 

(116) See K. Luick, HO, §653. It is hardly necessary to add that the mutual relation 
of the OE consonants p—b, t—d, k—g was not analogous to that of /—6, a—z, etc.: in the 
former couples one had to do with separate phonemes, in the latter with variants of one 
and the same phoneme. 

(117) Andre Martinet, lUconomie, esp. p. 94. 
(118) In ModE contexts the percentage of monosyllables usually ranges from 60 to 80 per 

cent, according to the contents and style of the concerned context (the corresponding figures 
for Czech oscillate between 30 and 40 per cent). — On homonymy in English see, e. g., B. Trnka, 
Bemerkungen zur Homonymie, Travaux du CLP 4, pp. 152 — 156. 

(119) Cf. Olaf Broch, Slavische Phonetik (Heidelberg 1911), § 199. 
(120) What aotually happened in that levelling was the functional revaluation of the word-

final voiceless lenis, which had arisen from the voiced lenis after the loss of ME vowels of un
stressed syllables, not into a voiceless fortis (as had occured in Czech, Slovak, and Russian) but 
into a lenis admitting of a concomitant voiced articulation, preserved in some sandhi situations. 

(121) See Hans Kurath's important observations in his paper The loss of long consonants 
and the rise of voiced fricatives in Middle English, Language 32, 1956, pp. 435—445 (esp. 
pp. 442f.) 

(122) It may be of use to recall here that in OE, still characterized by the opposition of voice, (1) 
the monosyllables were in the minority, although the prevalence of polysyllables was not so out
spoken there as in Modern Slavonic languages (see J. Kramsky, PfispSvek k fonologicki statis
tics stare" a novi angliitiny [A Contribution to Phonematic Statistics of Old and' Modern English], 
Casopis pro modern! fllologii28, 1942, pp. 376—384); (2) grammatical categories, and sometimes 
also declension cases, were regularly distinguished by specific sets of suffixes and inflexional 
endings; and (3) the word-order was much less fixed than it was to become in the later periods 
of the development of English. 

(123) Cf. O. Broch, Slav. Phon., § 197. 
(124) See Jan Gebauer, Historickd mluvnice jazyka ceskeho I (Prague-Vienna 1894), p. 325; 

Bohuslav Havranek, Neasimilovane parovi souhldsky znlli a nezniU v atari teitinl[Non-as
similated Voiced and Voiceless Paired Consonants in Old Czech], Slovansky sbornfk venovany 
F. Pastrnkovi (Prague 1923), pp. 102—11. 

(125) This fact was duly noted by W. Vondrak, Vergleichende slavische Orammatik2, G6t-
tingen 1924, p. 462f. 

(126) Otto Jespersen states expressly, as early as 1904: "Am ausgepragtesten findet sich 
der Stimmklang bei [b, d, g] im Franzosischen..." (Lehrbuch der Phonetik, Leipzig-Berlin 1904, 
§ 103); see also D. Jones, Outline", § 577. 

(127) Jan Gebauer, Hist, mluvn. I, p. 325; A. Frinta, Novoieskd. vifslovnosl [Modern Czech 
Pronunciation], Prague 1909, p. 83; B. Havranek, Ceskoslovenska vlastivfida 3, Jazyk, p. 141. 
It should be added that F. Bartos, Dialektologie moravskd [Dialects of Moravia], Brno 1886 — 
1895, registers this type of pronunciation as fairly common in wide regions of Moravia (esp. in 
its south-eastern and western parts). 

(128) The above-mentioned Czech dialectal development does not contradict our theory as
serting that the structural situation in the Czech language system envisaged as a structural 
whole admits of a rise in new homonyms, and is therefore not opposed to neutralizations of the 
opposition of voice in word-final positions. The contradiction is only a seeming one: we said 
expressly that the Czech structural situation admits the rise of new homonyms, not that it 
enforccsit. The structure of the language, as we take it, is essentially a regulative factor in language 
development. In other words, all that the structure of language can do ife to exercise the right 
of control. I. e., it can prevent the realization of changes which might be contrary to the interest 
of its structure (this very fact obviously happened in English), but it does not necessarily further 
the realization of those changes which, though they might be in agreement with its tendencies, 
are not vitally essential to its functioning. For this reason, one can hardly be surprised to find 
in the domain of Slavonic language communities isolated specimens of what has been termed 
here the French solution of our problem (such specimens may also exist in some West Ukrainian 
and in some Serbian dialects, cf. O. Broch, SI. Phon., § 54). 
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(129) Cf. Proceedings of the Third International Congress of Phonetic Sciences (Ghent 1938), 
p. 40: "Un phoneme laryngal fonctionne come consonne neutre. La position des organes pour., 
[ce phoneme]., est a peu pres celle du repos." 

(130) See, e. g., D. Jones, Outline', §§777-778. 
(131) The operation of this tendency is followed in detail in another of our papers {J. Vachek, 

Fonim hjx ve wtfvoji angliitiny [The Phoneme h/x in the Development of English], Sbornik filos. 
fakulty brnenske university A 1, 1952, pp. 121 — 135). Among other things, we pointed out in 
it that from the functional viewpoint the sounds h and % were mutually complementary and 
therefore constituted allophones of one and the same phoneme; the conclusion we arrived at 
was that the beginnings of the process discarding this phoneme reach far back into the past. 
Already in the earliest history of English this tendency is reflected by some changes, the most 
striking of which is exactly the above-mentioned loss of the intervocalic h (apart from *fohan > 
> fori, see also *eahu > ea, *seohan > seon, etc.), which goes back to the very heginning of the 
English literary tradition. This loss distinctly reduced the number of word-positions in which 
the phoneme h/x could occur: from then on, it could be found medially before consonants only 
(as in pohte, hiehra, etc.). When, in the later stages of its development, the phoneme h/x became 
abolished in additional word-positions, its functional load came be limited very palpably. As 
a consequence, the phoneme began to be regarded as an unsufficiently exploited — one might 
almost say, sumptuous — item of the phonematio system of English. In the paper referred to 
we tried to show in some detail that in ME and ModE this irregular, unsteady status of the 
phoneme h/x led to further changes, resulting in the abolishment of its palatal allophone x' 
(from the end of the 14th century onwards) and ultimately of its velar allophone x as well (starting 
from the 15th century). As a result of this, in present-day English the only remnant of the 
formerly so frequent phoneme is the initial prevocalic h-, while in most of the popular dialects the 
abolition of the A-phoneme is virtually complete. — For comment on a number of general aspects 
of the tendency, see our paper On the Interplay..., quoted above, Note 93. (In the same paper 
a brief account may be found of an analogous, though less efficient, tendency operating in 
German.) 

(132) The phonetio fact that by the side of the voiceless A-spund also a voiced h exists 
(sometimes as an allophone of the voiceless h) was stressed by E. A. Meyer many years ago, v. 
his paper Stimmhaftes H, Die neueren Sprachen 8,1900—1901, pp. 261 — 263. The problem of how 
the voiced h of Czech is articulated was dealt with, after the pioneering work by Purkinje and 
Czermak, by B. Hala and B. Honty, La cinimatographie des cordes vocales a Vaide du stroboscope 
et de la grande vitesse, Otolaryngologia Slavica 3, 1931, pp. 1 — 13 (esp. p. 10). 

(133) On the morphological type of Czech see also V. Skalifika, Vtyvoj 6eski deklinace [The 
Development of Declension in Czech], Prague 1936. 

(134) See, e. g., A. C. Baugh, A History of the English Language (London 1952), p. 205. 
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S O U H R N 

NSktere' m£ng znime stranky angllcke' analytifinosti 

I. N&kolik pozndmek o novoanglicke" analytiinosti 

Analytifinost nenl zalezitosti jen morfblogickou, ale projevuje se i v jinych jazykovych planech. 
NaSe pojednani choe ukAzat na nektere menfi znAme stranky a souvislosti novoanglicke ana
lytifinosti. K jejich poznani vede pojimani jazyka jako syst̂ mu systemu. Z takoveho pojeti jazyka 
plyne, ze zmena v jednom jazykovem planu muze mit dusledky i pro strukturu planu ostatnich. 
V kapitole 2.-4. Be hovofi o nfikterych dusledcich novoanglicke analytifinosti ve ,,vySsich" 
jazykovych planech (morfblogickem, syntaktickem a lexikAlnim), v kapitole 5.—7. je pak reft 
0 zvlaStl zajimavych pfipadech, v kterych anglicka analytifinost pusobi na strukturu planu zvu-
koveho, jeji promfinuje tak, aby lepe odpovidal potfebam teto analytifinosti. 

//. Povaha slova v novi angliitinS 

Problem slova nejlepe feSi upravenA definice V. Mathesiuse. Slovo je podle ni usek zvukovelio 
proudu fefii, ktery odkazuje na nfijaky korelAt v mimojazykove skutefinosti a ktery je jako celek 
oddfilitelny od jinych takovych useku, at uz se toto vzajemne oddfilovAni dfije v̂ menou jejich 
mist ve vetfi nebo vsunutim nfijakeho dalSiho useku tehoz druhu. Je vsak tfeba akceptovat 
1 tezi C. E. Bazella, podle niz shoda s vlastnim slovnim vzorcem daneho jazyka je jakoby ko-
nefinou upravou slovnl definice v tomto jazyce, upravou, ke ktere se pfistupuje pote, kdyz 
bylo vyhoveno obecnym podminkam, ktere pro uznani slovniho statu plati ve vSech jazycich. 

V kapitole se podrobne ukazuje, ze charakter takovych konefinych liprav je v tesnem vztahu 
k strukturnim osobitostem toho ktereho jazyka a zvlastS s celkovym razem jeho gramaticke 
stavby. Dovozuje se to podrobnym srovnavanim fieskych (a zfiasti i ruskych) kontextu s kontexty 
anglickymi. Ze srovnAni vyplyva, ze v anglifitinfi, jejiz mluvnicka stavba je v podstatfi analyticka, 
je proti fieStine a rufitinfi, jazykum pfevAznfi synteticky^n, znafine oslabena mez, ktera slovo jako 
gramatickou kategorii oddfiluje od souslovi (s tim je spojena podrobnfijsi analyza tzv. citatovych 
kompozit v anglifitinfi, fieStinfi a zfiasti i v ruStinfi) a ze obdobne oslabeni lze v anglifitine konsta-
tovat i pro mez oddfilujfci od sebe slovo a vfitu, popf. slovo a morfiem, hlavnS afix. KonefinS 
se rozborem slovotvorneho a pojmenovAvaciho postupu znameho pod terminem "blending" 
ukazuje, ze se anglifitina od fieStiny a ruStiny 1131 rtim, ze fbrmAlni a semanticke kontury vyzna-
fiujici slova jako lexikAlni celky oddfilujici je v lexiku od sebe navzajem vystupuji v ni s menSf 
vyraznosti a jasnosti nei v obou slovanakych jazycich. 

Budou se tedy diferenfini definice slova v anglifitinfi a v fieStinfi (popf. ruStinfi) od sebe dosti 
znafinfi liSit. V anglifitine bude tfeba tuto definici formulovat pruznfiji, zpusobem menfi apo-
diktickym a vice tolerujicim nez v fieStine a v rustinfi. Jefitfi zAvazn&jSi je pro nas ovSem jinf 
zAver, plynouci z teto kapitoly: rozdilna povaha slova v anglifitine a v fieltinfi (popf. ruStinfi) 
vyplyva ze zasadni rozdflnosti gramatickych struktur analyticke a synteticke. 

III. Novoanglicke „pfivlastnovacl pad" 

Novoanglicke tzv. pfivlastnovaci pad, z historickeho hlediska jediny zbytek staroanglicke 
syntetick6 deklinace, nelze ani po strance fbrm41ni ani po strAnce vyznamov6 dnes jiz hodnotit 
jako skutefiny deklinafini pad. Podrobnym rozborem se dovozuje, ze v dneSni anglifitinfi, jejii 
mluvnicka soustava je v podstate analyticka, je,,posesivni pad"postupnfipfehodnocovAn v po-
sesivni tvar povahy adjektivni, i kdyz pfirozenfi tento proces neni jeSte zdaleka ukonfien. (Ukazuje 
se take, ze zakonfieni poses ivniho tvaru —'s nelze dnes uz poklAdat za pAdovou koncovku, ale 
spiSe za odvozovaci ph'ponu.) Pfitom zustAvA novoanglicky posesivni tvar stAle v blizkosti sub-
stantivniho paradigmatu, a to jiz proto, ze ve vetfiinfi pfipadu lze jeho vyznam vyjAdfit i vazbou 
s of, jejiz prislusnost k onomu paradigmatu lze stfizi popirat. 

Zajimavou fieskou paralelou k anglickemu posesivnimu tvaru je nAfefini jihozApadni ustmule 
posesivum typu tatinkovo, maminiino (uzivanfi ve vsech rodech a pAdech a v obou Cislech). 
Z hlediska fieske synteticke mluvnicke soustavy plati dnes toto ustrnule posesivum temfif j i i 
za druhotvar genitivniho pAdu zAkladniho substantiva (tatinek, maninka). Mezi anglickym po-
sesivnim tvarem typu father's a fieskym nAfefinim ustrnulym posesivem typu tatinkovo je vSak 
zAsadni rozdil v torn, ze anglicky tvar.se dostal na sve misto v gramatickfi soustavfi anglicke 
pusobenim sily odstfedive, kdeito 6esk6 nAfefini ustrnuld posesivum naopak zaujalo sve misto 
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v ceske gramaticke soustave pusobenim tendence dostfedive. I dnesni vnitfni dynamika anglicke-
ho tvaru je odstfediva, dynamika korespondujiciho tvaru fieskeho pak odstfediva. 

Je zase tfeba zvlaStfi upozornit na to, ie rozdil v hodnoceni a dynamifinosti obou tvaru je 
opSt d4n rozdilem v zasadni analyti8nosti mluvnicke soustavy anglicke a zasadni syntetiCnosti 
mluvnicke soustavy ceske. 

IV. Kompaktnost novoanglicke' vlty 

Od vety ceske se vSta anglicka li5i zvlaste vyraznS vetsi merou tzv. komplexnich kondenzaci. 
Timto terminem rozumime s V. Mathesiusem takove uziti jmenneho prvku nebo jmenne vazby, 
ktere usetfi jinak nutnou vfetu vedlej§i. Jako kondenzacni prostfedky (kondenzory) slouii zvl&StS 
casto jmenne tvary od slovesneho zakladu (v angli5tine zvlaste participia, gerundy a infinitivy), 
v CestinS infinitivy, participia a podstatna jmena slovesna). Srovnani korespondujicich kontextu 
anglickych a Coskych jasnfe ukazuje, ie v anglifitine je obliba kondenzoru znatelne vetSi nei 
v cestinS. S tim patrne souvisi i skutecnost, ie fieske verbum finitum ma zfetelnfi vy&si dejovou 
dynamifinost nei verbum finitum anglicke. 

Pfi historickem pohledu zjistujeme, ie v prubShu vyvoje cestiny pocet kondenzoru poklesl, 
kdeito v anglictin& pozoruhodnS vzrostl; ukazuje se tak6, ie dSjova dynami8nost anglickeho 
slovesa od doby stare do nove zfetelnfi poklesla, kdeito fieske urdite sloveso v prubfehu sveho 
vyvoje na dynamicnosti spise ziskalo. 

Z konstatovaneho stavu vfici ovSem nijak neplyne neschopnost anglifitiny vyjadfifc dyna
mifinost deje vubec nebo neschopnost deStiny formulovat pojmove mySleni, svou podstatou vysoce 
jmenne. Oba jazyky si tu dovedou vypomoci: Celtina ruznymi kategoriemi jmennych v^razu, 
angtictina pak casovou a slovesne rodovou rozruznfenosti svych kondenzoru. 

Neni pochyby o torn, ie existuje zavislost mezi synteticnosti mluvnicke stavby, malou oblibou 
kondenzoru a znafinou dejovou dynamicnosti verba finita, a naopak mezi analytifinosti mluvnicke 
stavby, velkou oblibou kondenzoru a utlumenou dejovosti finitniho tvaru. Nelze ovsem pojimat 
tyto zavislosti mechanicky: v jednotlivych jazycich muie jit o spojitosti spletiUsjSi, vyzadujici 
bedliveho zfetele k speeificnostem pfislusnd jazykove soustavy. 

V. Protiklady kvantitalivni a kvalitativni u novoanglicktfch samoMdsek 

Podle nazoru dnes vcelku obecneho nejsou novoanglicke samohlasky od sebe odlifiovany 
korelaci kvantity, ale korelaci kontaktu (nfekdy oznacovanou jako korelace slabicneho fezu). 
Naproti tomu v stare anglictine byla pine rozvinuta ryze kvantitativni samohlaskova korelace, 
zaloiena na protikladu dvojmor6vosti proti jednomorovosti. Tato korelace se plnS uplatnuje 
i v pozdni stare angli&tine; v dob<5 rane stfedoanglicke se v dusledku ruznych hlaskovych zmen 
znacne omezuje funkcni zatiieni stare korelace, ale ona sama jako instituce trva dale. Morove po-
jfmani kvantity je v te dobe jestS dosvSdcovano paralelnim vyvojem prvych dvojhlaskovych 
sloiek a samostatnych kratkych samohlasek, jez se s temito sloikami kvalitativne shoduji. 

Kdyi se zasada paralelniho vyvoje zacini porusovat (prvy z4vainy doklad takoveho poru-
Seni je zmena rstfa. ei > ai), znamena to prve pofiatky noveho, amoroveho hodnoceni dvojhlasek 
a pak i dlouhych samohlasek. Nicmenfe s novym hodnocenim koexistovalo ai do doby ranfi novo
anglicke tradiini rnorov6 pojimani samohlaskove delky; oboji pojeti spolu po celou dobu stfedo-
anglickou nepochybne bojovalo o konefine vitfizstvi. Rozhodnuti ve prosp ĉh pojeti amoroveho 
padlo v rane nove anglidtinS, kdy bylo amorov6 hodnoceni vydatn5 posileno vznikem novych 
amorov ĉh dvojhlasek v prubehu zmSny zn4m6 pod nazvem "Great Vowel Shift", jejii pofiatek 
spada do konce doby stfedoanglicke. Stare, morov̂  hodnoceni samohlaskove delky bylo v te 
dobe ui znaone oslabeno stfedoanglickym zanikem-posttonickych redukovanych samohlasek 
a jestS dffvfejsim pfesunem slabikove meze v pripadech j . doz-^es > dai-ds atp. 

Protiklad kontaktu nahradil protiklad kvantity po strance fonologicke pocatkem doby ranS 
novoanglicke. Foneticky ovsem existoval ]ii drive jako pruvodni rys kvantitativniho protikladu 
(stal se jim nekdy mezi pol. 13. a pol. 14. stoleti). N4s tu zvlaSt̂  zajima skutecnost, ie vznik 
noveho hodnoceni samohlaskovych protikladu je t6sn6 spjat s postupujici analytifinosti angliok6 
gramaticke soustavy (prospival teto analytizaci tim, ze zfetelnSji zdiiraznoval meze oddSlujici 
kmen od ohybaci pfipany). 

VI. Protiklady znilosti a napjatosti u novoangiickjch pdrovtfch souhldsek 

Jin^ zajimavy pfipad vlivu, jeji vykoniva analytizace anglioke mluvnicke stavby na struk-
turn zvukoveho planu, poskytuje srovnani anglickych a ceskych pirovych fonemu obvykle 
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oznafiovanych jako znele, resp. neznele. (j. p — 6, t — d, a — z atp.), Zatimco v cestinS (a obdobne 
i v slovenstinfi, rustine apod.) byly na konci slov parove znele souhlasky v dusledku neutralizace 
vystfidany neznelymi, byly v anglictine protiklady tohoto typu v takovych polohach zacho-
vany, a to za cenu pfehodnoceni protikladu znelostniho v napjatostnl. Rozdilny vyvoj tu byl 
zase dan potfebami ,,vyssich" planu pfislusnych jazyku. V kapftole se podrobne dovozuje, ie 
z angliek6 analyticnosti vyplyvajici pfetizenost anglickeho kontextu, zastavajiciho jiz fadu 
gramatickych funkci, nedovolovala jeho dalsi zatizeni, ke kteremu by bylo doslo vznikem novych 
homonymnich slovnich dvojic. Naproti tomu pfi pomerne malem funkcnim zatiieni Ceskych 
(slovenskych, ruskych atd.) vetnych kontextu, pfirozene vyplyvajicim ze syntetifinosti mluvnicke 
stavby v techto jazycich, bylo jejich povSfeni dalSimi ukoly zcela dobfe unosne. 

Teorie zde formulovana muze vrhnout nove svetlo i na tzv. neasimilovane st6. souhlaskove 
skupiny, j . v slovech sde, dchof. Neni vylouceno, ze takove zpusoby psani svedci o pfechodnem 
stavu, ktery se projevil v dobe, kdy ceStina byla postavena pfed moinost pfehodnotit znelostni 
souhlaskovy protiklad v napjatostnl. Tzv. definitivni asimilace (s vysledkem zde, tchof) by pak 
znamenala definitivni utvrzeni znelostniho protikladu v 6e5tine. 

VII. Zonikdni novoanglicki neutrdlni souhlasky 

Pfi postupne likvidaei novoanglicke neutralni souhlasky h hral velmi dulezitou ulohu jeji 
zanik v poloze mezisamohlaskove (neznele h se tu asimilovalo k svemu samohlaskovemu okoli 
a bylo jim nakonec pohlceno). Zajimave je, ze ceske — a stejne i slovenske, ukrajinske a horno-
luzicke — znele h v obdobne situaci nebylo asimilovano, tim menfi pak pohlceno svym samo-
hlaskovym okolim, ac by jeho znelost takove zmcne byla zvlaSte pfizniva. 

Duvod ruzneho vyvoje anglickeho a slovanskeho je patrne v torn, ze slovanske h je mnohem 
pevnfiji zakofeneno v duslednl synteticke tvaroslovne soustave slovanske, nei bylo h doby staro-
anglicke, v niz ke zmenam intervokalickeho h dochazelo. Snaha zachovat ceske (a asi vubec 
slovanske) h vedla patrne take k jeho specificke artikulaci, jez toto h zabezpe&uje pfed mecha-
nickou asimilaci ze strany jeho samohlaskoveho okoli. V anglictine takove snahy nebylo, protoze 
tu synteticka stavba mluvnicke soustavy jevila uz jiste sklony k analyticnosti (jei pak v dobe 
stfedoanglicke ovladla pole uplne). Ukazuje se tedy, ie i tu je ruznost hlaskoveho vyvoje tesne 
spjata s rozdily v gramatickych strukturach srovnavanyeh jazykii. 
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P E 3 K M E 

HeKOTopbie MeHee HSBecTHbie C T O D O H M a H r . m i i c K o r o aHa. iHTuaMa 

/. HeocojibKO aaMenaHuu no noeody amAUuCKOzo anajiumu3Ma 

Anaj iHTHaM — 3TO He T O J I B K O Aejio M o p ^ o j i o r n H , H6O O H OTpawaeTCH H B n p y r n x nj iaHax 
H3UKa. I lpeflnaraeMoe HccjieflOBamie CTaBHT ce6e nejibio yK83aTb HeKOTopue MeHee H3-
BCCTHLie CTOpOHU H CBH3H HOBOaHrjIHHCKOrO aHajIHTH3Ma. H x n03H8HHe flOCTHraeTCH TaKHM 
o6pa30M, m o n3LiK noHHMaeTCH KaK CHCTeMa CHCTeM. H3 nofloSHoro nOHHMaHHH H3bIKa 
BHTeKaeT, I T O H3MeHeHne B oflHOM nnaHe H3MKa M O J K B T n o B j i e i t 3a CO6OH nocneACTBHH 
TaKMte B CTpyKType n p y r a x njiaHOB. B r j iaBax 2—4 p e i b H A 6 T o HeKOTopbix nocjieflCTBHHX 
HOBoaHrjii iHCKoro aaajiHTH3Ma B ^ B U C U I H X " H S L I K O B U X nj iaHax (MopcpojioranecKOM, C H H -
TaKCHTOCKOM H jieKCHHecKoia), B r j iaBax 5—7 paccMaTpHBaiOTCH ocoSeHHO HHTepecHme 
c j i y i a H , K o r a a aHrjiHHCKHH anajiHTH3M B03fleficTByeT Ha C T p y m y p y 3ByKOBoro n n a H a , 
npeo6paayH ero TaKHM o6pa30M, *rro6bi T O T j iyqnie cooTBeTCTBOBaJi noTpe6H0CTHM 3Toro 
8HajIHTH3Ma. 

//. Xapanmep CAoea e HoeoamAuucKOM aauKe 

IIpo6jieMa cj ioBa Jiyqine Bcero i i o c T H r H y r a B yTOiHeHHOM onpeAejreHHH B. M a T e 3 H y c a . 
Corj iacHO 3T0My onpeASJieHHW C J I O B O npejjCTaBjiHeT 0Tpe30K 3ByKOBoro noTOKa p e i n , 
HanpaBJieHHhlfl Ha KaKOH-JfflSo KOppejIHT BO BHefl3bIKOBOH AeilCTBHTejlbHOCTH H OTAejIHMblH 
KaK nenoe O T Apyi 'nx nonooHbix 0Tpe3K0B, n y c T b 3TO B3aHMHoe oTAejieHne nponcxof lHT 3a 
c i e T o6MeHa n x MecTonojioHteHHHMH B npeAJiojKeHHH H J I H we 3a C T O T BCTaBJieHHH K a K o r o -
Hn6yflb flanbHHOiuero OTpe3Ka Toro me pofla. Heo6xoflHMO, OAHaKO, c i n r a T b C H TaKHte 
c nojioweHiieM IL 3. Ba3ejra o T O M , MTO coBnaflCHne c co6cTBeHHOH (popMyjioa: cyinHOCTH 
cnoBa B flaHHOM H3biKe HBjineTCH CBoero pofla KOHe^HoS aAanTanHei i onpenejieHHH cjioBa 
B cooTBeTCTByiomeM H3biKe, aflanTairaeii , KOTopan AeJiaeTCH nocjie T o r o , K a K 6buiH yflOBJie-
T B o p e H u o6m,ne ycjiOBHff, HMeiomHe H J I H npHSHaHnn CTaTyTa cj ioBa c n j i y npuMeHHTejibHO 
KO BCeM H3bIKaM. 

B VJI&BB noApo6HO O 6 X H C H H 6 T C H , H T O xapaKTep TaKHx K O H e i H u x aAanTauHfi HaxoAHTCH 
B TeCHOH CBH3H CO C T p y K T y p H M M H OCo6eHHOCTHMH TOrO H J I H flpyrOFO H 3 U K a , B laCTHOCTH >Ke 
c O 6 B T H M x a p a K T e p o M e r o rpaMMaTH'iecKoro CTpon . 06ocHOBUBaeTCH 3TO n y i e M neTajibHoro 
COnOCTaBJieHHH qeUICKHX (HaCTblO H pyCCKHX) KOHTeKCTOB C aHrjIHHCKHMH KOHTeKCTaMH. 
H 3 conocTaBjieHHH HBCTByeT, w o B aHrj iancKOM H3UKe, r p a M M a r a i e c K H H CTpon KOTOporo 
HBJiHeTCH, B cymHOCTH, aHanHTHqecKHM, B owiHTOe O T HemcKoro H p y c c K o r o H S U K O B , 
npCHMymCCTBeHHO CHHTeTHTOCKHX, B 3HaiHTejIbHOH CTeneHH CTHpaeTCH r p a H b , OTflejIHIO-
m a H CJIOBO — KaK r p a M M a T H i e c K y i o KaTeropn io — O T cj ioBOcoieTaHHH (c S T H M CBHaaH 
6oJiee nof lpo6HUH aHBJiH3 T . H . n n T a T H u x K O M H O 3 H T O B B aHrjiHHCKOM, l e m c K O M H O T i a c T H 
TaKwe B pyccKOM), H *rro a H a j i o r n r a o e CTHpaHHe r p a H H B aHrjiHHCKOM H3UKe M O W H O H a -
6jiK>flaTb TaraKe M e w a y C J I O B O M H npeflj ioweHHeM, 3BeHT. MewAy cnoBOM H MoptfteMOH, 
r j iaBHUM o6pa30M a^iipHKCoM. HaKOHen;, Ha ocHOBaHmi aHajiHsa c . ioBoo6pa30BaTejibHoro 
H HOMHHaraBHOro n p n e M a , H3BecTHoro nofl; TepMHHOM , , 6 j i e H A H H r " , ycTaHaBJiHBaeTCH, I T O 
aHrjiHHCKHH H3UK OTJiHqaeTCH O T qe incKoro H p y c c K o r o TaKwe TeM, MTO (fopinajibHue H ce-
MaHTHiecKHe o i e p T a H H H , B b i « e j i H i o m H e cj ioBa KaK j ieKCHiecKHe qe j iue H oTfle^HioniHe H X 
B jieKCHKe flpyr O T A p y r a , BUCTynaiOT B HeM MeHee npKO H oTieTJiHBO, TOM B O 6 O H X cj iaBHH-
C K H X H3bIKaX. 

CneAOBaTejibHo, aAai iTHpoBaHHue H AHtpipepeHHHajibHue A6<|>HHHD;HH C J I O B U B aHrjiHHCKOM 
H leiHCKOM (3BeHT. pyCCKOM) H3bIKaX B AOBOJIbHO 3Ha<JHTejlbH0H Mepe 6 y A y T OTJIHHaTbCH 
A p y r O T Apy i 'a . IIpHMeHHTejibHO K aHrnHHCKOMy, Ha3BaHHyio AeipHHHUHio HaAo 6yAeT 
cipopMyjiapoBaTb 6oJiee y n p y r o H MeHee anoAHKTH^ecKH, nett B l e m c K O M H p y c c K O M , c y i e -
T O M cneuHipHKH aHrjiHHCKoro H3biKa. Eme Ba»CHee , KOHe<mo, A J I H Hac flpyroii B U B O A , 
BtiTeKaiomHH H3 S T O H r a a B t i : paajiHMHan n p u p o A a cjioBa B a H r a a i c K O M H l e m c K O M (aBeHT . 
pyccKOM) o6ycAOBJieHa npHHUHnnaj ibHUM OTjiHHHeM r p a M M a r n q e c K H X C T p y K T y p , aHBAHTH-
qecKon H cHHTeTHiecKof i . 

HosoamAuiicKuu „npumnMameAwviO, nade&c" 

HoBoaHrj iHHCKHH T . H . npnTnwaTej ibHbiH naAeac, c H C T O P H T O C K O H T O H K H speHUH eAHH-
CTBeHHbm ocTaTOK ApeBHeaHrAHHCKOio CHHTeTHqecKoro CKAOHeHHH, B HacTomee BpeMH H H 
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C (JlOpMajIfcHOH, HH C O CMMCJIOBOH CTOpOHH HejIb3H paCUeHHBaTb K3K {JaKTHHeCKHH fleKJIH-
HaijHOHHtiH naAew. r i p n noMonnr nof lpo6Horo pa36opa AeJiaeTCH 3aKJiK>HeHHe o T O M , H T O 
B COBpeMeHHOM aHrjIHHCKOM H3hIKe, rpaMMaTHiecKHH CTpOH KOToporo B cymHOCTH aHajiHTH-
l e c K H H , MnpHTHwaTejibHUH n a A e w " nocTeneHHo nepeou,eHHBaeTCH B nocceccHBHyio (popMy 
affteKTHBHoro x a p a K T e p a , HecMOTpn Ha T O H T O S T O T npoijecc, ecTecTBeHHO, flaneKo eme He 
3aBepnieH. (OTMeiaeTCH T a K w e , H T O OKOH'iaHHe nocceccHBHofl ipopMbi 's M O W H O Tenepi . 
c i H T a T i . y w e He n a A e w H i i M OKOHnaHHeM, a CKopee npoH3BOAHinnM cyijbipHKCOM.) FIpHTOM 
HOBoaHrnHHCKaH nocceccHBHaH <J>opMa Bee BpeMH ocTaeTcn B 6J IH30CTH napaflnrMLi cy-
mecTBHTenbHbix, X O T H 6bi y w e noTOMy, H T O B 6ojibinnHCTBe cj iynaeB ee 3HaneHHe M O W B T 
BLipawaTfccn H nocpeflCTBOM o6opoTa c npefljioroin of, npHHaAJiewHocib KOToporo K yK83aH-
H O H napaflHi-Me He Bbi3biBaeT H H K S K H X coMHeHHH. 

MHTepecHyio MeniCKyio napajuiej ib amj iHHCKOH nocceccHBHOH (JopMbi npeACTaBJineT 
flnajreKTHoe Hen3MeHHeMoe npHTHwaTejibHoe npMJiaraTejihHoe T u n a t a t i n k o v o , m a m i n c i n o 
(ynoTpe6jiHiomeecH B O B C B X poAax H n a A e w a x , H B O 6 O H X mcnax). C T O H K H 3peHnn neuicKOH 
cHHTeTHiecKofl ipaMMaTHMecKOH CHCTeMbi noito6Hbie Hen3MeHHeMbie npiiTHwaTejibHhie n p n -
jiaraTejibHbie BOcnpnHHMaioTcn noHTH KaK pa3HOBHAHOCTb poAHTejibHoro naAewa ocHOBHoro 
cymecTBHTenbHoro (tatinek, m a m i n k a ) . OflHaKO MewAy aHrjiHHCKoii nocceccHBHOH cjjopMon 
THnaVfather 's H nemcKHM «HaJieKTHbiM aacTbiBuinM nocceccHBHUM npnj iaraTej ibHUM Tnna 
t a t i n k o v o HMeeTCH npHHininHaj ibHoe pa3JiHHHe B T O M , W O aHrj iHHCKan ipopMa nonajia Ha 
cBoe MecTo B rpaMMaTH'iecKoii aHrjiHHCKoii CHCTeiae n o « AencTBneM ueHTpo6ewHon C H J I H , 
B T O BpeMH KaK HemcKan AnajieKTHaH HeH3MeHHeMan nocceccuBHan (popiaa aaHHJia CBoe 
MecTo B MemcKofi rpaMMaTHTOCKOH CHCTGMe nop, AeacTBHeM ueHTpocTpeMHTejibHOH TeHAenuHH. 
T a K w e HbiHeuiHHH BHyTpeHHHH flHHaMHKa aHnnHHCKOH (popMLi HBJiHeTcs ueHTpo6ewHOH, 
AHHaMHKa we cooTBeTCTByromeii HeincKofi ipopMLi — u;eHTpocTpeMHTenbHOH. 

O n H T b TaKH cneflyeT OTMeTHTb, H T O pa3JiHHHe B oneHKe H AHHaMHKo o6eHX $opin BU3BaHo 
pa3JiH i iHeM Mewfly npHHUHnHajibHbiM aHajiHTH3MOM aHrjiHHCKoro rpaMMaTHHecKoro CTpon: 

H npHHLJHnHajIbHHM CHHTeTH3M0M HemCKOlO rpaMMaTHieCKOrO CTpOH. 

IV. RoMnaKnuwcmb HouoamjiuiicKozo npedjioweHun 

OT nemcKoro npefljioweHHH aHrjiHHCKoe npeajioweHiie oco6eHHO npno OTjinnaeTCH 
6ojibineii CTeneHbio T . H . KOMnjieKCHbix KOHAeHcan,HH. IIOA S T H M TepMHHOM M M noHHMaeM, 
BCJieA 3a B. MaTe3HycoM, TaKoe ynoTpe6jieHHe HMeimoro sjieMeHTa H J I H HMeHHoro o6opoTa 
B npeaejiax npefljioweHHH, KOTopoe 3aMemaeT cooTBeTCTByiomee npHAaTOHHoe npeAJioweHne. 
B K a i e c T B e KOHAeHcannoHHux cpeflCTB (KOHAeHcaTopoB) ocoSeHHo nacTO Hcnojib3yK>TCH 
nMeHHbie (fopMbi r j iaroj ibHbix O C H O B ( B aHrjIHHCKOM nauKe, rnaBHbiM o6pa30M, HHiftHHRTHB, 
npHnacTHH H repyHflHH, B l en iCKOM we H H I J I H H H T H B , n p n i a c r a H H OTrnaroJitHoe cymecTBH-
TejibHoe). ConocTaBjieHHe cooTBeTCTByioniHX aHrnnf icKHX H ' iemcKHX K O H T G K C T O B HarjiHflHO 
BCKpuBaeT HecoMHeHHO 6onbmee TnroTeHne K ynoTpe6jieHHK) KOHAeHcaTopoB B aHrjIHHCKOM. 

B OTJIHTOe OT ^emCKOrO. C 3THM pa3HHHHeM 0 6 O H X H3WKOB C T O H T B CBH3H, nO-BHAHMOMy, TO 
o6cTOHTejibCTBo, H T O qemcKaH onpefleneHHan r j i aro j ibHan $opMa o6najiaeT O T M C T J I H B O 
6onee BLiooKoii AHHaMHiHOCTbio AeicTBHfl, uewejin aHrjiitHCKan. 

HdopHHecKoe pa3BHTiie O 6 O H X H 3 W K O B noKa3biBaeT, H T O B neuicKOM nstiKe, B xofle ero 
pa3BHTHH, HHCJieHHOCTB KOHAeHC8TOpOB nOHBWajiaCb, B TO BpeMH K8K B aHrjIHHCKOM H3blK6 
3aMeTHbiM o6pa30M B03pacTaj ia; OKaauBaeTCH, Aanee, H T O AHHaMHHHocTb AeHCTBHH, B u p a -
w a M m a H C H aHrjiHHCKHM rjiai'o.TOM, c HpeBHero BpeMeHH no HacTOHrnee H B H O noHHamiacb, 
M e w A y TeM KaK AHHaMHHHocTb neuiCKOH onpeAeneHHOH rjiaronbHOH (popMu CKopee yBejiH-
HHJiaCb. 

H a ycTaHOBjieHHoro HOJioweHHH flejr, KOHeHHO, OTHK>Ab He BUTeKaeT Hecnoco6HOCTt 
aHrjiHHCKoro H3HKa B u p a w a T b AHiiaMH'iHOCTb AeflcTBHH Boofirae, H J I H we HenpuroAHOCTt 

HCUICKOrO H3bIKa AJIH $OpMyjIHpOBKH IIOHHTHHHOrO MblEIJieHHH, B BLICfflefi CTenCHH HOMH-
HajibHoro no CBoeMy c y m e c T B y . 06a H3biKa pacnoj iara ioT O C O S U M H cpeACTBaMH: nenicKHH 
H3biK HcnojibayeT pa3JiHHHbie KaTeropHH HMeHHux BbipaweHnfi , aHrjinftcKHH we ncnojib-
3yeT BpeMeHHoe H 3ajioroBoe pa3HOo6pa3ne C B O H X KOHAeHcaTopoB. 

HeT coMHeHHH, H T O c y m e c T B y e i onpeAejieHHan B3aHM0CBH3b, c O A H O H C T o p o H U , Mewfly 
CHHTeTH3MOM rpaMMaTHHeCKOFO CTpOH, peAKHM ynOTpeSjieHHeM KOHfleHCaTOpOB H 3HaHHTejIb-
H O H AHHaMHHHOCTbio AeHCTBHH, npHcymea onpeAeJieHHOH rjiarojibHofl (popMe, a, c Apyrofi 
M o p o H b i , MewAy aHajiHTH3M0M rpaMMaTHHecKoro CTpoH, BectMa nacTMM ynoTpe6jieHHeM 
KOHfleHCaTOpOB H OCJiaO.ieHHblM 3H8H6HHeM AeHCTBHH B OnpeAeJieHHOH FJiarOJIbHOH $opMe. 
3TH B3aHMOCBfl3H, OflHaKO, Hejlb3H BOCnpHHHMaTb MeXaHHHeCKH: B OTflejIbHUX n s u K a x 
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HepeflKO HMeroTCH 6ojieo cjiomHbie C B H 3 H , KOTopue Bceraa cjiê yeT paccMarpHBaTb c Tm.a-
TejibHMM yqeTOM ciiennipHKH flaHHoi H 3 U K O B O H CHCTeMbi. 

V. KojiwiecmeeHHbie u KauecmeeHHbie npomueonojioxcHocmu noeoamjiuucKux ejiacitbix 

GorjiacHO H O I T H oGmenpnHHTOMy B HacTonnjee BpeMH MHeHHio, HOBoaHrjiHHCKHe rnacHbie 
OTJiHHaiOTCH flpyr O T flpyra He B nopmiKe KOJiaqecTBeHHOH KoppejinnHH, a Koppejrairfin 
KOHTaKTa (o6o3HaHaK>D}eHCH, HHorfla, B BHfle KoppejimrHH cjioroBoro npeAejra). HanpoTHB, 
B flpeBHeaHr/iHHCKOM H3BIKG cymecTBOBana nojraocTbio pa3BHTaa, I H C T O KOJiHiecTBeHHaH 
K o p p e n a u i i H r j i a c H u x , ocHOBaHHan Ha npoTHBonojrojKiiocTH AByMopHOCTH H O A H O M O P H O C T H . 
TaKan Koppejifln;HH nojraocTbio npoHBjineTCH Tawne B no3flHHH nepHOA ApeBHeaHrjiHHCKoro 
HauKa; B paHHHH cpeflHeaHrjiHHCKHH nepnoA, B peayjiMaie pa3JinwH6ix < h o H e ™ q e c K H X 
H3MeHemiu, 3HaqnTe;ibH0 orpaHHiHBaeTcn (pyHKHHOHajibHaa pojib flpeBHefl K o p p e j i n u i i n , 
OAHaKO caina no ce6e OHa npoflOJiwaeT cymecTBOBaTb KaK H3UKOBoe AaHHoe. MopHoe B O C -
npHHHMaHHe KOJiHiecTBa raacHtix B T O BpeMH 3acBHfleTenbCTBOBaHO eme napajuienbHbiM 
pa3BHTneM nepBbix AH<|>TOHrH<iecKHX KOMnoHeHTOB H caModOHTej ibHbix K p a T K H x rjiacmix, 
KOTopue B KaiecTBeHHOM OTHomemiH coBnaAaioT c B T H M H KOMnoHCHTaMH. 

Ilocjie Toro KaK npjrau,nn napanj ie j ibHoro paaBHTHH HaiiraaeT HapymaTbCH (nepBbiM 
cepbeaHUM A0Ka3aTejibCTB0M noAoSHoro HapymeHHH HBmiocb paHHe-cpeAHeaHrjiHHCKoe 
H3MeHeune e.i > ai), T O 3TO 03HaliaeT HaiaTKn H O B O H , aMopHofi ooeHKH ampTOHroB H B I I O -
cjiê cTBHH Aawe Aonrax r j i a c H u x . TeM He MeHee HapH«y c H O B O H oueHKofi cocymecTBOBajio, 
BnjioTb flo paHHero HOBoaHrj ini icKoro nepnoAa, TpaaimHOHHoe MopHoe BOcnpuHHMaHPie 
HOJiroTbi r j i a c H u x ; Ta H ApyraH oueHKa Ha Bceii npoTHHceHHn cpeflHeaHrjiHHCKoro nepHoaa 
HaxoflHjiaci. B 6opb6e 3a K O H e r a y w no6e«y. PemeHne B nojTb3y aMopHoro BocnpiiHTHH 
3aBepniHJiocb jiHnib B paHHeM HOBoaHrjinaoKOM H3HKe, Korjia a M o p H a s ou,eHKa nojiyimia 
SHaHHTejibHoe noAKpenjieHHe 6jiaroAapn B O 3 H H K H O B 6 H H I O H O B U X aMopHbix AHiJiTOHroB, 
B peayjibTaTe H3MeHeHHn, H3BGCTHoro noA Ha3BaHHeM ,, Great Vowel Shift", Hauajio KOToporo 
O T H O C H T C H K KOHny cpeAHeaHrji ir i icKoro nepnoaa. flpeBHHH, MopHaa oneHKa nonroTbi raac-
H U X K TOMy BpeMeHH 6bijia y w e 3HainTejibH0 0CJia6jieHa B cnjiy cpeAHeaHrnHHCKOH yTpaTM 
nocTTOHH'iecKHX peAyUHpoBaHHbix r j i a c H u x H B cnny npeAuiecTBOBaBiuero cnBHra cjioroBoro 
npeAejia B c j iyqanx rana dse-jes — dai-as H T . n. 

IIpOTHBOnOJIOJKHOCTb KOHTaKTa 3aMeHHJia npOTHBOnOJIOHtHOCTb KOJIHieCTBa C IpOHOJIOrH-
lecKoii CTopoHU B Ha'iajie paHHero HOBoaHrjiiiHCKoro nepaoAa. OoHera'iecKH, KOHenHO, 
OHa cymecTBOBajia yate paHbine, B BHAe conyTCTByiomeH i e p T U KOJiHTOCTBeHHofi npoTHBO-
nojiowHOCTH (Ta noHBHJiacb K o r A a - T O B OTp©3Ke MewAy nojiOBHHOH 13-ro H noJioBHHOH 
14-ro B O K O B ) . OCOSUH HHTepec A J I H Hac upeACTaBjiaeT T O T (paKT, I T O B03HHKH0BeHwe H O B O H 

OD;eHKH npOTHBOnOJTOJKHOCTeH IViaCHLIX C T O H T B TeCHOH B3aHMOCBH3H C npOABHraBIOHMCH 
aHajiHTH3MOM aHrjiHHCKoro rpaMMaTHTOCKoro CTpoa (aTa HOBaH on;eHKa cnoco6cTBOBana 
aHajiHTH3My TeM, qTO 6oJiee O T I C T J I H B O n o A i e p K H B a j i a r p a i i b , OTAejifliomyio ocnoBy cjioBa 
OT (jbjieKCHH). 

VI. lIpornueonojiooKKOcmu no seoHKOcmu u >tanpiwceiiiwcmu y noeoamjiuiicKux 
napjibix cozjiacHwx 

MHOH HHTepecHuii CJiyiaii B J T M H H I T H , oKasuBaeMoro co-CTopoHM aHa»iHTH3Ma aHranficKoro 
rpaMMaTH'iecKoi'o CTpon Ha CTpyKTypy SByKOBoro n^aHa , AaeT conocTaBJieHHe aHrjiHHCKnx 
H HenicKiix napHbix 4>OHeM, Ha3UBaeMMX oSwmo 3 B O H K H M I I H J I H rjiyxHMH (KaK-To n — 6, 
T — A , c — 3 it T . n.). Me>KAy T G M KaK B <ieuicKOM (c aHajioranMH B cjioBauKOM, p y c c K O M 
H AP-) napHLie 3BOHKHe coiJiacHbie B KOHî e CTIOB B cuay HeHTpajiH3<miiH CMeHHJincb rny-
XHMH, B aHl'JIHHCKOM H3WKe npOTHBOHOHOWHOCTH nOAOOHOFO THIia B TaKHX nOJIOJKeHHHX 
COXpaHH/IHCh, 3a CMGT IIOpeOUGHKH npOTHBOnOJIOJKHOCTH nO 3B0HK0CTH B npOTHBOnOJIOJKHOCTb 

no HanpnweHHOcTH. Pa3JiH4Hoe pa3BHTne 3Aecb, B C B O K J o'lepeAfc, o6ycjroBOTBanocb n o -

TpeSHOCTHMH BblMHHX HJiaHOB COOTBeTCTByKmilX H3UKOB. D FJiaBG o6cTOHTe.1bHO o6i>ncHHeT-
C H , ' ITO n e p e r p y 3 K a aHrjiHHCKoro KOHTeKCTa npcAJioweHnn P H A O M rpaMManiHecKHx (ftyHKirnii 
He no3BonHJia ero AaAbHefiiueii HarpysKH, KOTopan nponaomjia 6u B pe3yjibTaTe B O 3 H H K H O « 
BeHHH HOBUX 0MOHHMH1HUX CJIOBeCHblX nap. C APyi'OH CTOpOHbl, OTHOCHTejIbHO Majiafl 
•̂yHKUHOHajIbHafl Haipy3Ka MeiHCKHX (CJIOBaUKHX, pyCCKHX H T. A - ) K0HT6KCT0B, eCTeCTBeHHO 

BtiTOKaioinaH us CHHTeraaMa rpaMMaTH«iecKoro CTpon 3THX H3biKOB, cosAaBana n p e A n o c u j i K H 
AJIH OCBOeHHH HMH eme AOlIOJIHHTejlbHblX iJiyHKlIHH. 

BucKa3aHHan 3Aecb T e o p n n MOHceT n p c i H T b H O B U H CBeT TaKwe Ha T . H . HeaccHMH.iHDO 
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BaHHtie ApeBHeneincKHe c o i e T a H H H corj iacHbix, H a n p . B cnoBax sde, dehor . He n c i u n o i e H a 
B03MOWHOCTb, I T O TaKHe HanncaHHH OTpaHtaiOT nepexoAHoe C O C T O H H H B , cnoatHBineecH K T O M V 
BpeMeHH, K o r a a qemcKHH H3HK 6HJI nocTaBJieH nepeA B O 3 M O * H O C T I . K ) nepeoneHKH npoTHBO-
noJiojKHOCTH c o r j i a c m j x no 3 B O H K O C T H B npoTHBononoHtHOCTL no HanpnweHHOCTH. T. H . 
O K O H i a T e j i t H a n accHMUjrannH (c pe3yjibTaT0M zde, tchof) 03Haia j ia 6bi, corjiacHO BbiCKa3aH-
BOMy, OKOH>iaTejiLHoe 3aKpenjieHne B qemcKOM n3UKe npoTHBonojiojKHOCTH no 3 B O H K O C T H . 

VII. Ilpoifecc ympambi HoeoamjiuiXcxozo neumpaabHoeo COSJULCHOZO 

IlpH noCTeneHHOH • jinKBHflan;HH HOBoaHrjiHHCKoro Hef iTpantHoro cor j iacHoro BecbMa 
BaWHyio pojib nrpano ero naneHHe B HHTepBOKajinnecKOM noJiOHceHHH ( r n y x o e h noflBep-
r a n o c i . accHMHnniiHH co C B O H M BOKajinqecKHM coceACTBOM, H B KOHue K O H I J O B 6HJIO no-
rj iomeHo H M ) . IIoKa3aTejibHO, H T O qemcKoe — H nono6HO TaKHte cnoBaqKoe , y K p a m c K o e 
n BepxHej iywHaKoe — SBOHKoe h B aHaJ iorn iHOM nojiOHceHHH He accHMHJinpoBajiocb, H TeM 
MeHee nor j iomaj iocb C B O H M BOKajinnecKHM coceflCTBOM, X O T H ero 3B0HK0CTb ocoSeHHO 6jiaro-
npnflTCTBOBajia 6bi TaKoiay H3MeHeHHK>. 

I lpHHHHa pa3Jin<raoro pa3BHTHH B aHranf icKOM H cjiaBHHCKHX H3UKax saKJi io iaeTCH, 
no-BHAHMoiny, B T O M , HTO cJiaBHHCKOB h ropa3AO CHUbHee 3aKpenneH0 B nocneflOBaTejibHO 
CHHTeTHiecKOH Mop<|>ojiorimecKOH cnaBHHCKofi cncTeMe, qeM h APeBHeaHTjinzcKoro nepnoAa, 
K KOTopoMy H O T H O C J I T C H H3MeHeHHH HHTepBOKannqecKoro h . UTpeMjieHHe coxpaHHTb qeni-
CKoe ( H , BepoHTHO, Boo6me cjiaBHHCKoe) h BJieKJio 3a C O 6 O H , O T O B H A H O , TaKHte ero cnearof»H-
l e c K y i o apTHKyjTflanK), o6ecne<niBaiomyio 3TO h O T M e x a H H i e c K o i i accHMnjianHH co c i o p o H M 
B O K a j i H i e c K o r o coceACTBa. B aHrjitracKOM H 3 I J K C noAo6Horo cTpeMJieHHH He 6LIJIO, T A K KaK 
CHHTeTHiecKHfl CTpofl r p a M M a T H i e c K O H CHCTeMu ywe B T O BpeMH ooHapyM<HBaji onpenejieH -
H u e TeHAeHUHH K a H a j i n T M M y (KOTopbra nosAHee, B cpeAneaHrjiHHCKHH nepnoA, nojiHOCTbio 
p a c n p o c T p a H H n c a ) . OKa3biBaeTCH, cjieAOBaTentHO, H T O H SAecb paaniiHHe <J>oHeTHiecKoro 
paSBHTHH TeCHO CBH3aH0 C paSUH'IHHMH TpaMMaTHHeCKHX C T p y K T y p CpaBHHBaeMMX H3MK0B. 

IlepeBeji P. MpaaeK 
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